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Abstract

Quantum information processing has practical applications like exponential
speed ups in optimisation problems or the simulation of complex quantum
systems. However, well controlled quantum systems realised experimentally
to process the information are sensitive to noise. The progress in leading
experimental platforms like superconducting qubits or trapped ions has al-
lowed the realisation of high-fidelity quantum processors known as Noisy
Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices with roughly 50 qubits. NISQ
devices are meant to be large enough to show, despite their imperfections,
an advantage over classical processors in some computational tasks and pro-
vide a rich playground to prove principles for future quantum algorithms
and protocols. However, quantum processors need to be scaled up to imple-
ment quantum algorithms that are relevant for practical applications. For
this purpose, Quantum Error Correction (QEC) codes, which encode the
information in multi-partite quantum states that are generally highly en-
tangled, become crucial to eliminate the errors introduced by noise sources
like qubit loss. Here we introduce a protocol to correct qubit loss, i.e., the
impossibility to access the information encoded in a qubit, in the color code,
a leading candidate for fault-tolerant quantum computation. We show that
the achieved tolerance of 46(1)% to qubit loss is related to a novel percola-
tion problem on three coupled lattices. Our work shows the high robustness
of the color under our protocol and has practical importance for implemen-
tations of fault-tolerant QEC. In our second line of research we propose
and analyse local entanglement witnesses as efficient and platform-agnostic
detectors of the entanglement between qubit subsystems, providing a de-
scription of the entanglement structure in, in principle, arbitrarily large
quantum systems. Since entanglement is a genuinely quantum property
used as a resource in most quantum algorithms, local witnesses, which can
be implemented with current technology, are of interest for current and
future quantum processors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quantum systems, thanks to genuinely quantum properties like superposition and en-
tanglement, can process information in ways that are not accessible by classical means
as Feynman stated in 1981 [8]. He suggested the use of well controlled quantum sys-
tems to simulate the physics of entangled quantum matter, a computationally hard
task for classical processors in general [9]. Nowadays, an impending milestone in quan-
tum information processing from a fundamental point of view is to prove the “quantum
supremacy” [10], i.e., to show that well controlled quantum systems can perform tasks
beyond the reach of classical processors. From a practical point of view, multiple
quantum algorithms and protocols that use quantum properties like superposition or
entanglement as resources have been proposed to show some “quantum advantage” [11],
i.e., to solve problems that are intractable for classical processors, or at least, provide
a computational speed up.

Quantum metrology, for example, can provide a quantum advantage since the
quantum entangled states employed provide quadratically better precisions than non-
entangled states in the measurement of physical parameters [12]. Quantum cryptog-
raphy allows theoretically secure communications because any eavesdropping can be
detected given that, due to the no-cloning theorem [13], no information can be copied
from a quantum channel without perturbing it [14, 15]. In the quantum algorithm zoo,
there are quantum algorithms like Grover’s algorithm [16] for database search that
provide a quadratic speed up over any classical means. Other quantum algorithms
like Shor’s algorithm [17] for integer factorisation, solve problems that are (or believed
to be) not efficiently solvable by classical processors. Moreover, quantum algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION

like boson sampling [18] or the sampling of random quantum circuits [19] are leading
candidates to prove quantum supremacy since the problem size can be selected so clas-
sical computers cannot solve the problem in a reasonable time but they can be run in
the small and noisy quantum processors with roughly 50 qubits or more that currently
exist [20, 21] or will be available in the near future [22].

A quantum computer is an idealised device that can initialise, manipulate and mea-
sure quantum states in order to run quantum algorithms, and quantum computation is
the branch of quantum information science that studies how information is processed
in a quantum computer. The fundamental unit of information in a quantum computer
is the qubit, a stable quantum system defined by two orthonormal states |0⟩ and |1⟩

that can be controlled individually, and can interact with other qubits in a controlled
way. The quantum operations that control the qubit state and the interactions with
other qubits are known as quantum gates. The gate set available to the quantum com-
puter is a universal gate set, which can efficiently approximate any quantum process
with an arbitrary precision [13]. Quantum algorithms, in the quantum circuit model of
quantum computation, consist of the initialisation of a quantum state that is easy to
prepare, the successive application of quantum gates, and the evaluation of observables
through qubit measurement.

Experimentally, qubits have been realised in various platforms like trapped ions [23,
24], superconducting qubits [25], photons [26], cold atoms [27], or nuclear spins [28].
Two leading experimental platforms for quantum computation are trapped ions and
superconducting qubits due to various features including high fidelity gates: with an
error rate below 1 error per 100 two-qubit gates [29, 30]. With trapped ions each ion
encodes a qubit into stable energy levels of the ion, quantum gates are realised through
the interaction with laser light and the Coulomb interaction between ions, and qubit
measurements are made through the fluorescence of short-lived states. Superconduct-
ing qubits are encoded into the two lowermost energy levels of an anharmonic oscillator
generated by collective excitations in a superconducting resonant circuit with a Joseph-
son junction, single-qubit quantum gates are performed with microwave pulses sent to
a transmission line coupled to the qubits while two-qubit gates use a microwave cavity
coupling two qubits, and qubit measurement can be done by detecting the change in
the resonant frequency of a microwave resonator connected to the qubit.
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The main difficulty that quantum computation faces is the unavoidable presence
of decoherence in the experimental platforms, which produces errors that destroy the
processed information. Errors happen during the state initialisation, measurement,
and are introduced by the environment and faulty quantum gates. For example, the
proximity of ions in the trap leads to crosstalk errors when a laser cannot address
single ions perfectly, which produces an undesired effect on the neighbouring ions in
the trap [31]. Besides, errors happen due to qubit imperfections like the presence of
more than two accessible states, finite lifetimes, or the unavoidable coupling of an
uncontrolled environment. For example, some types of superconducting qubits are
sensitive to leakage errors due to their weak anharmonicity [32]. In a leakage error
the population of a qubit leaks to states different from |0⟩ and |1⟩ that are usually not
accessible, leading to a loss of information [33].

Current and near term quantum processors, also called Noisy Intermediate-Scale
Quantum (NISQ) devices [11] consist of roughly 50 to 100 noisy qubits, where the
best achieved error rate per two-qubit gate is below 1%. Despite their imperfections,
NISQ devices provide a rich experimental playground for quantum algorithms and the
study of well controlled quantum systems. Importantly, these processors are believed
to be large enough to be impossible to simulate classically, so, in principle, quantum
supremacy can be proven on them [34]. Recently, Google sampled a random quantum
circuit in 200 seconds with their Sycamore quantum processor consisting of 53 super-
conducting qubits [20]. They estimated that a state-of-the-art classical supercomputer
would need 10.000 years to realise the same task given the exponential time that clas-
sical algorithms require compared with quantum algorithms when sampling a random
quantum circuit [34]. They claim that this result proves quantum supremacy, but it is
still early to convince the quantum information community [35].

The amount of available resources in a NISQ device is limited, while noise sources
cannot be completely removed. These limitations have motivated a new generation of
quantum algorithms for the NISQ era based on hybrid quantum processors [36], con-
sisting in the combined use of a parametrised quantum circuit and a classical computer.
The quantum part consists of single-qubit and two-qubit gates with free parameters
that are optimised by the classical part to minimise a cost function associated with the
problem at hand. The process is repeated many times until the parameters converge
to a minimum of the cost function. The main advantage of hybrid algorithms is that
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1. INTRODUCTION

the learning of the parameters is tailored to the actual noise in the experimental set
up and the optimisation is carried by a classical processor, reducing the burden of the
quantum part. Examples of hybrid quantum algorithms are the Quantum Approxi-
mate Optimisation Algorithm (QAOA) [37] for combinatorial optimisation problems,
or the Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) [38], which finds eigenvalues of multi-
partite quantum systems. There are also hybrid techniques to mitigate errors [39, 40]
like the quantum variational error corrector (QVECTOR) algorithm, which optimises a
parametrised quantum circuit to learn encoding and error-recovery circuits that extend
the lifetime of a quantum state [41].

However, quantum processors need to be scaled up to solve problems that are large
enough to have practical application. For example, with perfect qubits and gates,
around 6000 perfect qubits would be necessary to factor an integer with 2048 used in
current cryptographic techniques [42]. In the more realistic context, large quantum
processors suffer noise. Quantum error mitigation techniques, despite being useful
for NISQ devices, are not sufficient for larger quantum processors since errors are
still present and affect the implementation of quantum algorithms. In contrast, using
Quantum Error Correction (QEC) codes one can reduce the number of errors arbitrarily
at the cost of making the quantum system even larger [43]. Using the example of
integer factorisation, with current estimations of noise and platform limitations like only
nearest neighbour interaction in superconducting qubits, around 20 million noisy qubits
would be necessary to reduce the number of errors with QEC techniques [42]. Note
that Shor’s algorithm for integer factorisation is one of the most demanding quantum
algorithms. The number of qubits required for implementing other quantum algorithms
with the same assumptions is less.

In QEC codes, information is encoded redundantly in the joint, usually entangled,
state of a multi-qubit system. The qubits that conform the system are usually called
data qubits or physical qubits. Errors can be detected by a syndrome measurement that
does not affect the encoded information, and corrected after a classical post-processing
of the syndrome using a classical decoder algorithm [44, 45]. Quantum error correction
codes are usually benchmarked under simple noise models and assumptions. At the
highest level of simplification, the code capacity channel assumes local uncorrelated
errors and perfect syndrome measurement. The phenomenological model takes into
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account measurement imperfections, which are handled by repeating the syndrome ex-
traction several times. The circuit-based model also takes into account that errors can
happen at different intermediate steps of the quantum circuit for syndrome extraction
and then proliferate through the circuit. Precisely those QEC codes that do not allow
the uncontrolled proliferation of errors are called fault-tolerant codes and it has been
shown that, as long as the error rate is below a certain threshold, logical quantum op-
erations can be performed arbitrarily precise at the cost of a polylogarithmic overhead
in size (number of qubits) and circuit depth (number of non-simultaneous gates) of
the fault-tolerant QEC code [43, 46–48]. Then, large fault-tolerant QEC codes allow,
in principle, error-free quantum computations. Fault-tolerant QEC codes can be con-
structed, for example, by concatenating codes in various levels such that the physical
qubits forming a high-level code are logical qubits of codes at a lower level [49].

Topological QEC codes can also be made fault-tolerant [50]. These codes arrange
physical qubits on lattices that can be embedded in various topologies like a torus or a
two-dimensional surface with boundaries such that the code properties depend on the
topology. Logical operators, which control the encoded information, have support on
non-trivial cycles of the topology so they are highly non-local operators. In contrast,
experimental errors are usually assumed to have local nature, so, on average errors tend
to spread uniformly in the lattice. Provided this contrast, when the noise rate is low,
the support of errors is, most likely, very different to the support of logical operators.
Thus, the probability that experimental errors cause a logical error decreases exponen-
tially with increasing code size [51]. The surface code [52] and the color code [53] are
topological QEC codes and leading candidates for fault-tolerant quantum computation
partially partially due to their high error thresholds. Numerical estimations of error
rate thresholds with the circuit-based model are between 0.14% and 1% for the surface
code [54–56] and between 0.082% and 0.2% for the color code [57–60]. They also have
other desired properties like transversal quantum gates, i.e., logical gates that can be
easily applied because they require only the simultaneous application of single-qubit
physical gates on each qubit, and the syndrome extraction requires quantum gates only
between neighbouring qubits, i.e., no long-range interaction is necessary to implement
these gates in a two-dimensional experimental architecture.

Quantum error correction codes must protect the logical information from multiple
noise sources. A particularly damaging error source is qubit loss. A qubit is lost when
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the information in it can no longer be accessed due to a leakage process or the actual
loss of the particle out of their trap. A number of protocols to detect and remedy
the effect of qubit loss have been proposed and put in practice for trapped ions [61],
superconducting qubits [32, 62–64], photons [65, 66], or quantum dots [67–69]. At the
level of QEC codes, there are protocols [70, 71] to correct for the erasure channel, an
error model where the position of the lost qubits is known. Some protocols [72, 73]
correct the erasure channel by reinitialising the lost qubits in their computational space
and then measuring the stabilisers, producing computational errors at known locations.
Another approach consists of removing the lost qubits from the lattice and redefining
the code space without the removed qubits. For the surface code, this protocol, which
also extends to computational errors, was proposed in Refs. [74, 75]. As we describe
in Sec. 4.1, by mapping the loss events to a percolation problem, it was shown that
the surface code presents a tolerance against qubit loss of up to 50% in the absence of
other sources of error. The correction of qubit losses in the color code has the additional
difficulty, compared to the surface code, that the lattice must stay trivalent and face-
three colourable after the code space redefinition. The determination of loss tolerance
is of a practical importance for actual and future quantum processors as qubit loss is
one of the noise sources of the existing physical platforms. In Chap. 4, we propose a
protocol to correct qubit losses in the color code, a leading candidate to correct errors
in quantum processors, and study the performance of the protocol.

Small instances of the surface and the color code have been implemented in two
leading experimental platforms for quantum computation: trapped ions [76–78] and
superconducting qubits [79, 80]. However, a fault-tolerant QEC code has not yet fully
realised experimentally. As mentioned previously, in these platforms, gates present
high fidelities: on average, less than 1 error per 100 two-qubit gates occurs. This error
rate is at the verge of the error threshold for fault-tolerant quantum computation with
the surface and color codes. So we are in a moment where the use of fault-tolerant
QEC codes might be beneficial in comparison with using a single physical qubit, i.e.,
the state preparation, logical operations, measurement and lifetime of a logical qubit
encoded with a QEC code might be improved over the corresponding operations applied
directly to one physical qubit. Theoretical proposals include a fault-tolerant surface
code consisting of 17 superconducting qubits (9 data qubits and 8 ancillary qubits for
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syndrome extraction) [81], and fault-tolerant implementations of the seven-qubit color
code with 2 to 6 extra qubits for syndrome readout [82–84].

In the long term, the scalability of experimental platforms needs to be further de-
veloped to take advantage of fault-tolerance. Superconducting qubits can be increased
in number thanks to their modular design on two-dimensional chips that allows the
necessary interactions for fault-tolerant QEC in the surface code [81]. However, diffi-
culties to implement entangling gates between distant qubits or the reproducibility of
the superconducting qubits during fabrication need to be addressed [30, 80]. Trapped
ions platforms can be scaled up, by splitting the ions in various linear traps and en-
tangling two ions in different traps by interfering the two photons emitted by the ions,
or by including junctions in the trap and shuttling ions to the designated interaction
zones where multi-qubit gates are applied [29]. At the theoretical level, efforts focus on
the design of fault-tolerant codes that require less resources [85, 86].

At this stage of technology and for the near and long term future, the study and
benchmarking of experimental realisations of a quantum processor becomes crucial.
Entanglement is a key property to characterise since it is a genuinely “quantum” prop-
erty that distinguishes classical from quantum processors. It is used as a resource, for
instance, in measurement-based quantum computing [87, 88], quantum communication
protocols [89, 90], and plays a crucial role in quantum algorithms and QEC. Tremen-
dous technological developments have been made in the laboratory to realise entangled
states with trapped ions [24, 91, 92], photonic systems [26, 93, 94], nuclear magnetic
resonance molecules [95], superconducting qubits [25, 96], cold atoms [27, 97–99], solid-
state systems [100], and set-ups involving hybrids of these systems [101, 102]. However,
entanglement characterisation through tomographic techniques like compressed sens-
ing [103–105] is feasible for small systems [106] but becomes impractical as the number
of qubits in the system increases, due to the exponential growth of the Hilbert space.
Two common approaches to overcome this difficulty are Matrix Product State (MPS)
tomography [107–110], which efficiently reconstructs the state of systems close to ma-
trix product states, and entanglement witnesses [111–113] which are observables that
detect the presence of entanglement with a reduced number of measurements.

Entanglement witnesses have been developed for diverse scenarios, including multi-
qubit states [114–116], continuous variable systems [117–119], thermal states [120–123],
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high-dimensional states [124–127], or as a way of not only detecting, but also quan-
tifying the amount of entanglement [128–131]. In the context of quantum communi-
cations, measurement-device-independent witnesses [132–135] can be used to prevent
eavesdropping by certifying entanglement beyond measurement imperfections. With
respect to the construction of witness operators, work has mainly focused on the de-
composition of witnesses into Pauli operators [136, 137], or on reducing the number of
required measurement settings [138, 139]. Most of the efforts are devoted to the detec-
tion of genuine entanglement, but there are also witnesses that detect the entanglement
depth [140, 141], the entanglement with respect to partitions [142], or witnesses that
provide information about the Schmidt number [143–145]. In Chap. 5, we propose,
study and develop the necessary tools to construct local entanglement witness oper-
ators, which are platform-agnostic observables that detect entanglement (as we show
they also estimate the amount of entanglement) in subsystems of qubits using a number
of measurements that does not depend on the system size. With this information it is
possible to answer e.g. whether qubits in a given subsystem or pairs of qubits are entan-
gled. It also allows one to study the entanglement of the subsystem of interest coupled
to an environment represented by the rest of qubits. In the preparation of complex
many-qubit quantum states, such information may be useful to detect in which spatial
regions and within which subsets of particles errors have occurred.

Moving away from the design, implementation and benchmarking of quantum pro-
cessors and quantum algorithms, quantum information has shown connections with
other fields in physics, like atomic, molecular and optical physics [146], condensed mat-
ter [147, 148], but also with computer science [13], and classical statistical mechanics.
The connection between quantum information and classical statistical mechanics has
proven to be fruitful in both directions [149–151]. On the one hand a connection be-
tween measurement-based quantum computation and classical spin models has been
used to show that the partition function of the 2D Ising model can generate the par-
tition functions of all classical spin models [152–155]. Furthermore, some quantum
algorithms have proven to efficiently approximate the partition function of classical
spin models [156–160]. On the other hand, problems in quantum information have
found a solution through their connection with solvable classical statistical problems,
for instance, to determine which quantum circuits can be efficiently simulated classi-
cally [161], or to provide the critical loss threshold of topological QEC codes as the
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critical point of the order/disorder phase-transition of classical spin models [162, 163].
For instance, the 2D surface code [164] and the color code [53, 165] under computa-
tional (single-qubit bit and phase-flip) errors can be mapped to a 2D random-bond
Ising model with two-body [166] and three-body interactions [167], respectively. Under
computational errors and faulty stabiliser measurements, the surface code maps to a
3D random-plaquette lattice gauge model [168], while the color code maps to a 3D
Ising lattice gauge theory [169]. This mapping was recently extended to account for
circuit-level noise in the surface code [150]. In Chap. 4 we show the robustness of the
color code to qubit loss via a connection with percolation theory: the tolerance of the
color code to qubit loss under the protocol that we propose in this chapter is directly
related to a novel bond-percolation problem in three coupled lattices.

The content of the thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we introduce basic
concepts of multi-qubit systems and the notation employed. The concepts introduced
range from single-qubit states and operations, to multi-qubit states like stabiliser and
graph states, entanglement types and entanglement measures, and noise models. Sta-
biliser states are the playground where the tools and algorithms introduced are applied.
Graph states serve in this thesis to create local entanglement witnesses and study their
properties. Entanglement can be detected and estimated using these witnesses, so the
main entanglement types and measures are introduced in this chapter. Finally, we
present the noise models used in this thesis: the erasure channel, which is used to
study the tolerance of the color code under qubit loss, and local uncorrelated Pauli
noise channels, which are employed to benchmark the performance of local witnesses.

Chapter 3 introduces important concepts in QEC and defines topological codes like
the surface and the color code. These codes are among the most promising candidates
for fault-tolerant QEC. In this thesis we are interested in the tolerance of the color
code against qubit loss, and we use an experimental realisation of this code to test the
performance in practice of the local witness operators that we design.

In Chapter 4 we present the results obtained on the study of color codes under
qubit loss. We propose a fully local and sequential protocol to correct qubit loss in the
color code and study the performance of the code under our protocol. We show that the
problem is directly related to a novel bond-percolation problem in three coupled lattices
and use this connection to obtain analytical and numerical values of the tolerance. The
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results are directly relevant for future implementations of the color code. The content
of this chapter was first presented in the following references

• “Twins percolation for qubit losses in topological color codes”, Davide Vodola,
David Amaro, M.A. Martin-Delgado, and Markus Müller, Physical Review Letters
121, 060501 (August 2018) [1],

• “Analytical percolation theory for topological color codes under qubit loss”, David
Amaro, Jemma Bennett, Davide Vodola, and Markus Müller, arXiv 1907.12684,
(July 2019) [2].

Our protocol erases an average fraction r(p) of edges from the color code lattice to
correct a qubit loss rate p. This relation is used to obtain analytically the tolerance
of the color code to qubit loss through the connection with percolation theory. In
Sec. 4.4.4 I introduce a mean-field approximation of r(p) that is not present in the
previous papers and was derived individually by me.

Chapter 5 presents the work on local entanglement witnesses. We start by defining
these observables and providing an interpretation of the type of entanglement that
they detect. We show that local witnesses detect localisable entanglement (LE) and
derive a lower bound of this quantity from the expectation value of a local witness. We
propose two methods to construct local witnesses for a qubit subsystem of interest in
a stabiliser state. All steps required to implement these methods, like the transforma-
tion of stabiliser states into graph states and the sequences of local-complementation
operations, are described in detail. Then, we benchmark local witnesses in practice
by applying them to an experimental realisation of the seven-qubit color code, and by
studying the associated lower bound of LE as a function of the distance in noisy models
of large color codes. Local witnesses and the tools developed here are of interest to effi-
ciently characterise entanglement in the existing experimental platforms of multi-qubit
systems. The work presented in this chapter is included in references

• “Estimating localizable entanglement from witnesses”, David Amaro, Markus
Müller, and Amit Kumar Pal, New Journal of Physics 20, 063017 (2018) [3],

• “Scalable characterisation of localizable entanglement in noisy topological quan-
tum codes”, David Amaro, Markus Müller, and Amit Kumar Pal, arXiv 1907.13161
(July 2019) [4],
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• “Design and experimental performance of local entanglement witness operators”,
David Amaro and Markus Müller, Physical Review A 101, 012317 (accepted on
December 2019 and published on January 2020) [7].

Finally, in Chapter 6 we summarise the results presented in the thesis, discuss the
possible applications in the near and long term given the current status of quantum
computation, and suggest possible improvements and extensions.
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Chapter 2

Basics of multi-qubit systems

In this chapter we introduce basic concepts of quantum information that are ubiqui-
tously used in this thesis. We start in Sec. 2.1 with fundamental concepts like qubits
and quantum gates, continue in Sec. 2.2 with stabiliser and graph states, discuss entan-
glement measures in Sec. 2.4, and finish with noise models in Sec. 2.5. For the reader
interested in the details, the book in Ref. [13] provides an instructive introduction to
quantum information and quantum computation.

2.1 Qubits and quantum gates

In this section we define the basic constituents of a quantum computer, as well as the
standard formalism behind them. The reader familiar with basic quantum information
can jump to Sec. 2.2, where more complex concepts like stabiliser and graph states are
described.

2.1.1 Qubit and single-qubit gates

The basic unit of information of a quantum computer is the qubit: an ideal quantum
system with only two accessible states named |0⟩ and |1⟩. For example, the spin-up and
the spin-down states of an electron can encode the |0⟩ and |1⟩ states, respectively. A
qubit is the quantum analogue of a classical bit, but the qubit can be found in a state
that is a quantum superposition of both states, consisting of a linear combination of
|0⟩ and |1⟩

|ψ⟩ = cos(θ/2) |0⟩+ sin(θ/2)eiϕ |1⟩ , (2.1)
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2. BASICS OF MULTI-QUBIT SYSTEMS

given by two angles θ ∈ [0, π] and ϕ ∈ [0, 2π]. One can include a global phase eiγ

as a factor multiplying the right-hand-side of the previous equation, but it is usually

disregarded because it is undetectable. Qubit states belong to a Hilbert space H, which

is a complex two-dimensional vector space with an inner product. Each quantum state

is represented by a vector in the Hilbert space:

|0⟩ =
(

1
0

)
, |1⟩ =

(
0
1

)
, |ψ⟩ =

(
α
β

)
. (2.2)

The Dirac notation |·⟩ is commonly used to represent vectors. The dual of a quantum

state is denoted by ⟨ψ| in the Dirac notation and represents the complex conjugated

and transposed vector. The inner product between two quantum states |ψ⟩ and |ξ⟩,

represented by ⟨ψ|ξ⟩, is the dot product of the vectors corresponding to |ψ⟩ and ⟨ξ|.

Thus, two quantum states are orthogonal if ⟨ψ|ξ⟩ = 0. The norm of a vector in the

Hilbert space is defined with respect to the inner product as ∥ψ∥2 =
√

⟨ψ|ψ⟩. The set

{|0⟩ , |1⟩} is the computational basis of a qubit, which is an orthonormal basis since

⟨0|0⟩ = ⟨1|1⟩ = 1 and ⟨0|1⟩ = ⟨1|0⟩ = 0.

Four particularly important superposition states of a qubit are:

|+⟩ = 1√
2
(|0⟩+ |1⟩) |−⟩ = 1√

2
(|0⟩ − |1⟩), (2.3)

|+Y ⟩ =
1√
2
(|0⟩+ i |1⟩) |−Y ⟩ =

1√
2
(|0⟩ − i |1⟩). (2.4)

When measured, these states return the output 0 or 1 with equal probability. The

three sets of states, the computational basis {|0⟩ , |1⟩}, the X-basis {|+⟩ , |−⟩}, and the

Y -basis {|+Y ⟩ , |−Y ⟩} form orthonormal bases of the Hilbert space H. Thus, any state

in H can be represented as a normalised linear combination of the two elements in

a basis. It is illustrative to view these bases as three perpendicular axes in a three-

dimensional space. The first element of each basis corresponds to a unit vector parallel

to the axis, while the second element is antiparallel to the axis. The rest of states in

the Hilbert space can be seen as unit vectors in the Bloch sphere: a sphere of radius 1

in the three-dimensional space (see Fig. 2.1 for an illustration of the Bloch sphere).

Three possible bases of the Hilbert space consist of the two eigenstates of a Pauli
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2.1 Qubits and quantum gates

Figure 2.1: Bloch sphere. Representation of the single-qubit state |ψ⟩ as a unit vector
on the sphere of radius 1. The two angles θ and ϕ that define the quantum state can
be seen as the spherical coordinates defining the unit vector. The computational basis
{|0⟩ , |1⟩}, the X-basis {|+⟩ , |−⟩}, and the Y -basis {|+Y ⟩ , |−Y ⟩} are unit vectors along the
three perpendicular axes.

operator from {X, Y, Z} with eigenvalues +1 and −1:

Z |0⟩ = |0⟩ Z |1⟩ = − |1⟩ , (2.5)

X |+⟩ = |+⟩ X |−⟩ = − |−⟩ , (2.6)

Y |+Y ⟩ = |+Y ⟩ Y |−Y ⟩ = − |−Y ⟩ . (2.7)

The action of a Pauli operators on a different basis flips the state:

X |0⟩ = |1⟩ X |1⟩ = |0⟩ , (2.8)

Z |+⟩ = |−⟩ Z |−⟩ = |+⟩ , (2.9)

and analogously for Y and {|+Y ⟩ , |−Y ⟩} but with an additional global phase ±i. Their
matrix representations are:

I =

(
1 0
0 1

)
, X =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, Y =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, Z =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
, (2.10)

where I is the identity operator. Pauli operators σ ∈ {X, Y, Z} are involutory opera-
tors σ2 = I, have vanishing trace tr(σ) = 0, anti-commute {σ(i), σ(j)} = 2δijI (here δij
is the Kronecker delta), and satisfy the following commutation relation:

[σ(i), σ(j)] = 2iϵijkσ
(k), (2.11)

where ϵijk is the Levi-Civita symbol and we use the notation σ(1) = X, σ(2) = Y
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2. BASICS OF MULTI-QUBIT SYSTEMS

and σ(3) = Z. The set containing all operators resulting from the multiplication of
single-qubit Pauli operators is the Pauli group of a qubit:

P = ⟨X, Y, Z⟩ = {±I, ±iI, ±X, ±iX, ±Y, ±iY, ±Z, ±iZ}. (2.12)

Here ⟨·⟩ indicates the group generated by all possible products of elements.

The set of unitary operators U on a qubit state, i.e., with an inverse that equals
the adjoint operator (transposed and conjugated) U−1 = U †, forms the SU(2) group.
Single-qubit unitary operators are exponentiations of Pauli operators: consider a real
unit vector r⃗ and a vector composed by the Pauli operators σ⃗ = (X, Y, Z), then any
element of SU(2) can be written as

Rr⃗(γ) = e−i
γ
2
r⃗σ⃗ = cos(γ/2)I − sin(γ/2) i r⃗σ⃗, (2.13)

where r⃗σ⃗ is the dot product of these two vectors and γ ∈ [0, 2π] is an angle. They
perform single-qubit rotations because, when applied to a qubit state represented by
a unit vector in the Bloch sphere, the resulting state is represented by a another unit
vector that has been rotated an angle γ around the direction parallel to r⃗. Note that
Pauli operators also belong to SU(2) and correspond to γ = π rotations (up to a global
phase) around the three orthogonal axes: r⃗ = (1, 0, 0) for X, r⃗ = (0, 1, 0) for Y , and
r⃗ = (0, 0, 1) for Z.

Other important unitary operators are the Hadamard gate H, the phase gate S,
and the T gate:

H =
1√
2

(
1 1
1 −1

)
, S =

(
1 0
0 i

)
, T =

(
1 0

0 eiπ/4

)
. (2.14)

The Hadamard gate rotates the computational basis {|0⟩ , |1⟩} into theX-basis {|+⟩ , |−⟩}

and vice-versa:

H |0⟩ = |+⟩ , H |1⟩ = |−⟩ , H |+⟩ = |0⟩ , H |−⟩ = |1⟩ . (2.15)

The phase gate is a π/2 rotation around the Z axis (up to a global phase) RZ(π/2) =
exp(−iπ/4Z) that rotates the X-basis into the Y -basis {|+Y ⟩ , |−Y ⟩}. These two gates,
as well as Pauli operators, belong to the Clifford group, which is the group of unitary
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2.1 Qubits and quantum gates

operators that map Pauli operators into Pauli operators:

HσH†, SσS† ∈ P ∀σ ∈ {X, Y, Z}. (2.16)

In contrast, the T gate, which is a π/4 rotation around the Z axis (up to a global phase)
is a non-Clifford gate because it does not map all Pauli operators to Pauli operators:
TσT † /∈ P for σ ∈ {X, Y }.

When a qubit in the state in Eq. (2.1) is measured in the computational basis,
only two outcomes are possible: +1 or −1, corresponding to the states |0⟩ and |1⟩,
respectively. The probability to obtain +1 is cos2(θ/2) and the probability of obtaining
1 is sin2(θ/2), which add up to 1 as expected. Qubits can be measured in a basis given
by a Hermitian operator m, i.e., with m† = m, and get projected into the eigenspace
of m corresponding to the resulting outcome ±1. This projection is represented by a
projector, which is an operator

Πm =
I + (−1)mm

2
, (2.17)

where m = 0 if the measurement outcome is +1 and m = 1 if the measurement outcome
is −1.

2.1.2 Multi-qubit states, Pauli group and two-qubit gates

The pure state of a quantum system with n qubits is a vector in the 2n-dimensional
Hilbert space H⊗n, which is 2n-dimensional vector space spanned by 2n orthonormal
vectors |x⟩ (with ⟨x|y⟩ = δx,y), labelled by n-bit binary strings x. Any pure quan-
tum state of the system can be represented by a normalised linear combination of the
elements in the computational basis, with complex coefficients αx:

|ψ⟩ =
∑
x

|x⟩ . (2.18)

Examples of multi-qubit states are the Bell state for two qubits, and the generali-
sation for n qubits: the GHZ state (Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger) [170], which are
represented, respectively, by

|B⟩ = 1√
2
(|00⟩+ |11⟩) , |GHZ⟩ = 1

2n/2
(|00 · · · 0⟩+ |11 · · · 1⟩), (2.19)
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2. BASICS OF MULTI-QUBIT SYSTEMS

where the first string in the GHZ state contains n zeros, and the second contains n
ones. These states are genuinely entangled as we describe in Sec. 2.4.

Two states |ψ⟩ and |ψ′⟩ are said to be local-unitary equivalent (LUE) states if they
differ in a local unitary operation: ULUE |ψ⟩ = |ψ′⟩. A local unitary is a tensor product
of single-qubit unitary operators Uq on qubits q = 1, . . . , n: ULUE =

⊗n
q=1 Uq.

The Pauli group P⊗n of the quantum system is the tensor product of n Pauli groups.
For two qubits, the Pauli group is:

P⊗2 = ⟨X1, Y1, Z1, X2, Y2, Z2⟩

= {I1I2, X1I2, Y1I2, Z1I2, I1X2, X1X2, Y1X2, Z1X2,

I1Y2, X1Y2, Y1Y2, Z1Y2, I1Z2, X1Z2, Y1Z2, Z1Z2, . . .},

(2.20)

where the elements that are not specified are simply the ones written multiplied by
factors −1 and ±i. Note that we have omitted the tensor product symbol and added
labels 1 and 2 representing the qubit where the Pauli operator has support. The
computational basis is formed by the eigenvectors of the Pauli operator Z⊗n ∈ P⊗n.

Particularly important two-qubit operators are the controlled-not (CNOT) gate and
the controlled-Z (CZ) gate, whose respective forms are:

UCNOT
(q,q′) =

Iq + Zq
2

Iq′ +
Iq − Zq

2
Xq′ , (2.21)

UCZ
{q,q′} =

Iq + Zq
2

Iq′ +
Iq − Zq

2
Zq′ . (2.22)

The CZ gate is preserved under the exchange of q and q′, so we use the set notation
{q, q′} to denote that none of the qubits plays a particular role. In contrast, the CNOT
gate is not preserved by the exchange of the qubits where it has support, so we use the
list notation (q, q′) to denote that the role of these qubits is different: the first qubit
in the list is the control qubit, while the second is the target qubit. When acting on the
computational basis the CNOT gate flips the target qubit if the control qubit is in a
|1⟩ state and preserves the state otherwise:

UCNOT
(q,q′) |xq xq′⟩ = |xq (xq′ + xq)⟩ , (2.23)

where the sum is performed modulo 2. Thus, when applied to the product state |+q 0q′⟩
the CNOT gate produces the Bell pair |B⟩ in Eq. (2.19). Analogously, the CZ gate
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2.1 Qubits and quantum gates

adds a relative phase ±1 that depends on the second qubit, if the first qubit is in |1⟩,
and preserves the state otherwise:

UCZ
{q,q′} |xq xq′⟩ = (−1)xqxq′ |xq xq′⟩ , (2.24)

where xqxq′ is the scalar product. When applied to the product state |+q +q′⟩ the CZ
gate creates an entangled state of two qubits:

UCZ
{q,q′} |+q +q′⟩ =

1

2
(|0q 0q′⟩+ |0q 1q′⟩+ |1q 0q′⟩ − |1q 1q′⟩). (2.25)

Note that these gates are Hermitian and differ in a Hadamard gate on the target qubit:
UCZ
{q,q′} = Hq′U

CNOT
(q,q′) Hq′ .

These two-qubit gates, like the Hadamard and the phase gate, transform Pauli
operators into Pauli operators: UCNOT

(q,q′) sUCNOT
(q,q′) ∈ P⊗n and UCZ

{q,q′}sU
CZ
{q,q′} ∈ P⊗n for

any Pauli operator s ∈ P⊗n, so they belong to the Clifford group. The Clifford group
can be generated by the Hadamard gate, the phase gate and the CNOT gate. The
Gottesman-Knill theorem states that the Clifford group can be efficiently simulated by
classical processors [171], so any quantum advantage requires at least a non-Clifford
gate like the T -gate.

Moreover, the Solovay-Kitaev theorem [13] states that using only a discrete set of
gates called a universal gate set, one can efficiently approximate any unitary gate. A
possible universal gate set consists of the Hadamard gate H, the T -gate, and the CNOT
gate. For this set, any single-qubit unitary can be approximated to a precision ϵ ∈ [0, 1]

with O(logc(1/ϵ)) gates from the universal set, where c ≈ 2.

2.1.3 Density matrix and local projective measurements

The state of a quantum system might not be completely known. For example, the
state of a qubit can be |+⟩ with a probability p+ or |−⟩ with a probability p− (with
p+ + p− = 1). Our ignorance about any quantum state of an n-qubit system can
be described by a statistical ensemble of orthonormal states {|ψx⟩} labelled by some
index x, such that the quantum state of the system is |ψx⟩ with a probability px (with∑

x px = 1). The state is represented by the density matrix

ρ =
∑
x

px |ψx⟩ ⟨ψx| . (2.26)
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2. BASICS OF MULTI-QUBIT SYSTEMS

The density matrix is said to be diagonal in the basis {|ψx⟩}. When expressed in the
computational basis, or any other orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space different from
{|ψx⟩}, the density matrix is not diagonal in general:

ρ =
∑
x, y

cx, y |x⟩ ⟨y| , (2.27)

where cx, y are complex coefficients. In any basis, the density matrix has trace equal to
one: tr(ρ) = 1, and is a positive operator (non-negative eigenvalues).

The fidelity between two quantum states evaluates how similar they are. The fidelity
F = ⟨ψ| ρ |ψ⟩ between a pure state |ψ⟩ and a (generally) mixed state ρ is a non-
negative value that ranges from 0 for orthogonal states to 1 for identical states. The
fidelity between a state |ψ⟩ that is aimed to be produced in an experiment and the
experimental state ρ that is actually produced serves as a benchmark figure of merit of
the experimental performance.

One can determine the value of observables from quantum states. An observable
is a Hermitian operator O (with O† = O and real eigenvalues) with an expectation
value ⟨O⟩ρ = tr(ρO) that can be evaluated on a quantum state ρ. Pauli operators are
observables with eigenvalues ±1. The expectation value of a Pauli operator s ∈ P⊗n

with support on the qubit is a weighted average of the eigenvalues:

⟨s⟩ρ = 1 p0 + (−1) p1. (2.28)

The weights p0 and p1 correspond to the probability of obtaining the outcomes +1 and
−1, respectively, when s is measured in the state. They can be computed as

pe = tr(ρΠe), (2.29)

where e is 0 or 1 and
Πe =

I + (−1)es

2
(2.30)

is the projector into the (−1)e eigenspace of s. For a subset S = {s1, s2, . . .} ⊂ P⊗n of
commuting Pauli operators, one can also calculate the joint probability of obtaining a
string of outcomes (−1)e1 , (−1)e2 , . . . for each Pauli operator s1, s2, . . ., respectively.
The outcome is defined by a binary string e with |S| elements (here | · | indicates the
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set cardinality):
pe = tr(ρΠe) , Πe =

∏
s∈S

I + (−1)ess

2
, (2.31)

where es is the binary element of the string e corresponding to the Pauli operator s.
When the Pauli operators in single-qubit Pauli operators σq acting on a subset

q̄ = {q1, q2, . . .} qubits, the measurement Mq̄ = {σq : q ∈ q̄} is called a local mea-
surement. The probability of obtaining an outcome m of the |q̄| Pauli operators and
the corresponding projector Πm are described by Eq. (2.31). The quantum state after
the projective measurement process is the reduced state, which is a generally mixed
state with support only on the set of qubits q outside q̄ (the (̄·) symbol indicates the
complementary subset):

ρm
q =

trq̄ (ρΠm)

tr (ρΠm)
. (2.32)

Here trq̄(·) indicates the partial trace with respect to the subset of qubits q̄. The
important property of local measurements for this work is that they do not create
entanglement; ρm

q is entangled only if q is entangled in the state ρ.

2.2 Stabiliser and graph states

Stabiliser states are an important class of multi-qubit quantum states that are broadly
employed in quantum computation and QEC. Stabiliser states alone cannot provide
any quantum advantage since the Gottesman-Knill theorem shows that stabiliser cir-
cuits (quantum circuits consisting of Hadamard, phase, CNOT gates, and single-qubit
measurements), which can realise all stabiliser states, can be efficiently simulated by
classical processors [171]. However, stabiliser states present a simple structure exploited
in the stabiliser formalism to simplify the study of these states by keeping track of the
stabiliser operators (Pauli operators defining the states) rather than on their vector
representations. Given their simple structure, they have been the object of multiple
analyses of entanglement [172] and used as a resource for quantum information pro-
cessing [173]. For example, they lie at the heart of stabiliser codes [171], a broad class
of QEC codes with some leading candidates for fault-tolerant quantum error correction
(QEC). A particular class of stabiliser states known as graph states has a structure
based on an underlying graph. Graph states are introduced in Sec. 2.2.2. Furthermore,
graph states generate the entire set of stabiliser states with local unitary operators [174],
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2. BASICS OF MULTI-QUBIT SYSTEMS

so they can be used as a representation of the entire set of stabiliser states. For exam-
ple, in Chap. 5 we use properties of graph states, preserved by local unitary operators,
to demonstrate properties of stabiliser states. Graph states are used as a resource in
measurement based quantum computation [175, 176] or in quantum communication
protocols that exploit their entanglement properties [177].

2.2.1 Stabiliser states

An n-qubit stabiliser state is defined by a generator set S ⊂ P⊗n containing n commut-
ing and independent Pauli operators, called generators, with eigenvalues ±1. Here, the
independence means that no generator in S is equal to the product of other generators
in S, or equivalently, that no product of different generators in S produces the identity
operator. The stabiliser state |S ⟩ is the joint +1 eigenspace of the generators s ∈ S:

s |S ⟩ = |S ⟩ , ∀ s ∈ S. (2.33)

The set containing all the 2n products of generators in S, denoted by ⟨S⟩ is the
stabiliser group S . The elements of the stabiliser group, which includes the generators
in S, are called stabiliser operators or simply stabilisers. The density matrix represen-
tation of the stabiliser state is the projector into the +1 eigenspace of all generators in
a generator set. The projector expands into a sum of all stabilisers:

|S ⟩ ⟨S | =
∏
s∈S

I + s

2
=

1

2n

∑
s∈S

s. (2.34)

For example, the three-qubit GHZ state 2−1/2(|000⟩ + |111⟩) (and any n-qubit GHZ
state) is a stabiliser state. It is defined by the generator set S = {s1 = X1X2X3, s2 =

Z1Z2, s3 = Z2Z3}, which expands into the stabiliser group

S = {I, X1X2X3, Z1Z2, Z2Z3, −Y1Y2X3, −X1Y2Y3, Z1Z3, −Y1X2Y3}. (2.35)

The same stabiliser group can be generated by multiple generator sets. Consider
two different generator sets S and S ′ such that the generators s′i in S ′ are products of
the generators sj in S. Consider that the products are given by an invertible n × n
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2.2 Stabiliser and graph states

binary matrix R:

s′j =

n∏
i=1

s
Rij

i , (2.36)

where Rij ∈ {0, 1} for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n and s0i = I while s1i = sj . Only if R is
invertible the two generator sets define the same stabiliser group: ⟨S⟩ = ⟨S ′⟩ = S and
consequently, the same stabiliser state. For example, the generator set S of the three-
qubit GHZ state introduced previously and the generator set S ′ = {s1, s1s2, s1s3}

differ in the invertible recombination determined by

R =

 1 1 1
0 1 0
0 0 1

 . (2.37)

Usually stabiliser states have a particular generator set used to define the state because
the generators in it present certain structure or symmetries. However, apart from their
structure or symmetries, there is no particular reason to define the stabiliser state from
a particular generator set instead of invertible recombinations of it.

From the expansion in Eq. (2.34) it becomes clear that computing fidelity of a
stabiliser state requires the evaluation of all the 2n stabilisers in the stabiliser group.
This requires, in general, ∼ 2n Pauli measurement settings. A Pauli measurement
setting M = {σq : q = 1, . . . , n} is a list of single-qubit Pauli operators, one for each
qubit in the system, such that Pauli operators consisting of tensor products of only those
Pauli operators can be evaluated by the repeated measurement of M. Some stabilisers
in the stabiliser group can be evaluated simultaneously with the same measurement
setting. For example, the two Z-type stabilisers s2 and s3 of the three-qubit GHZ
state, as well as the product s2s3 can be evaluated simultaneously with the measurement
setting M = {Z1, Z2, Z3}.

2.2.2 Graph states

A graph state is a stabiliser state that is defined on an underlying graph where each node
corresponds to a qubit [177, 178]. Graph states are important for this thesis because
graph states are simple to study given their underlying structure, and any stabiliser
state can be converted into a graph state by means of a local-unitary operation [174],
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Figure 2.2: Graph state concepts. (a) Underlying graph of a 4-qubit graph state
|G⟩, and neighbourhood n1 = {2, 3, 4} of the node 1. (a.1) Graph state generators. (a.2)
Adjacency matrix Γ. (b) Local complementation (LC) unitary U

(1)
LC that realises a LC

operation with respect to the qubit 1. (c) Graph defining the local-unitary equivalent
(LUE) graph state |G (1)⟩ obtained after applying U

(1)
LC . (c.1) Incidence matrix M of the

local complemented graph.

which preserves the entanglement properties. Thus, we can study the entanglement of
stabiliser states through the study of graph states.

An undirected graph G(N ,L) consists of a set N of n nodes and a set L of links
{q, q′} between nodes. Provided the one-to-one correspondence between nodes and
qubits, N also represents the set of all qubits, and during the rest of the thesis we,
in the context of graph states, use the words “nodes” and “qubits” interchangeably.
A graph G(N ,L) with n nodes can be represented by an adjacency matrix Γ or an
incidence matrix M. The adjacency matrix is an n× n binary matrix with ones on the
positions corresponding to linked nodes and zeros elsewhere:

Γqq′ =

{
1 if {q, q′} ∈ L

0 otherwise
. (2.38)

It is a symmetric matrix and has zeros on the diagonal (see example in Fig. 2.2(a.2)).
The incidence matrix is an n×

(
n
2

)
matrix where each row represents a node and each

column represents an existing or non-existing link (
(
n
2

)
is the binomial coefficient and

is equal to the number of node pairs):

Mql =

{
1 if q ∈ l = {i, j} and l ∈ L

0 otherwise
. (2.39)
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Here l labels all pairs of nodes from 1 to
(
n
2

)
. Each column is either zero or has two

ones on the rows corresponding to two linked nodes (see example in Fig. 2.2(c.1)). The
order of the columns does not contain any relevant information.

A disconnected component in a graph is a subset of connected nodes that are discon-
nected from the rest of nodes, i.e., there is a path between any two nodes in the subset
but there is no path between any node in the subset and the rest of nodes. The rank
modulo 2 of the incidence matrix determines the number κ of disconnected components
in the graph:

rank(M) = n− κ. (2.40)

When κ = 1, the graph is fully connected. Note that the maximum rank modulo 2 of
any incidence matrix is n− 1 since there is always one constraint: the sum modulo 2 of
all rows vanishes since columns have either two ones or none. Importantly, a graph state
defined on an underlying graph with κ > 1 disconnected components is a product state
of κ graph states, each one with support on a disconnected component, so there is no
entanglement between the subsets of qubits corresponding to the different disconnected
components.

This can be checked easily from the creation of a graph states using CZ gates. Graph
states can be created from the product state |+⟩⊗n of n states |+⟩ by the application
of a CZ gate for each linked pair of nodes in the graph:

|G ⟩ =

 ∏
{q,q′}∈L

UCZ
{q,q′}

 |+⟩⊗n . (2.41)

The neighbourhood nq of a node q is the subset of nodes that are linked to q. The
n-qubit graph state is defined by a generator set G containing n generators gq ∈ P⊗n,
one for each qubit q:

gq = Xq

⊗
q′∈nq

Zq′ . (2.42)

Graph states can be transformed into LUE graph states by the action of a local-
complementation unitary [177]. A local complementation (LC) unitary U (q)

LC is defined
with respect to a qubit q in a graph state |G ⟩ as

U
(q)
LC = exp

(
−iπ

4
Xq

) ∏
q′∈nq

exp
(
i
π

4
Zq′
)
. (2.43)
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When this LC unitary is applied on the graph state one obtains a LUE graph state
|G (q)⟩ = U

(q)
LC |G ⟩ with an underlying graph G(N ,L(q)). In G(N ,L(q)) the links between

nodes in the neighbourhood of q are substituted by their complementary links. To be
more precise, for every pair of nodes r, t ∈ nq that are in the neighbourhood nq of q,
if the link {r, t} is (is not) present in the first graph {r, t} ∈ L ({r, t} /∈ L), it is not
present (it is present) in the new graph {r, t} /∈ L ({r, t} ∈ L(q)). See Fig. 2.2 for an
example of a unitary performing a LC operation on a graph state.

2.3 Binary picture

Here we provide a few essential details on the binary picture of the stabiliser formal-
ism [177]. The binary picture is an algebraic formalism to represent stabiliser states
and operations on them. It was used in Ref. [174] to prove the local-unitary equivalence
of stabiliser and graph states, and we use it in this thesis to prove some results on sta-
biliser states and to provide an algebraic recipe that transforms a stabiliser state into a
LUE graph state. In this formalism, stabiliser states are represented by their generator
sets instead of a linear combination of state vectors in the computational basis.

In the binary picture, the single-qubit identity I and Pauli operators X, Y, Z are
represented, respectively, by the column vectors

I 7→
(

0

0

)
, X 7→

(
0

1

)
, Y 7→

(
1

1

)
, Z 7→

(
1

0

)
, (2.44)

and the products of these operators are mapped to the sum of columns modulo 2. For
example, the product XY = iZ is represented by the sum modulo 2 of the second and
third column, which results in the fourth column. Note that in the binary picture, the
factors ±1 and ±i multiplying a Pauli operator are disregarded.

A Pauli operator s ∈ P⊗n is represented by a 2n × 1 column vector where the
single-qubit Pauli operator corresponding to a qubit q is represented by a 2× 1 column
vector like in Eq. (2.44) with the elements q and q+n from the first column vector. For
example, the Pauli operator X1Z2I3 is represented by the column vector (0 1 0 | 1 0 0)T

and X1 is represented by the first (0) and fourth (1) elements as (0 |1)T. An n-qubit
generator set S is defined by n independent and commuting generator operators s ∈
P⊗n, so it is represented by a 2n× n binary matrix S formed by n columns, each one
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representing one generator. For example, the generator set S = {X1X2, Z1Z2} defining
the two-qubit Bell pair is represented by

S =


0 1
0 1

1 0
1 0

 . (2.45)

To simplify the notation S is written as two n× n blocks

S =

(
Z
X

)
. (2.46)

The j-th generator is represented by the j-th column, and the qubit q is represented
by the rows Zq and Xq in such a way that the column formed by two bits(

Zqj
Xqj

)
(2.47)

represents, as in Eq. (2.44), the operator from the set {I,X, Y, Z} that is applied to
the qubit q due to generator j.

Another important example is a graph state defined on an underlying graph repre-
sented by the n × n adjacency matrix Γ. The stabiliser description of the graph state
is given in Sec. 2.2.2. Given that the neighbourhood nq of qubit q includes the nodes
corresponding to the non-vanishing elements of the q-th column of Γ, the representation
of a graph state is completely defined by the adjacency matrix Γ as

G =

(
Γ

1n

)
, (2.48)

where 1n is the n× n identity matrix.

In a stabiliser state, all generators are independent, implying that no product of
them exists which equals to the identity operator. Since in the binary picture the
product of Pauli operators is mapped to a sum modulo 2 of columns, all the columns
of S must be linearly independent, or equivalently, S must be full rank modulo 2:
rank(S) = n. Moreover, an invertible recombination of the generators operators like in
Eq. (2.36) is given by an invertible n × n binary matrix R that multiplies S from the
right. Finally, the commutation of the generator operators defining a stabiliser state is
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guaranteed by the relation STDS = 0, where D is the 2n× 2n matrix

D =

(
0 1n
1n 0

)
. (2.49)

The Clifford group, which transforms stabiliser states into stabiliser states has a

binary representation as well. Single-qubit Clifford operators U are 2×2 binary matrices

U. The action of a Clifford unitary on a single-qubit operator UσU † is represented by

the multiplication of U and the column in Eq. (2.44) representing σ, where U acts

from the left. Given that unitary operators cannot transform Pauli operators into the

identity operator, their representative binary matrix must be full-rank. As examples,

the Hadamard gate H and the phase gate S are represented by

H =

(
0 1

1 0

)
, US =

(
1 1

0 1

)
. (2.50)

One can check that, as expected, H exchanges X and Z while preserving Y , while US

exchanges X to Y while preserving Z.

Clifford operations performed on multiple qubits of the stabiliser state are repre-

sented by 2n× 2n binary matrices U that multiply S from the left. Clifford operations

map generator sets into other generator sets, so their binary representation must pre-

serve the rank of S, implying that U is a full-rank matrix. The matrix U can be written

using four n× n blocks as

U =

(
UXX UXZ

UZX UZZ

)
. (2.51)

Clifford operations must preserve the commutation of all generators, which implies that

UTDU = D. For local unitary Clifford operators ULUE =
⊗n

q=1 Uq is the tensor product

of single-qubit matrices Uq representing each single-qubit unitary in the local Clifford

operator. The matrix Uq corresponding to the qubit q is a 2 × 2 binary matrix with

the following elements from ULUE:

Uq =

(
[ULUE]qq [ULUE]q(q+n)

[ULUE](q+n)q [ULUE](q+n)(q+n)

)
. (2.52)

A local Clifford written in the binary picture by blocks, as in Eq. (2.51), is composed
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only of diagonal block matrices [177]. For example,

US =

(
1n Λ

0 1n

)
(2.53)

represents a phase gate applied on every qubit q for which Λqq = 1, where Λ is an n×n
diagonal matrix.

As mentioned previously, given a graph with adjacency matrix Γ, the action on a
product state |+⟩⊗n of a CZ gate for each link on the graph generates a graph state.
The state |+⟩⊗n is a stabiliser state with generators s1 = X1, s2 = X2, . . . , sn = Xn,
represented in the binary picture by the 2n× n matrix(

0

1n

)
, (2.54)

while the graph state is represented in Eq. (2.48). The product of CZ unitary operators
that applied to |+⟩⊗n generate a graph state is then represented by the 2n× 2n binary
matrix

UCZ
Γ =

(
1n Γ

0 1n

)
. (2.55)

Finally, the local-unitary equivalence between stabiliser and graph states implies
that for every stabiliser state represented by S there is a local Clifford unitary U,
a recombination matrix R, and a graph state defined by an underlying graph with
adjacency matrix Γ such that

USR =

(
Γ

1n

)
. (2.56)

2.4 Entanglement

Entanglement is one of the fundamental aspects of quantum physics. It is used as
a resource for quantum information protocols like quantum communication [89, 90],
computation [146], simulation [179], and in QEC codes, where the logical informa-
tion is spread on multipartite entangled states. Experimentally, a variety of physical
systems including trapped ions [24], photons [26], cold atoms [27], or superconduct-
ing qubits [25] have been used to produce complex multipartite states. However, the
study of entanglement in increasingly larger quantum states becomes challenging with
usual tomographic techniques due to the exponential growth of the Hilbert space with
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the qubit number [180, 181]. In contrast, local entanglement witnesses presented in
Chap. 5 provide a way of not only detecting but also estimating entanglement in large
and complex multipartite experimental states.

As we prove in that chapter, local entanglement witnesses can be used to estimate
localisable entanglement (LE) [182–184], which is the maximum entanglement that can
be localised on average in a subsystem by single-qubit measurements. Apart from be-
ing a good quantifier of local entanglement in stabiliser states [50, 174, 177], including
topological quantum codes, with or without noise, LE is crucial also in other scenar-
ios. For example, it has been used in conceptualizing the correlation length in certain
quantum many-body systems [182, 183, 185, 186], for characterizing local entangle-
ment in cluster-Ising [187, 188] and cluster-XY models [189], and in protocols including
measurement-based quantum computation [50, 174, 177] and entanglement percolation
in quantum network [190].

In this section, we describe key concepts of entanglement that are used in the rest
of the thesis, including the distinction between bipartite and genuine entanglement,
entanglement measures like entanglement negativity, and LE is defined in a more thor-
ough manner.

2.4.1 Bipartite and genuine entanglement

An n-qubit state ρ is entangled, or contains some entanglement, if it cannot be written
as a statistical mixture of single-qubit states [112]:

ρ ̸=
∑
x

px

n⊗
q=1

ρ(x)q , (2.57)

where ρ(x)q is a state of one qubit q and px are probabilities that add up to 1. One can
distinguish different types of entanglement. For example, bipartite entanglement refers
to the entanglement between the two parts A and B of a bipartition A|B of the qubits
in the system. A state has bipartite entanglement with respect to the bipartition A|B

if it cannot be written as a statistical mixture of a state in A and a state in B. That
is

ρ ̸=
∑
x

pxρ
(x)
A ⊗ ρ

(x)
B . (2.58)
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Note that such state might be entangled with respect to a different bipartition. Sim-
ilarly, genuine entanglement is defined with respect to all bipartitions, i.e., a state
is genuinely entangled if it cannot be written as a bipartite state, as in the previous
equation, with respect to any bipartition. Thus, all genuinely entangled states have
bipartite entanglement with respect to every bipartition, so they are said to be non-
separable. A separable state is the opposite of a bipartite entangled state: the state
can be written as the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.58).

The bipartite entanglement of a pure state can be characterised by the Schmidt
decomposition of the state [13]. Given a bipartition A|B of the qubits (assume |A| ≤

|B|) in a state |ψ⟩, there is an orthonormal set of r states {|ψA1 ⟩ , . . . , |ψAr ⟩} with support
on the subsystem A and an orthonormal set of r states {|ψB1 ⟩ , . . . , |ψBr ⟩} with support
on B such that the Schmidt decomposition of |ψ⟩ with respect to the bipartition A|B

can be written as
|ψ⟩ =

r∑
x=1

βx |ψAx ⟩ |ψBx ⟩ , (2.59)

where r is the Schmidt rank, x is an index running from 1 to r, and the coefficients βx
are the Schmidt coefficients corresponding to the bipartition A|B of |ψ⟩. The state is
entangled if and only if the Schmidt rank is strictly larger than 1. For example, the W
state |W ⟩ = 3−1/2(|001⟩+ |010⟩+ |100⟩) has the following Schmidt decomposition with
respect to the bipartition 1|23:

|W ⟩ = 1√
3

(√
2 |0⟩ |B′⟩+ |1⟩ |00⟩

)
, (2.60)

where |B′⟩ = 2−1/2(|01⟩ + |10⟩). Then one has r = 2, indicating that the W state is
entangled with respect to the bipartition A|B, and the Schmidt coefficients are

√
2/3

and
√

1/3.

2.4.2 Entanglement measures

The amount of entanglement can be evaluated using entanglement measures. In this
section we present only those properties of entanglement measures that are used in the
thesis. For the reader interested, more detail can be found in Ref. [112]. An entangle-
ment measure E(ρ) is a function that takes a state ρ and returns a real non-negative
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2. BASICS OF MULTI-QUBIT SYSTEMS

number, generally between 0 (no entanglement) and 1 (maximum entanglement). En-
tanglement measures must satisfy some properties:

1. Monotonocity: entanglement measures do not increase under local operations and
classical communications (LOCC):

E(Λ(ρ)) ≤ E(ρ), (2.61)

where Λ represent the quantum channel corresponding to some LOCC operations.
Importantly for this thesis, LOCC operations include local unitary operators, and
local projective measurements.

2. Entanglement measures vanish on separable states: E(ρ) = 0 if ρ is separable
with respect to the entanglement type evaluated by the entanglement measure.

3. Convexity: the entanglement of a convex sum of states is not greater than the
convex sum of entanglement measures:

E

(∑
x

pxρx

)
≤
∑
x

pxE(ρx), (2.62)

where px are convex weights.

Some entanglement measures are defined on pure states. For example, the Schmidt
measure [191] with respect to a bipartition A|B is defined as the logarithm of the mini-
mum Schmidt rank r, as defined in Eq. (2.59), over all possible Schmidt decompositions
of |ψ⟩ with respect to A|B: E(|ψ⟩) = log2(min r). An example of a non-bipartite mea-
sure of entanglement is geometric entanglement. The geometric entanglement evaluates
how distant is a quantum state |ψ⟩ from the set of fully separable states |ϕ⟩, i.e., that
can be written as a product state of single-qubit states |ϕ⟩ =

⊗n
q=1 |ϕq⟩:

E(|ψ⟩) = 1− max
|ϕ⟩

| ⟨ϕ|ψ⟩ |2. (2.63)

The notion of distance arises from the metric induced in the Hilbert space of the
system by the inner product of two states ⟨ψ′|ψ⟩. Note that states with finite geometric
entanglement are bipartite entangled with respect to some bipartition but might not
be genuinely entangled in general.
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2.4 Entanglement

The extension to mixed states of entanglement measures defined for pure states like

geometric entanglement is done via the convex-roof construction

E(ρ) = min
px, |ψx⟩

∑
x

pxE(|ψx⟩), (2.64)

where the minimum is taken over all possible decompositions of the state:

ρ =
∑
x

px |ψx⟩ ⟨ψx| . (2.65)

However, this minimisation is difficult to compute in practice. There are other en-

tanglement measures like negativity that are defined on mixed states and are easier

to compute, like the entanglement negativity. The entanglement negativity E(ρ) with

respect to a bi-partition A|B of the state ρ is based on the Peres-Horodecki separability

criterion [192, 193], given by

E(ρ) = ∥ρTA∥1 − 1. (2.66)

Here, ρTA is the partial transposition of the state ρ with respect to A, and ∥ϱ∥1 =

tr
√
ϱ†ϱ is the trace-norm of the operator ϱ, which is equal to the sum of the absolute

values of the eigenvalues of ϱ. Without loss of generality any state can be written with

respect to the bipartition A|B as

ρ =
∑
xy

cxy |ψ(x)
A ⟩ |ψ(x)

B ⟩ ⟨ψ(y)
A | ⟨ψ(y)

B | , (2.67)

where c∗yx = cxy. Then, the partially transposed operator is equal to

ρTA =
∑
xy

cxy |ψ(y)
A ⟩ |ψ(x)

B ⟩ ⟨ψ(x)
A | ⟨ψ(y)

B | , (2.68)

where the indices x and y for the part in A have been exchanged. For example, the

density matrix representation of the Bell pair is

|B⟩ ⟨B| = 1

2
(|00⟩ ⟨00|+ |00⟩ ⟨11|+ |11⟩ ⟨00|+ |11⟩ ⟨11|), (2.69)
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2. BASICS OF MULTI-QUBIT SYSTEMS

so the partially transposed operator is

|B⟩ ⟨B|TA =
1

2
(|00⟩ ⟨00|+ |10⟩ ⟨01|+ |01⟩ ⟨10|+ |11⟩ ⟨11|). (2.70)

The eigenvalues of |B⟩ ⟨B|TA are {1/2, 1/2, 1/2, −1/2}. The trace-norm ∥ϱ∥1 admits
a variational characterisation in terms of an operator D [129]:

∥ϱ∥1 = max
D

∥Dϱ∥1 subject to ∥D∥∞ = 1, (2.71)

where ∥D∥∞ is the operator norm of D, which equals the square root of the highest
eigenvalue of D†D (which is non-negative for any D). An alternative but completely
equivalent definition of negativity is given by the eigenvalues λi of ρTA :

E(ρ) = 2
∑
λi<0

|λi|. (2.72)

For the Bell pair, for example, the only negative eigenvalue is −1/2, so the entanglement
negativity of the Bell pair is maximum: E(|B⟩) = 1.

2.4.3 Localisable entanglement

One can also ask what is the amount of entanglement within a subset of qubits in
a multi-qubit state. More precisely, how much entanglement can be localised in a
subsystem by means of local projective measurements. Consider an n-qubit state ρ, a
subsystem q consisting of a subset of qubits, and a local measurement basis Mq̄ = {mq :

m†
q = mq, q ∈ q̄} on the set of qubits q̄ outside q, with a projector Πm associated to a

measurement outcome m. When Mq̄ is measured on ρ and the outcome m is obtained
with a probability pm the reduced state on q is denoted as ρm

q . Then, the localisable
entanglement (LE) Eq(ρ) of ρ in q is the maximum entanglement averaged over all m

that can be localised in q by means of all possible local measurement bases Mq̄:

Eq(ρ) = max
Mq̄

∑
m

pmE(ρm
q ). (2.73)

Note that the computation of LE becomes unfeasible in general. Every single-qubit
measurement mq ∈ Mq̄ can be characterised with two angles θ and ϕ, so the maximi-
sation requires the optimisation over a set of 2(n− |q|) parameters, which might turn
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difficult for large n. Besides, there are 2n−|q| possible outcomes m of a local projective
measurement that must be averaged over. Finally, one has to compute an entangle-
ment measure for each outcome. In this thesis we explore lower bounds of LE from
local entanglement witnesses that can be evaluated efficiently.

2.5 Noise models

Quantum states cannot be realised perfectly in the lab due to the uncontrolled cou-
pling of quantum system to the environment or the imperfections of gates and mea-
surements. These undesired imperfections appear as noise on quantum information
processing tasks. Then, modelling noise is crucial to predict in practice the perfor-
mance of quantum computation algorithms and protocols [194].

Quantum noise can be described by a quantum channel that performs operations
on a quantum state and outputs another quantum state. Often in QEC, noise channels
are applied to the perfect realisation of the quantum state, which is usually a pure
state. Thus, the quantum state realised experimentally when a pure quantum state |ψ⟩
is aimed to be produced can be described by a quantum channel

ρ = ε(|ψ⟩). (2.74)

The simplest noise models in QEC assume uncorrelated noise sources that induce errors
on each qubit independently. Some examples of noise sources are magnetic fluctuations
of the environment that induce an extra phase in a qubit, over-rotations of a quantum
gate caused by the fluctuation of a laser, or the spontaneous decay of the qubit state
during the measurement [23].

When the noise on each qubit takes the form of single-qubit Pauli operators, the
noise model is called an uncorrelated Pauli noise model. As we show in Sec. 3.1.2
stabiliser codes transform uncorrelated noise into uncorrelated Pauli noise due to the
stabiliser measurement performed to obtain an error syndrome [195]. For these reason,
these models are used in stabiliser QEC codes to obtain an error threshold, i.e., a
critical value of the noise parameter that determines the critical noise rate that a QEC
code can tolerate.

Uncorrelated Pauli noise is the noise model where each qubit may suffer a Pauli
error σ ∈ {X, Y, Z} with a probability p. Three of these noise channels applied on a
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single-qubit state |ψ⟩ are the bit-flip channel εBF, the phase-flip channel εPF:

εBF(|ψ⟩) = (1− p) |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|+ pX |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|X (2.75)

εPF(|ψ⟩) = (1− p) |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|+ pZ |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|Z, (2.76)

and the depolarizing noise εDP:

εDP(|ψ⟩) = (1− p) |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|+ p

3
(X |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|X + Y |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|Y + Z |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|Z)

=

(
1− 4p

3

)
|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|+ 4p

3

I

2
,

(2.77)

where we have used the relation ρ + XρX + Y ρY + ZρZ = 2I in Ref. [13] for any
single-qubit state ρ. The depolarizing channel can be interpreted in two equivalent
ways: each Pauli operator from {X, Y, Z} is applied with probability p/3, or the qubit
state is replaced by the completely mixed state I/2 with probability 4p/3.

When the phase- and bit-flip noise channels are applied on all qubits of an n-
qubit state |ψ⟩, single-qubit σ errors can happen on each qubit with a probability p.
Multiple-qubit errors σe =

⊗n
q=1 σ

eq
q can be characterised by an n-bit binary string e,

and happen with a probability p|e|(1− p)n−|e|, where |e| =
∑n

q=1 eq. The noise channel
is a mixture of all possible errors:

ρBF = εBF(|ψ⟩) =
∑
e

p|e|(1− p)n−|e|Xe |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|Xe, (2.78)

ρPF = εPF(|ψ⟩) =
∑
e

p|e|(1− p)n−|e| Ze |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|Ze, (2.79)

where the sum is performed over all of the 2n possible bit strings e. For depolariz-
ing noise, errors can be characterised by a string e with n elements eq ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}
corresponding to no error σ(0) = I and σ(1) = X, σ(2) = Y , σ(3) = Z errors, respec-
tively. Each error is a Pauli operator σe =

⊗n
q=1 σ

(eq)
q , and can happen with probability

(p/3)[e](1− p)n−[e], where [e] is the number of elements eq ∈ {1, 2, 3} in e:

ρDP = εDP(|ψ⟩) =
∑
e

(p
3

)[e]
(1− p)n−[e] σe |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|σe. (2.80)

The sum in e is performed over the 4n possible strings e.
Finally, we present the white noise model, which is used in this thesis to benchmark
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the performance of local witnesses in Sec. 5.5. Given an ideal n-qubit state |ψ⟩, the
white noise model leaves the state unchanged with probability (1 − p) and replaces it
by the totally mixed state I/2n with probability p:

ρW = εW(|ψ⟩) = (1− p) |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|+ p
I

2n
. (2.81)

2.5.1 Erasure channel

The erasure channel applies when errors happen at known locations (qubits). For
this thesis, we consider the erasure channel of qubit loss. The loss of qubits is a
particularly damaging noise source. A qubit is lost when the information encoded
in it can no longer be accessed due to the leakage of the qubit population out of the
computational space or due to the actual loss of particles or photons encoding the qubit.
From the theoretical point of view, the loss of information carried by the lost qubits is
related to the no-cloning theorem [196], and motivated the proposal of holographic QEC
codes [197, 198]. Here, the correspondence between the AdS and the CFT spacetimes is
identified with the encoding of logical qubits into the multipartite state of the physical
qubits. Moreover, in the existing experimental platforms for quantum computation,
like trapped ions [24], photons [26], cold atoms [27], or superconducting qubits [25],
qubit loss comes in various incarnations like leakage from the computational space or
the loss of particles hosting qubits from their traps.

The erasure channel considered in Chap. 4 assumes that every qubit can be lost
independently with a probability p. A lost qubit contains no information, so it can be
represented by the completely mixed state I/n. The erasure channel for qubit losses on
a multi-qubit state multi-qubit state |ψ⟩ is a sum over all possible qubit loss instances
ℓ:

ϵE(|ψ⟩) =
∑
ℓ

pℓ(1− p)n−ℓ trℓ(|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|)
⊗
q∈ℓ

Iq
2
. (2.82)

Here ℓ = |ℓ| is the number of qubits lost in the lost instance ℓ. The average number of
qubits lost in an n-qubit state is pn, so the loss density coincides with p. This is the
model that we employ to benchmark the tolerance of the color code to qubit loss.
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Chapter 3

Quantum Error Correction
(QEC)

In a nutshell, QEC codes encode the logical information redundantly on a multipartite,
usually highly entangled, quantum state in such a way that, under certain noise regimes,
is it extremely unlikely that experimental errors destroy the encoded information [199].
Typically, several QEC rounds are applied as intermediate steps of a quantum algorithm
to correct errors that appear during the computation.

Errors are identified by extracting an error syndrome from the system without de-
stroying the logical information encoded, and depending on the syndrome, a correction
is applied. As long as the error weight is smaller than half the code distance (intro-
duced in Sec. 3.1.2), the logical information stays protected. Syndrome extraction is
performed by quantum measurements that pump the entropy generated by the errors
into ancillary qubits employed for the measurements without destroying the logical in-
formation encoded. Quantum measurement is prone to errors that may lead to the
wrong syndrome extraction. Besides, errors can propagate through the quantum cir-
cuit that implements a QEC round, usually increasing in number, but also through the
quantum circuit that implements logical gates acting on the encoded information. This
proliferation might convert a correctable error into a larger error that is no longer cor-
rectable. Thus, QEC codes must be combined with fault-tolerant techniques to avoid
the error proliferation.

Fault-tolerant QEC codes avoid the error proliferation, so they guarantee that, as
long as the error is smaller than half the code distance, it can be corrected. Fault-
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tolerant quantum circuits come usually with an overhead in the number of qubits and
gates, so part of the current efforts are to propose smaller fault-tolerant circuits. One
of the biggest challenges is to apply non-Clifford logical gates fault-tolerantly like the
T -gate. This requires “magic state distillation factories” that consume most resources
in a fault-tolerant computation [200]. Some alternatives consists in lattice surgery in
the surface code [201], or “switching” from a QEC code that can implement some fault-
tolerant gates without much overhead to another where a fault-tolerant T -gate is easier
to implement [202].

Moreover, QEC codes can be scaled up including more qubits in the system to cor-
rect larger errors. The fault-tolerant threshold theorem states that there is a critical
error rate called error threshold below which, the probability of uncorrectable errors
can be reduced to arbitrary low levels by increasing the code size. This makes the error
threshold an important figure of merit for fault-tolerant QEC codes. The threshold
value depends heavily on the noise model under consideration but also on the decoder
algorithm that takes the error syndrome and proposes a correction. It has been esti-
mated using numerical techniques for a variety of QEC codes but also via a connection
between QEC codes and classical statistical models, where the threshold is related to
the critical point of a phase transition.

Topological QEC codes like the surface code and the color code are leading can-
didates for fault-tolerant QEC partially due to their high error threshold. For some
circuit-level noise models, which take into account the proliferation of errors, the cur-
rently estimated thresholds are between 0.14% and 1% [54–56] for the surface code and
between 0.082% and 0.2% [57–60] for the color code. But topological QEC codes have
more desirable properties. For instance, these code have transversal gates, which can
be implemented by means of a single-qubit operation applied to every physical qubit.
These logical gates do not require extra resources to be implemented in a fault-tolerant
way. Unfortunately, no code that detects errors can have a universal set of transversal
gates as stated by the Eastin-Knill theorem [203]. Another feature of topological QEC
codes is that they have local check operators, which allow a syndrome extraction using
entangling gates only between neighbouring qubits. This facilitates their realisation in
some experimental platforms like superconducting qubits.

Another current line of research is the implementation of QEC codes in experimental
platforms. Trapped ions and superconducting qubits present some of the highest gate
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fidelities (above 99%) among experimental platforms for fault-tolerant QEC correction.
These gate fidelities correspond to error rates that are at the verge of the noise thresh-
olds for topological QEC codes, so the most pressing current challenge experimentally
is scaling up these platforms. Superconducting qubits have modular two-dimensional
designs that facilitate the addition of more qubits to the system, consequently allowing
to scale up QEC codes. Compared to superconducting qubits, where the interactions
used for entangling gates are mostly local and between two qubits only, trapped ions
allow the implementation of non-local entangling gates between multiple distant ions,
which adds more flexibility to the implementation of fault-tolerant quantum circuits.
However, adding more qubits to the commonly used linear Paul traps reduces the speed
of two-qubit gates, increasing the susceptibility to errors during the gate implementa-
tion [204]. Thus, new traps are being designed to scale up the qubit number without
decreasing the speed of gates. These new traps accommodate more ions and include
electrodes that allow the shuttling of ions to interacting regions where only the desired
ions interact.

In this chapter we present stabiliser codes in Sec. 3.1 as one of the most studied
classes of QEC codes. We also describe the main noise models studied to determine the
error threshold of QEC codes. Prominent instances of stabiliser codes are topological
codes. In Sec. 3.2 we introduce the surface code and in Sec. 3.3 we introduce the color
code. The color code is present in the rest of the thesis because we propose a protocol
to protect it against qubit loss in Chap. 4, and we use it as the playground to analyse
the local entanglement witnesses that we propose in Chap. 5.

3.1 Stabiliser codes

Stabiliser codes are some of the simplest codes, yet some of the most promising for
fault-tolerant QEC. We use the three-qubit repetition code as an example (see Fig. 3.1
for an illustration of this code).

The fundamental idea is to divide the Hilbert space of the system into orthogonal
subspaces and keep the system in one of them, the code space. The subspaces in the
three-qubit repetition code are two-dimensional subspaces spanned by the following
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1 2 3

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Repetition code. (a) The three-qubit repetition code consists of two
stabilisers sA = Z1Z2 and sB = Z2Z3 and logical operators lX = X1X2X3 and lZ =
Z1Z2Z3. The code distance against X-type errors is D = 3 because the smallest support
of lX multiplied by stabilisers is three. (b) The Hilbert space of three qubits is divided
in four subspaces defined by the eigenvalues ±1 of the two stabilisers. The code space is
the subspace (clear blue) spanned by the code words or logical states |0L⟩ = |000⟩ and
|1L⟩ = |111⟩ corresponding to +1 eigenvalues of the stabilisers. An X1 error (or an X2X3

error) moves the code space to a different subspace and excites the stabiliser sA. This is
detected by the stabiliser measurement of sA, the most likely error X1 is determined and
corrected by applying a correction X1 that cancels out the error.

orthogonal bases:

{|000⟩ , |111⟩}, {|100⟩ , |011⟩}, {|010⟩ , |101⟩}, {|001⟩ , |110⟩}. (3.1)

Note that these bases differ in the parity of the first two bits and/or the parity of the
last two bits. The code space contains the code words, or logical states |0L⟩ and |1L⟩

that determine the state of the encoded information:

|ψL⟩ = cos(θ/2) |0L⟩+ eiϕ sin(θ/2) |1L⟩ . (3.2)

For the three-qubit code, the code space is spanned by the first basis in Eq. (3.1):
|0L⟩ = |000⟩ and |1L⟩ = |111⟩. Every quantum state of the system within the code
space is a valid logical state of the encoded information. The expectation value of
logical operators lX and lZ (for the three-qubit code lX = X1X2X2 and lZ = Z1Z2Z2)
determine the logical state |ψL⟩ of the encoded information.

When detectable errors occur, the system is excited to a subspace different from
the code space. For example, a bit-flip X1 on the first qubit excites the three-qubit
code to the second subspace in Eq. (3.1) as depicted in Fig. 3.1(b):

X1 |ψL⟩ = cos(θ/2) |100⟩+ eiϕ sin(θ/2) |011⟩ . (3.3)
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We need to extract only the relevant information necessary to identify the error without
destroying the logical information in the process. Note that in the three-qubit code, if
we check the parity of the first two bits, we realise that it does not correspond to the
parity of the first two bits in the code space, so we infer the presence of an error. This
information can be extracted without destroying the logical information.

3.1.1 Error identification and correction

In stabiliser codes we check the parity of check operators, or stabiliser operators s,
which are Pauli operators that are used to determine in which subspace the code is.
A stabiliser code encoding k logical qubits into n physical qubits has n − k stabiliser
operators s ∈ P⊗n that commute with each other and with the logical operators, and
are independent, i.e., no product of different stabilisers produces the identity operator.
The stabiliser operators that detect the parity of the first two bits, and the parity of the
last two bits in the three-qubit code are, respectively, sA = Z1Z2 and sB = Z2Z3. The
orthogonal subspaces are eigenspaces of the stabilisers with eigenvalues ±1 and the code
space is the subspace for which the eigenvalue of all stabilisers is +1, and consequently,
stabilisers act trivially on the code space. Thus, when stabilisers are measured with
a non-demolition measurement their outcomes ±1 determine the subspace where the
code is. Thanks to the stabiliser commutation, the measurement of one stabiliser does
not affect the measurement of the others. Stabilisers are found excited, i.e., in their
eigenvalue −1, only if the error anti-commutes with them. The measurement outcome
of all stabilisers is the syndrome, which we represent by an (n − k)-bit binary string
e with bits es = 0 (1) if the stabiliser s is found with an eigenvalue +1 (−1). For the
three-qubit code under the error X1 the syndrome is e = (1, 0).

The syndrome is all the information that is extracted to correct the code, and from
it a correction that returns the system to the code space without affecting the logical
information is proposed. In the three-qubit code, two errors are compatible with the
syndrome: X1 and X2X3, and we need to decide which one has the highest possibility of
producing the syndrome. If the wrong error is selected and we apply a correction that
cancels the error, the logical information might get affected. For example, if we select
the error X2X3 and, in order to cancel the error, we apply the correction X2X3 to the
state X1 |ψL⟩ of the three-qubit code, the resulting state is not |ψL⟩ but rather lX |ψL⟩,
which is affected by a logical error. Thus, the correction must maximise the probability
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of success. The algorithms employed to correct a QEC code given a syndrome and a
noise model are called decoders. The most studied noise models for stabiliser codes
are local uncorrelated Pauli noise channels like bit-, phase-flip and depolarising noise.
In these models the probability of an error with weight w is

(
n
w

)
pw(1 − p)n−w, where

p is the noise rate. So the probability of an error decreases with the error weight as
long as w is above the average number of errors pn. Thus, under these noise models,
the correction proposed by a decoder often assumes that the smallest possible error
compatible with the syndrome has occurred. In the case of the three-qubit code, the
most likely error is X1, so a correction X1 is applied to correct the error.

3.1.2 Code distance and Pauli twirling

Note that, despite being less likely, it is still possible that the actual error was X2X3,
and that, by applying X1 as a correction, we are actually producing a logical error lX .
This illustrates that QEC codes can correct errors of a maximum weight, in this case
one. Since a logical error is produced when the product of the error and the correction
equals a logical operator, all errors with a weight smaller than half the size of the
shortest logical operator are correctable. If the code distance D is the support size of
the smallest logical operator, all errors with weight ⌊(D − 1)/2⌋ or smaller, where ⌊·⌋
indicates the floor function, can be corrected. Note that, since stabilisers act trivially on
the code space, the product of a logical operator and a stabiliser operator has the same
effect on the logical information that a logical operator: lXs |ψL⟩ = lX |ψL⟩. Therefore,
logical operators lσ and l̃σ = lσs that differ on a product of one or more stabilisers
are considered equivalent logical operators. For the three-qubit code the three logical
operators equivalent to lX have weight three, so the code distance for X-type errors is
D = 3, and consequently, any error with weight one can be corrected. Nevertheless,
stabiliser codes can be scaled up to correct higher-weight errors. For example, the
five-qubit repetition code, with logical states |0L⟩ = |00000⟩ and |1L⟩ = |11111⟩ has
distance D = 5 and can correct all X-type errors with weight two or less.

Moreover, the three logical operators in the three-qubit code lZsA = Z3, lZsB = Z1,
and lZsAsB = Z2 equivalent to lZ have weight one, so the code distance for Z-type
errors is D = 1, meaning that weight-one Z-type errors cannot be corrected. Note
that the stabilisers of the three-qubit code are of Z-type, so they do not anti-commute
with Z errors, making these errors undetectable, and consequently, uncorrectable in
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this code. The repetition code, independently of its size cannot correct Z-type errors,
so we need complete codes that can correct all errors.

One might wonder what happens with non-Pauli errors like single-qubit rotations
like RX(γ) = e−i

γ
2
X1 . The beauty of stabiliser codes is that the stabiliser measurement

projects these errors into Pauli errors. For this example in the three-qubit code, when
the stabiliser sA is measured in the state RX(γ) |ψL⟩, the stabiliser outcomes are eA = 0

with probability cos2(γ/2) and eA = 1 with probability sin2(γ/2). This situation is
equivalent to the application of a Pauli error X1 with probability p = sin2(γ/2). That
is why, in stabiliser codes, the Pauli twirling approximation, where errors are only of
Pauli type, is usually considered [205]. The approximates well incoherent errors but
underestimates coherent errors like RX(γ) at the leading order in γ [206].

3.1.3 Noise models for QEC

So far we have assumed local uncorrelated noise with the perfect measurement of sta-
biliser operators, which is known as the code capacity channel and it is one of the sim-
plest error models considered to benchmark QEC codes. But in reality, measurements
can fail, returning the wrong outcome. When measurement errors are considered, we
are talking about the phenomenological noise model. The way to extract information
about these errors is to repeat the stabiliser measurement a number of times equals to
the code distance. One could simply take the most repeated outcome as the real out-
come, but the phenomenological noise model takes into account that errors might occur
in between stabiliser measurements. Consider for example that the stabilisers sA and
sB are measured three times and we obtain the outcome sequences e⃗A = (0, 0, 1) and
e⃗B = (0, 0, 0). This can be caused by a measurement error in the third measurement,
or an X1 error in between the second and the third measurement. In the first case,
despite no error has occurred on the system, the third measurement has projected the
code space into the wrong subspace, exciting sA. Thus, independently of which error
happened, the correction should be X1 to return the system to the code space.

The next level of complexity in the noise models used when considering QEC codes
is the circuit noise model, where every element of the quantum circuit for QEC is
assumed to be faulty with some probability [43]. The noise associated to each type of
element, e.g., qubits, single-qubit gates, two-qubit gates, and measurements, is typically
controlled by a different noise parameter. A faulty quantum gate is represented by the
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perfect implementation of the gate, followed by an error with support on the qubits
where the gate has support. Thus, errors can occur in between the quantum gates
employed for syndrome measurement. This makes errors capable of proliferate through
the circuit in such a way that even if the original error was correctable, the weight of
the final error is too high to be corrected. Error proliferation occurs due to entangling
gates. For example, if a Za error occurs in an ancillary qubit a before a CNOT gate
UCNOT
(1,a) used for stabiliser measurement, since UCNOT

(1,a) Za = Z1ZaU
CNOT
(1,a) , the error

becomes Z1Za. The error has propagated to the data qubit 1 and can possibly be an
uncorrectable error due to its increased weight. In order to avoid such uncontrolled
proliferation of errors and keep the error weight below the weight of correctable errors,
QEC codes must be combined with fault-tolerant techniques. A fault-tolerant QEC
code employs fault-tolerant circuits for syndrome measurement, but also fault-tolerant
logical gates, that guarantee that correctable errors (with weight below half the code
distance), independently of when and where they occur in the quantum circuit, can
be corrected. An example of a fault-tolerant logical gate UL is a transversal gate, i.e.,
a gate which physical implementation consists in applying a the same physical gate
Uq on each physical qubit: UL =

⊗n
q=1 Uq. Since transversal gates employ only local

operations, they cannot propagate errors.
Coming back to the noise models, these are used to determine the maximum noise

rate per gate that a code can tolerate under a particular noise model. This noise rate
is known as the QEC threshold. The fault-tolerant threshold theorem states that fault-
tolerant QEC codes affected by an experimental noise smaller than the threshold can
arbitrarily reduce the probability of a logical error by a polylogarithmic increase in size,
i.e., by adding more qubits to the code in order to increase the code distance. The actual
challenge in QEC correction is to keep experimental error rates below threshold at the
same time that we make codes larger. Topological QEC codes, which are explained in
the next section, are leading candidates for fault-tolerant QEC in the future quantum
computers in part because they present high thresholds.

3.2 Surface code

The surface code [52] has some properties desirable for fault-tolerant QEC like high er-
ror thresholds, low weight stabiliser operators and local stabilisers in two-dimensional
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Figure 3.2: Surface code. (a) Surface code lattice in black lines, where qubits (grey
circles) sit on the edges, Z-type stabilisers sZf are defined on faces like the blue square
consisting in a set f of the four qubits in the face, X-type stabilisers sXv are defined on
vertices like the green square consisting in a set v of the four qubits sitting at the edges
that are incident to the vertex, a logical operator lZQ corresponding to a logical qubit Q has
support on a string sZQ (red line) in the lattice, while a logical operator lXQ corresponding to
the same logical qubit has support on a string sXQ (blue line) in the dual lattice, composed
by the grey lines at the background. (b) The number of encoded qubits depends to the
topology where the lattice is embedded. For a torus the surface code encodes two qubits,
one for each homologically non-trivial cycle. The logical operators have support on strings
around the “hole” (blue) and the “tube” (red) of the torus. The code distance D is given by
the shortest of these strings. (c) Minimal instance of a surface code containing 9 qubits. In
this representation qubits sit at the lattice nodes, but the faces and vertices of the lattice
in (a) can be identified by the corresponding colours blue and green. Logical operators
are also represented with the corresponding colours in (a). This small instance has four
weight-two stabilisers defined on the semicircles. The code distance is D = 3.

lattices. These last two properties make superconducting qubits a natural experimen-
tal platform to realise the surface code [79, 80] since qubits can be placed in two-
dimensional chips containing only the qubits where one stabiliser has support and one
ancillary qubit in such a way that the ancillary qubit is close to the other qubits, facili-
tating the local interactions required for stabiliser measurement and code initialisation
preparation [81]. The gate fidelities in superconducting qubits and trapped ions are at
the verge of the error threshold of fault-tolerant QEC with the surface code [207].

The surface code is defined on a two-dimensional lattice composed by n edges,
f faces, and v vertices as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Physical qubits sit on the edges,
Z-type stabilisers sZf =

⊗
q∈f Zq are defined on the faces f , and X-type stabilisers

sXv =
⊗

q∈vXq are defined on the vertices v. Here f contains the qubits sitting in
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the edges of a face, and v contains the qubits sitting in the edges incident to a vertex.
Logical operators lZQ of Z-type corresponding to an encoded qubit Q have support on
strings sZQ spanning the lattice, while logical operators lXQ of X-type corresponding
to an encoded qubit Q (like most QEC codes, surface codes can encode more than
one qubit) have support on strings sXQ spanning the dual lattice, which is formed by
placing a node at the centre of each face and connecting nodes corresponding to adjacent
faces. One can see that under this construction, stabiliser operators commute, logical
operators can commute or anti-commute, and stabiliser operators commute with the
logical operators. Those pairs of logical operators that anti-commute correspond to the
same encoded qubit Q. The code distance is the length of the shortest string where a
logical operator has support.

The number of encoded qubits depends only on the topology where the lattice is
embedded. That is why the surface code is a topological QEC code. If the lattice is
embedded in a closed manifold, i.e., without boundaries like a torus, not all stabiliser
operators are independent: the multiplication of all face stabilisers, and the multipli-
cation of all vertex stabilisers produce the identity operator, so the number of encoded
qubits is k = n− f − v + 2. The Euler characteristics relates the geometric properties
of the lattice χ = v − n+ f with the topological properties χ = 2− 2g, where g is the
number of “holes” in a closed and orientable manifold. Thus, the number of encoded
qubits depends on the Euler characteristic as k = 2 − χ and on the genus as k = 2g.
For example, a sphere has g = 0, so it does not encode any logical qubit, while a torus
has g = 1, so it encodes two logical qubits. On closed manifolds, logical operators have
support on homologically non-trivial cycles of the topology, like the central hole and
the “tube” in the torus (see Fig. 3.2(b)). But surface codes can also be defined in two-
dimensional lattices where the number of encoded qubits depends on the number of
boundaries and logical operators have support on strings extending from one boundary
to a non-incident boundary.

In Fig. 3.2(c) we show the minimal instance of a fault-tolerant surface code with
nine qubits and code distance D = 3. It can correct a weight-one error of X-, Z-, or
Y -type. Under this construction, a logical qubit requires n = D2 data qubits. This
construction also allows the transversal implementation of the logical operators and
the CNOT gate, while the Hadamard, phase-gate and T -gate fault-tolerant implemen-
tations require more complex techniques and resources [208]. A fault-tolerant version
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of this instance includes eight ancillary qubits at the centre of each face in Fig. 3.2(c),
one for each stabiliser [209]. The fault-tolerance is achieved by applying the CNOT
gates for stabiliser measurement in a specific order, which keeps error propagation un-
der control. It is a 17-qubit surface code and it has been investigated in order to be
implemented using superconducting qubits [81].

Surface code thresholds have been determined via a connection with classical statis-
tical models. For code capacity noise with single-qubit bit and phase-flip errors can be
mapped to a 2D random-bond Ising model with two-body [166] interactions where the
threshold 10.94±0.02% corresponds to the value of critical point of the two-dimensional
random-bond Ising model on the Nishimori line. For phenomenological noise the sur-
face code maps to a 3D random-plaquette lattice gauge model [168], which provides
a threshold of ≃ 3.3%. The circuit noise model was recently considered in Ref. [150].
Numerical estimations of error rate threshold are between 0.14% and 1% [54–56] for the
circuit-level noise model. As we detail in Sec. 4.1, qubit loss can also be corrected in the
surface code, showing a tolerance that is related with the bond-percolation threshold
of the lattice [74, 75].

3.3 Color code

The color code [53], like the surface code, is a topological QEC code with desired
properties like high error thresholds, low weight stabiliser operators and local stabilisers
in two-dimensional lattices. With respect to the surface code, the color code requires
less physical qubits to achieve the same code distance and presents transversal gates,
but stabiliser operators have slightly higher weight. Nevertheless, the entire Clifford
group can be applied transversally on triangular color codes whose stabilisers weight is
an integer multiple of 4, like color codes [53] defined on the 4.8.8. lattice in Fig. 3.3(a)
(the phase gate is not fully transversal in other triangular color codes). These differences
suggest that color codes can be better suited for fault-tolerant quantum computation,
while surface codes can be employed for quantum memories, i.e., a QEC that protects
a saved quantum state of the encoded information without modifying it.

The color code is defined on a trivalent and face three-colourable two-dimensional
lattice where qubits sit on the n nodes, and stabilisers are defined on the f faces as
shown in Fig. 3.3. The trivalence means that three lattice edges are incident on each
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Figure 3.3: Regular color code lattices, shrunk lattices and logical operators.
The lattice where the color code is defined is trivalent and face three-colourable, qubits
sit on the nodes, X-type as well as Z-type stabilisers are defined on the faces, and logical
operators have support on strings and string-nets spanning the lattices. (a) 4.8.8. geometry,
with (a.1) a square red shrunk lattice, (a.2) a double-edge square blue shrunk lattice, and
a (a.3) a double-edge square green shrunk lattice. (b) 6.6.6. or honeycomb geometry. One
logical operator with support on a string-net that branches into the three shrunk lattices.
(b.1) Triangular red shrunk lattice with the red part of the string-net. (b.2) Triangular
blue shrunk lattice with the blue part of the string-net. (b.3) Triangular green shrunk
lattice with the green part of the string-net. (c) 4.6.12. geometry. Three logical operators
with support on strings spanning their corresponding shrunk lattices. (c.1) Kagome red
shrunk lattice with a red string. (c.2) Double-edge triangular blue shrunk lattice with a
blue string. (c.3) Double-edge hexagonal green shrunk lattice with a green string.

node, and face three-colourable lattices can be coloured with three colours R, B, and
G (red, blue, green for example) such that adjacent faces do not share a color. These
properties allow one to colour edges such that the color of each edge is different from
the color of the two faces that share the edge. There are three regular lattices with
these properties as depicted in Fig. 3.3: the 4.8.8. lattice, where each node is in one
square and two octagons, the 6.6.6. or honeycomb lattice, where each node belongs to
three hexagons, and the 4.6.12. lattice, where each node is in one square, one hexagon,
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and one dodecagon. Two stabilisers are defined for each face f as shown in Fig. 3.4:
one Z-type stabiliser sZf =

⊗
q∈f Zq and one X-type sXf =

⊗
q∈f Xq. All stabilisers

commute given that the lattice properties guarantee that faces have an even number
of qubits and that adjacent faces share two qubits.

Underlying the color code lattice, three shrunk lattices exist, one for each colour
as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The, say, blue shrunk lattice is obtained by placing a node
at the centre of each blue face, and connecting these nodes through the blue edges
that are incident on the blue faces in the color code lattice. Logical operators lσQ in
the color code have support on simple strings sσQ spanning a shrunk lattice as shown
in Figs. 3.3(c), (c.1), (c.2), and (c.3). They commute with stabilisers, commute with
logical operators defined on the same shrunk lattice, and commute or anti-commute
with logical operators defined on the other shrunk lattices. A particularity of color codes
is that logical operators can also have support on string-nets as shown in Fig. 3.3(b).
String-nets operators can be produced, for example, by taking a logical operator lσQ
defined on a simple string in the shrunk lattice and multiply if by a stabiliser sσf

defined on a blue face where lσQ has support as it will be shown in Fig. 4.2. The
resulting equivalent logical operator l̃σQ = lσQs

σ
f now has support on a string-net that

lives partially on the three shrunk lattices.
Similarly to the surface code, the number of encoded qubits in the color code de-

pends on the topology of the manifold where the color code lattice is embedded. Again,
in a closed manifold not all stabilisers are independent. The multiplication of all σ-
type stabilisers in the red faces results in σ applied to all qubits, and this happens also
for the blue and the green faces, so there are two constraints for each stabiliser type
σ ∈ {X, Z}: ∏

f∈FR

sσf =
∏

f∈FB

sσf =
∏

f∈FG

sσf . (3.4)

Here FR, FB, and FG, are the sets of all red, blue, and green faces, respectively. This
leads to a number of encoded qubits k = n−2f +4. For closed trivalent lattices we can
assign half of each edge to an incident node, such that there are 3/2 edges per node,
making the number of edges equal to e = 3/2n. Thus, the number of encoded qubits
can be written as k = 4− 2n+2e− 2f , and, consequently, it can be expressed in terms
of the Euler characteristics χ = n− e+ f as k = 4− 2χ, which in terms of the genus g
(where χ = 2 − 2g) results in k = 4g. For example, a color code embedded in a torus
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Figure 3.4: Seven-qubit color code. The smallest instance of the color code consists
in seven qubits sitting at the nodes of this lattice with three faces, one of each color.
Stabilisers (left) are defined on the faces, while logical operators (right) are transversal
operators, i.e., act equally on each qubit.

encodes 4 qubits and the logical operators have support on homologically non-trivial
cycles in the topology of the shrunk lattice, which adopt the same topology than the
color code lattice.

The color code can also be encoded in two-dimensional lattices with boundaries. For
instance, triangular color codes are obtained by removing a node, the three incident
edges, and the three faces that contain it, from a color code lattice embedded in a
sphere. In doing this, the number of physical qubits reduces by one and the number
of stabilisers reduces by six, but the four constraints disappear given that the lattice
has now a boundary. Thus, the number of encoded qubits increases by one. Since
the sphere does not encode logical qubits (recall that for closed manifolds k = 4g and
that g = 0 for a sphere), when these elements are removed, the resulting lattice with
boundaries encodes k = 1 logical qubits. These lattices have the form of a triangle (see
Fig. 3.4 for the minimal instance of a triangular color code). The number of qubits in
triangular codes with the 4.8.8. geometry grows as (D2−1)/2+D [57], so for the same
code distance, color codes require less data qubits than surface codes (recall that for
rotated surface codes like the one shown in Fig. 3.2(c) the number of data qubits grows
as D2). Finally, in triangular color codes the two logical operators, the Hadamard gate,
and the CNOT gate are transversal. If stabilisers have a weight that is multiple of 4,
the phase gate is also transversal, making the entire Clifford group transversal in these
codes [53].

The minimal instance of a color code (shown in Fig. 3.4) is the Steane code [210],
which coincides with a seven-qubit triangular color code with code distance D = 3.
A non-fault-tolerant version of this code was realised experimentally with trapped
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ions [76]. For this code, various fault-tolerant error correction schemes have been
proposed, each aiming to reduce the number of extra qubits required. In Ref. [211] the
use of cat states composed for four extra qubits was proposed. This was reduced to
two qubits per stabiliser: an ancillary qubit and a flag qubit. These two extra qubits
per face could be accommodated in a superconducting chip using only local interac-
tions [82]. Finally, provided that one reuses these two qubits for various stabiliser
measurements, the number of extra qubits for a fault-tolerant seven-qubit color code
reduces to three if three stabilisers are measured simultaneously, or even to two if only
two stabilisers are measured simultaneously [83, 84, 212]. We can now make a simple
count of the number of physical qubits required to implement fault-tolerant QEC to
show that the color code requires less physical qubits than the surface code for the
same code distance D. Following the layout introduced in Ref. [60], a fault-tolerant
6.6.6. triangular color code can be made from (3D2 − 1)/2 physical qubits. On the
other hand, the fault-tolerant rotated surface code requires only one ancilla per sta-
biliser and it possess D2 − 1 stabilisers. Therefore, taking into account the number of
ancillas, flags, and data qubits, 2D2−1 physical qubits are required for a fault-tolerant
surface code. Therefore, the number of physical qubits required for the color code is
smaller for every code distance D > 1.

The error threshold of color codes is studied via a connection with classical statis-
tical models for various noise models. For instance, under computational (single-qubit
bit and phase-flip) errors the color code can be mapped to a 2D random-bond Ising
model three-body interactions [167], which gives a threshold of 10.9(2)%. Under com-
putational errors and faulty stabiliser measurements the color code maps to a 3D Ising
lattice gauge theory [169] and presents a threshold of 4.8(2)%. At the circuit-level noise
model, numerical analyses estimate the threshold between 0.08% and 0.2% [57–59]. In
Chap. 4 we obtain a new interesting and useful connection between quantum infor-
mation and statistical mechanics: the tolerance of the color code to qubit loss under
the protocol that we propose is directly related to a novel bond-percolation problem in
three coupled lattices.
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Chapter 4

Qubit losses in the color code

In this chapter we explain the work about qubit losses on color codes that we realised
and presented in Refs. [1, 2]. In Ref. [1] we introduced a protocol to cope with qubit
losses in the color code. Interestingly, the tolerance of the color code under our pro-
tocol is directly related to a novel bond-percolation problem of string-nets spanning
three coupled lattices corresponding to the three shrunk lattices of the color code. This
shows a new connection between quantum information, in this case, topological QEC,
and classical statistical mechanics, which is explored to study analytically the tolerance
of the color code. Then, we numerically compute the associated qubit loss thresholds
for three families of 2D color code and find that with p = 0.461± 0.005 these are close
to satisfying the fundamental limit of 50% as imposed by the no-cloning theorem [196].
Moreover, we prove that the logical information is protected if and only if the set of lost
qubits does not include the entire support of any logical operator. Our findings reveal a
new connection between topological color codes and percolation theory, show high ro-
bustness of color codes against qubit loss, and are directly relevant for implementations
of topological quantum error correction (QEC) in various physical platforms.

In Sec. 4.2 we introduce the protocol to cope with qubit losses in the color code
and study the necessary and sufficient conditions for the preservation of the logical
information. In Sec. 4.3 we show the connection between the tolerance of the color
code to qubit loss and a novel bond-percolation problem, and use it to obtain the
critical values of the qubit loss rate tolerated by the color code under our protocol.
This connection is explored in Sec. 4.4 to study analytically the tolerance of the color
code. This section includes a mean-field approximation of the fraction of edges erased
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(see Sec. 4.4.4) as a function of the qubit loss rate that I derived personally but is not
present in Refs. [1, 2].

4.1 Background

Qubit loss is a severe error source that damages the processed information if no correc-
tion is applied. The color code, as one leading candidate for fault-tolerant QEC should
be able to correct qubit loss in an efficient way that desirably provides a high tolerance
against these errors. A qubit is lost when the information encoded in it can no longer
be accessed due to the leakage of the qubit population out of the computational space,
or due to the actual loss of particles or photons encoding the qubit.

For the surface code a protocol proposed in Refs. [74, 75] consists in removing the
lost qubits and redefining the code space without support on the removed qubits. Recall
that the surface code arranges the qubits in the edges of a two-dimensional lattice, for
each lattice vertex there is an X-type stabiliser with support on the qubits connected
to the vertex, for each face in the lattice there is a Z-type stabiliser with support on the
qubits in the face, and logical operators have support on strings spanning the lattice
as depicted in Fig. 4.2. In the protocol, every lost qubit is removed from the code,
then, the edges where qubit losses are sitting are erased from the lattice, and finally, a
new set of stabilisers defined in the new lattice is measured. As indicated in Fig. 4.1,
vertex stabilisers shrink, while every pair of face stabilisers connected by a lost qubit
are merged into a larger face stabiliser. Thus, for each loss, a qubit and a stabiliser are
removed, preserving the number of encoded qubits, as expected.

Logical operators with support on the removed qubits are no-longer well defined,
but, as long as there are some well defined logical operators in the new lattice, i.e., with-
out support on the removed qubits, the logical information is preserved. Since logical
operators have support on strings spanning the lattice, no well defined logical operator
exists if the new lattice does not percolate, leading to the destruction of the logical
information. Assuming a local-uncorrelated model with qubit loss rate p, the critical
probability pc that causes the destruction of the logical information corresponds to the
bond-percolation threshold rc of the original lattice: pc = rc. Therefore, the surface
code defined on the square lattice, with bond-percolation threshold rc = 0.5 [213], can
tolerate the loss of 50% of qubits in the absence of other errors.
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Figure 4.1: Protocol to correct qubit losses in the surface code and relation
with percolation theory. (a) A lost qubit (orange) is detected at the centre of the square
lattice where the surface code is defined (grey lattice). In this work we assume that the
positions of the lost qubits are already known. We also show a logical operator with support
on a string (blue line) spanning the lattice. The logical operator is ill-defined because it
has support on a lost qubit. (b) New lattice without the edge where the lost qubit was
sitting. A well-defined logical operator is shown in blue. (c) Bigger lattice redefined after
some losses are corrected. The encoded information is still in the code given that the lattice
percolates, as shown by the existence of a well defined logical operator (blue line). (d) New
lattice that has been affected by a greater number of qubit losses. The lattice does not
percolate so the logical information is destroyed.

The correction of qubit losses in the color code has the additional difficulty, com-
pared to the surface code, that the lattice must stay trivalent and face-three colourable
after the lattice redefinition. This is achieved in our protocol by sacrificing a qubit
for each lost qubit. Moreover, the analysis of the tolerance becomes more complicated
since logical operators in the color code have support on simple strings spanning the
shrunk lattices of the color code, but also on string-nets that branch on the three shrunk
lattices as represented in Fig. 4.2. Besides, even if we account only for simple strings
in the shrunk lattice, the problem becomes more complicated than in the surface code
given that, since some qubits need to be sacrificed, the relation between pc and the
bond-percolation threshold rc of the shrunk lattices is more complex than an equality
relation.

4.2 The protocol for the color code

The protocol that we proposed in Ref. [1] to correct the color code from qubit losses
consists in “sacrificing”, for every lost qubit, a neighbouring qubit which is removed
together with the loss. The steps of the protocol are depicted in Fig. 4.3. (i) Detect
the lost qubits. In this work we assume that the positions of the lost qubits are known.
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blue string

string-net

(a)

(a.1)

(a.2)

(a.3)

Figure 4.2: Strings and string-nets where logical operators have support. (a)
6.6.6 color code lattice with a blue string operator lσQ on the continuous and discontinuous
blue lines, and string-net operator l̃σQ. The string-net operator is composed by four paths
represented by four continuous lines: (a.1) a red path in the red shrunk lattice, (a.2) two
blue paths (the two continuous lines) in the blue shrunk lattice, (a.3) a green path in the
green shrunk lattice. Here the blue string operator lσQ, which is not well defined because
it has support on a lost qubit (the orange circle), is multiplied by the stabiliser sσf on the
blue face f and transformed into the string-net operator l̃σQ that does not have support on
the lost qubit.

(ii) Choose randomly the order in which the losses are corrected, and for each loss q,
select randomly one of the three neighbouring qubits to the loss as the sacrificed qubit
qs. (iii) For each loss, remove the lost qubit and the sacrificed qubit and modify the
faces so they do not have support on the removed qubits: shrink the two faces a, b that
contain both removed qubits into faces a′ and b′, respectively, and merge the two faces
c, d that have support on only one of the qubits into a face c′. In this redefinition step
the five edges connecting the removed qubits have been erased and two new edges have
been added to the lattice. At the same time, a face where two stabilisers are defined
is also removed. The new code has two physical qubits and two stabilisers less, so the
number of encoded qubits is preserved.
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Figure 4.3: Protocol to correct qubit losses in the color code. (i) Detect the lost
qubit (orange circle). In this work we assume that the positions of the lost qubits are
already known. We also show two string operators lσQ (continuous line), and l̃σQ = lσQs

σ
c

(dashed line) that differ by multiplication with the stabiliser sσc defined on the face c. (ii)
Choose one of the three neighbouring qubits (transparent yellow circles) as the sacrificed
qubit (yellow circle), (iii) remove both qubits and modify the lattice: the faces a, b that
contain both qubits are shrunk into a′, b′, and the two faces c,d that contain only one of
the removed qubits (lost and sacrificed) are merged into one face c′. This correction erases
the five edges adjacent to both qubits (dotted lines) and adds two new edges (dashed lines)
such that all remaining qubits have an edge of each color. (iv) Check the existence of the
logical information by searching for a well-defined logical operator (like l̃σQ), which does
not have support on the removed qubits. (v) If the logical information exists, measure
the redefined stabilisers a′, b′, c′. The well defined operators, like l̃σQ, remain valid logical
operators in the redefined code.

(iv) Check whether the logical information exists or not after the removal of the
lost and sacrificed qubits. To this end, a key observation is that logical operators are
not uniquely defined. Two logical operators lσQ, l̃σQ belong to the same class {Q, σ}, i.e.,
they encode the same information as explained in Sec. 3.1.2, if and only if they differ
in a multiplication with a subset S ⊂ S of the generator set S

l̃σQ = lσQ
∏
sσ

′
f ∈S

sσ
′

f . (4.1)

The logical information still exists in the code if for every class {Q, σ} there is a well
defined logical operator l̃σQ, meaning that it does not have support on the removed
qubits (lost and sacrificed). For example, in Fig. 4.3 we show two logical operators
that belong to the same class {Q, σ} because they differ in the multiplication by the
stabiliser sσc : one l̃σQ is well defined, while the other lσQ is not. Another example is
shown in Fig. 4.2, where an ill-defined string operator defined on the blue dashed line
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4. QUBIT LOSSES IN THE COLOR CODE

is multiplied by a stabiliser defined on the face f , producing a string-net composed by
four paths: two blue, one red and one green. Given a set of removed qubits (lost and
sacrificed) one can determine the existence of well defined logical operators by means
of the algebraic technique described in Sec. 4.2.1. Furthermore, using the machinery
developed for the algebraic technique we proved, as discussed in Sec. 4.2.2, that the
logical information is preserved if and only if the set of removed qubits does not include
the entire support of a logical operator. The reader not interested in these details can
jump to Sec. 4.3 where we make a connection between the tolerance of the color code
under qubit loss and percolation theory.

(v) If the logical information is preserved, the last step of the protocol consists of
projecting the state into the common eigenspace of the redefined stabilisers by stabiliser
measurement. As the system is not initially defined in the eigenspace of the redefined
stabilisers, excitations may appear when measured, i.e., the system might be projected
into the −1 eigenspace of these stabilisers. These excitations are correlated: for each
qubit loss, the stabilisers of the same type X or Z defined on the three new faces
a′, b′ and c′ depicted in Fig. 4.3 are found in the same eigenvalue ±1 [1]. Instead
of cancelling the excitations, one can define the new code space as determined by the
measured eigenvalues of the new stabilisers.

4.2.1 Algebraic technique

As discussed during the explanation of the step (iv) of the protocol, the existence of
the logical information is equivalent to the existence of a subset S of stabilisers such
that the logical operator l̃σQ in Eq. (4.1) has no support on the set of removed qubits
(lost and sacrificed). Here we map the problem of finding S to a system of linear binary
equations.

Without loss of generality one can choose the logical operator lσQ in Eq. (4.1) as
composed of Pauli operators of just one type σ, i.e., lσQ =

⊗
q∈sσQ

σq where sσQ is the set
of qubits where lσQ has support. When a logical operator lσQ composed by Pauli operators
of just one type σ is multiplied by stabilisers of another type σ′ ̸= σ, the support s̃σQ of
the new operator l̃σQ contains the support of lσQ: s̃σQ ⊃ sσQ, so if a removed qubit is in
sσQ it is also in s̃σQ and the multiplication with stabilisers of the other type σ′ becomes
ineffective.
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4.2 The protocol for the color code

As a consequence, one can restrict the subsets S that multiply lσQ in Eq. (4.1) to
those subsets that only contain stabilisers of the same type σ. If the subset of faces
where the stabilisers of S are defined is F , the support of l̃σQ is then given by:

s̃σQ = sσQ
⊕
f∈F

f , (4.2)

where the symbol ⊕ indicates the symmetric difference between sets: a⊕ b = (a∪ b) \
(a ∩ b). The symmetric difference comes from the fact that σN = σ for odd N and
σN = I (the identity operator) for even N . For simplicity, from now on we drop the
indices q, σ from the qubit subsets.

Given a set of removed qubits r, a logical operator l̃σQ, defined on the string s̃,
has non-empty support on r if s̃ intersects r, i.e., if r ∩ s̃ ̸= ∅. Therefore, the logical
information still exists if there is a subset of faces F for which:

r ∩

s
⊕
f∈F

f

 = ∅. (4.3)

In order to map Eq. (4.3) to a system of linear equations let us first define the
binary vectors and matrices that represent the sets appearing in the equation. Recall
that n is the number of qubits and f the number of faces. Then:

• The set of all faces is represented by an n×f matrix F whose elements are Fqf = 1

if the qubit q is in the face f and 0 otherwise.

• A string s is represented by an n× 1 column vector s whose elements are sq = 1

if the qubit q is in s and 0 otherwise.

• The subset F of faces is represented by an f ×1 column matrix x whose elements
are xf = 1 if the face f is in F and 0 otherwise.

The symmetric difference between sets is mapped to the summation modulo 2 of
binary vectors and matrices. Then, Eq. (4.2) is mapped to the following binary matrix
operations:

s̃ = s + Fx, (4.4)

where Fx is the usual matrix product performed modulo 2.
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4. QUBIT LOSSES IN THE COLOR CODE

The intersection between sets is mapped to the element-wise product r◦ s̃ of binary
vectors, i.e., another n × 1 column vector where the q-th element is the product rq s̃q.
Then, Eq. (4.3) is mapped to

r ◦ (s + Fx) = 0, (4.5)

which can be written in the standard form of a system of linear equations as:

(r ◦ F) x = r ◦ s. (4.6)

Here r ◦ F is an n× f matrix whose elements are the products [r ◦ F]qf = rqFqf .
Finally, the search of a logical operator without support on the removed qubits is

equivalent to finding a solution x of the linear system in Eq. (4.6). This system can
be efficiently solved by Gauss elimination modulo 2 in a time that scales as ∼ n3 or
better.

4.2.2 Condition for the existence of the logical information

Here we prove that given a set of removed qubits r, there exists a logical operator for
every class {Q, σ} without support on the removed qubits if and only if r does not
contain the support of a logical operator. We use the notation defined in Sec. 4.2.1.

Let us start by assuming that r includes the support of a logical operator lσ′
Q and

prove that all logical operators lσQ of another type σ ̸= σ′ have non-empty support on r.
The logical operator lσ′

Q anti-commutes with all logical operators lσQ of the class {Q, σ}.
Consequently the support of lσ′

Q and the support of every logical operator lσQ have at
least one qubit in common. As a consequence, all logical operators lσQ have non-empty
support on the set of removed qubits.

Now we assume that all operators l̃σQ of a class {Q, σ} have non-empty support on
the set of removed qubits r and prove that the set of removed qubits represented by r

includes a logical operator. Given that assumption, the system of Eq. (4.6) does not
have a solution, so the rank of the augmented matrix is bigger than the rank of the
matrix r ◦ F:

rank (r ◦ [F s]) > rank (r ◦ F) . (4.7)

By the rank-nullity theorem, the rank of any matrix A is the number of rows m
minus the number of linearly independent column vectors v that cancel it from the left:
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vTA = 0. From Eq. (4.7) that means that the matrix r◦F has at least one more vector
v that cancels it from the left than the matrix r ◦ [F s]. Note that every vector that
cancels [F s] from the left also cancels F from the left. Then, that vector satisfies

vT (r ◦ F) = 0, (4.8)

vT (r ◦ [F s]) ̸= 0, (4.9)

or equivalently:

vT (r ◦ F) = 0, (4.10)

vT (r ◦ s) ̸= 0. (4.11)

By using the commutation of the element-wise product ◦ with the usual matrix product,
one gets that:

(v ◦ r)T F = 0, (4.12)

(v ◦ r)T s ̸= 0, (4.13)

which means that the vector v ◦ r has an even number of qubits in common with the
support of all stabilisers represented by F, but an odd number in common with the
support of the logical operator lσQ represented by s. The only possibility is that v ◦ r is
the support of a logical operator lσ′

Q of a different type σ ̸= σ′.

Since rq = 1 if (v ◦ r)q = 1, the column vector r represents a set of qubits r that
contains the support of the logical operator lσ′

Q . Hence, we prove the statement in both
logical directions.

4.3 Tolerance to qubit loss and percolation theory

The question of how tolerant is the color code to qubit loss is studied here by making a
connection between percolation theory and the edge erasure from the lattice where the
code is defined as a consequence of the qubit loss. Well defined logical operators have
support on strings and string-nets with empty support on the set of removed qubits,
i.e., strings and string-nets that percolate through the removed qubits in the lattice.
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4. QUBIT LOSSES IN THE COLOR CODE

Thus, the percolation of the lattice guarantees that a logical operator is well defined,
and consequently, it is equivalent to the preservation of the logical information.

We need to clarify the exact type of percolation that relates with the existence of
the logical information. On the one hand, string operators span the shrunk lattices
of the color code, so the percolation of the shrunk lattices guarantees the existence of
well defined logical operators. On the other hand, since some logical operators have
support on string-nets living partially in the three shrunk lattices, even when none of
the three shrunk lattices percolates, there might be a well defined string-net logical
operator. Thus, the existence of a well defined string-net operator is equivalent to
a novel percolation problem on the three coupled shrunk lattices of the color code
(see Fig. 4.2 for an illustration of a percolating string-net). Thus, we can obtain the
tolerance of the color code to qubit loss in two different ways:

(A) From the percolation of strings in single shrunk lattices. This method defines
the critical qubit loss rate pc below which the logical information is preserved. Given
that the percolation threshold of the shrunk lattices are well known, one can obtain
pc in a fully analytical way (see Table 4.1 for the values obtained) as described in
Sec. 4.3.1.

(B) From the percolation of all strings and string-nets. As this method includes
the most general form of a logical operator, it provides the fundamental threshold pf

of the color code affected by qubit loss (see Table 4.1 for the values of pf obtained). In
Sec. 4.3.2 we numerically compute the value of pf .

In the following, the error model we consider is the erasure channel which assumes
local and uncorrelated losses, each of them happening with probability p. In that noise
model p is also the loss density, so the average number of qubits lost in an n-qubit
system is pn.

4.3.1 Analytical computation of the critical qubit loss rate

In order to compute pc analytically, in Sec. 4.4 we derive the average fraction of edges
erased r(p) from a shrunk lattice as a function of the qubit loss rate p. As described in
Sec. 4.1, that relation is more complicated for the color code than for the surface code,
which is simply p = r since in the surface code every loss qubit erases one edge, and
no qubits need to be sacrificed.
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4.3 Tolerance to qubit loss and percolation theory

Geom. Shrunk Geometry rc pc an. pc mf. pc num. pf

Red square 1
2 = 0.5 0.1877 0.1877 0.2028(7) 0.46(1)

4.8.8 Blue d.b. square
√

1
2 ≃ 0.7071 0.3093 0.3081 0.292(2) 0.48(3)

Green d.b. square
√

1
2 ≃ 0.7071 0.3093 0.3081 0.292(2) 0.48(3)

Red triangular 1− 2 sin π
18 ≃ 0.6527 0.2752 0.2719 0.290(2) 0.33(1)

6.6.6 Blue triangular 1− 2 sin π
18 ≃ 0.6527 0.2752 0.2719 0.290(2) 0.33(1)

Green triangular 1− 2 sin π
18 ≃ 0.6527 0.2752 0.2719 0.290(2) 0.33(1)

Red kagome 0.4756 0.1764 0.1761 0.165(1) 0.198(2)

4.6.12 Blue d.b. triangular
√

1− 2 sin π
18 ≃ 0.8079 0.3925 0.3904 0.390(5) 0.438(9)

Green d.b. hexagonal
√

2 sin π
18 ≃ 0.5893 0.2364 0.2343 0.2012(8) 0.202(1)

Table 4.1: Tolerance of the color code o qubit loss. First column: the three
regular color code lattices as depicted in Fig. 3.3. Second column: their respective shrunk
lattices. Third column: geometry of the shrunk lattices (d.b. stands for double-bonds).
Fourth column: analytical and numerical values of the bond-percolation threshold rc of
the shrunk lattices. In the shrunk lattices with double-bonds, two bonds need to be erased
to disconnect two nodes. If we call r the probability of erasure of a bond connecting two
nodes, the probability of disconnecting two nodes that are linked via a double bond is
r2. Therefore, the bond-percolation threshold rc (critical probability of disconnecting two
nodes) of a shrunk lattice with double-bonds is the square root of the bond-percolation
threshold r̃c [213] of the lattice with simple bonds rc =

√
r̃c. For shrunk lattices with single

bonds rc = r̃c. Fifth column: critical loss threshold pc obtained analytically from the first
three expansion coefficients. Sixth column: critical loss threshold pc obtained analytically
from the mean-field approximation. Seventh column: critical qubit loss rate pc obtained by
a numerical scaling analysis. Eighth column: fundamental loss threshold pf by a numerical
scaling analysis. The number between brackets is the error of the last decimal position.

The critical point pc corresponds to the qubit loss rate p at which the shrunk lattice

does no longer percolate. This happens when the average fraction of edges erased r(p)

from the original lattice equals the bond-percolation threshold rc [214] of the shrunk

lattice

r(pc) = rc. (4.14)

Therefore, pc can be obtained analytically from the knowledge of r(p) and rc as shown

in Fig. 4.4 where we plot the curve r(p) and the critical loss rates pc obtained from

the intersection of r(p) with the values of rc for the three shrunk lattices of the 4.6.12

geometry of the color code. In Table 4.1 we summarise the values of rc and pc also for

the other geometries.
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Figure 4.4: Average fraction of edges erased r(p), bond-percolation threshold rc
and critical qubit loss rate pc for the 4.6.12. lattice. The points correspond to the
numerical estimation, while curves are the analytical estimation. The analytical results
with the first three coefficients: r(p) ≃ α1p + α2p

2 + α3p
3 for the red, blue, and green

shrunk lattices are represented by the red, blue, and green points and curves, respectively.
By comparing the analytical curves with the bond-percolation thresholds rc taken from
Table 4.1 we obtain the loss thresholds pc of the shrunk lattices. The numerical data is
obtained by a Monte-Carlo sampling of losses at various values of the qubit loss rate p.

The bond-percolation thresholds rc as well as the functions r(p) depend on the
shrunk lattice geometry. A value of pc is then obtained for each of the three shrunk
lattices in each of the three regular geometries of the color code depicted in Fig. 3.3.

We study the bond-percolation problem of the shrunk lattice instead of the site-
percolation problem because the erased edges of the lattice of the color code coincide
with the erased edges of the shrunk lattices, while the removed qubits do not sit on the
nodes of the shrunk lattice (observe in Fig. 3.3 that the nodes of the shrunk lattices
are centred on the faces).

We would like to point out that in the bond-percolation problem the edges erased
are uniformly distributed in the graph. However, this is not the case in the color code
since the edges erased to correct a qubit loss are generally erased in groups, as shown
in Fig. 4.3, where the five edges erased are close to each other. However, we assume a
uniform distribution of qubit losses without any spatial correlation, so the edges erased
are approximately uniformly distributed, and therefore, one can safely identify rc with
r(pc).
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4.3 Tolerance to qubit loss and percolation theory

Before moving into the details, we present here the results obtained regarding the
fraction of edges erased r(p) and the qubit loss rate pc below which the logical infor-
mation is protected. These results include: (A.1) the analytical function r(p) derived
in Sec. 4.4, and (A.2) the critical loss rate pc obtained by solving Eq. (4.14). (A.3) We
also compare r(p) with numerical simulations and, (A.4) compute pc numerically via a
scaling analysis.

(A.1) We compute r(p) by calculating the first three expansion coefficients α1, α2, α3:

r(p) ≃ α1p+ α2p
2 + α3p

3 (4.15)

with the tools described in Sec. 4.4 for the three shrunk lattices of the three regular
geometries of the color code (values are summarised in Table 4.2), and by the analytical
mean-field approximation obtained in Sec. 4.4.4:

r(p) ≃ 1− (1− p)2R1 . (4.16)

(A.2) Then, using the bond-percolation thresholds rc, we obtain pc analytically by
solving Eq. (4.14) (A.2.i) up to third order with the calculated coefficients:

rc = α1pc + α2p
2
c + α3p

3
c , (4.17)

and with the expression in Eq (4.16):

pc = 1− (1− rc)
1

2R1 . (4.18)

The values of rc and pc are summarised in Table 4.1. At the critical point, r(p) crosses
the value of the bond-percolation threshold rc as we show in Figs. 4.4 for the 4.6.12 lat-
tice, and in Fig. 4.5 for each of the three shrunk lattices of the three regular geometries
of the color code. As one can see in Fig. 4.4, the curves r(p) for the three shrunk lattices
of the 4.6.12 color code lattice are almost superposed. Indeed, all curves depicted in
Fig. 4.5 corresponding to all shrunk lattices of all lattice geometries are almost super-
posed (not shown). Besides, the function in Eq. (4.16) obtained with the mean-field
approximation, which does not depend on the geometry of the shrunk lattice, also su-
perposes to the other curves in the range p ∈ [0.1, 0.4] that is relevant to obtain pc, as
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Geom. Shrunk I1 R1 E1 α1 I2 R̄2 Ē2 α2 I3 R̄3 Ē3 α3

Red 1 5
3

5
3

10
3 11 295

99 −35
99 −35

9 72 3995
972

35
972

140
81

4.8.8 Blue 1 5
3

5
3

10
3 9 233

81 −37
81 −37

9 102 5749
1377

95
2754

190
81

Green 1 5
3

5
3

10
3 9 233

81 −37
81 −37

9 102 5749
1377

95
2754

190
81

Red 1 5
3

5
3

10
3 11 295

99 −35
99 −35

9 122 14161
3294

29
1647

116
81

6.6.6 Blue 1 5
3

5
3

10
3 11 295

99 −35
99 −35

9 122 14161
3294

29
1647

116
81

Green 1 5
3

5
3

10
3 11 295

99 −35
99 −35

9 122 14161
3294

29
1647

116
81

Red 1 5
3

5
3

10
3 11 295

99 −35
99 −35

9 64 7057
1728

1
27

128
81

4.6.12 Blue 1 5
3

5
3

10
3 9 233

81 −37
81 −37

9 91 10214
2457

89
2457

178
81

Green 1 5
3

5
3

10
3 9 233

81 −37
81 −37

9 102 5749
1377

95
2754

190
81

Table 4.2: Analytical results of the expansion of the fraction of edges erased
r(p). Representative factors for ℓ = 1, 2, 3 losses for the three shrunk lattices in three
regular geometries of the color code. The number of fully-interacting instances is Iℓ, the
average number of edges erased by them is R̄ℓ, and the average energy associated is Ēℓ.
These quantities are introduced in Sec. 4.4.2. The coefficients of the power expansion in
Eq. (4.21) are αℓ. All these quantities have been obtained analytically without performing
any approximation.

depicted in Fig. 4.6. This seems to indicate that r(p) does not depend strongly on the
geometry of the shrunk lattice. Therefore, the differences between the values of pc in
the shrunk lattices depend mostly on their bond-percolation threshold rc, which is an
indication of the strong connection between percolation theory and the tolerance of the
color code to qubit loss.

(A.3) We also estimate r(p) numerically by performing a Monte Carlo sampling of
qubit loss instances for various values of the qubit loss rate p, and computing the average
number of edges erased to correct every instance with a randomly chosen correction.
We consider lattices with the three geometries and with a number of qubits close to
4000. The numerical points obtained are compared with the analytical expansion of
r(p) expressed in Eq. (4.15) in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. The error bars are comparable to the
point size. In the range p ∈ [0.1, 0.4] the maximum difference between the analytical (up
to third order) and the numerical values of r(p) is below 6%. In Fig. 4.7 we compare the
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Figure 4.5: Average fraction of edges erased r(p) as a function of the qubit loss
rate p for every shrunk lattice of the three regular geometries of the color code. The
continuous line correspond to the first three orders in the expansion of r(p) in powers of p
(Eq. (4.21)). The coefficients of that curve were obtained analytically without performing
any approximation. The numerical data (dots) is obtained by a Monte-Carlo sampling of
losses at various values of the qubit loss rate p.

numerical data with the first three orders of r(p) to show how the curves approximate
the numerical data as more expansion terms are added. Moreover, we compare the
numerical results with the mean-field estimation introduced in Eq. (4.16) as well as
the expansion of r(p) expressed in Eq. (4.15) in Fig. 4.6. As one can see, the result of
the mean-field approximation superposes the analytical expansion and the numerical
results. The maximum difference in the range p ∈ [0.1, 0.4] between the mean-field
approximation and the expansion is 0.5%, and 1% when the mean-field approximation
is compared with the numerical results. Limitations of the numerical analysis like the
finite-size effects, or the difficulty of sampling instances with a low number of qubits lost
are the main sources of discrepancy between the analytical and the numerical analyses.

(A.4) We also obtain pc numerically by means of the scaling analysis depicted in the
first column of Fig. 4.8 in the following way: In a square code of code distance D, we
compute the critical fraction of losses pc(D) at which, for the first time, a percolating
string ceases to exist. It is known that percolation theory predicts [214] the scaling
of pc as D → ∞ to be pc(D) − pc(∞) ∝ D−1/ν , with the scaling exponent ν = 4/3.
As expected, this scaling law is followed by the numerical data. From it, we obtain
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of methods to compute the average fraction of edges
erased r(p). Here we plot the three results of the estimation of r(p): (red) the expression
in Eq. (4.15) by analytically computing the expansion coefficients α1, α2, α3, (black) the
expression r(p) ≃ 1 − (1 − p)2R1 obtained with the mean field approximation, and (blue
circles) the numerical results explained in this section.

numerically the value of the critical qubit loss rate pc in the thermodynamic limit
(when D−1/ν → 0). The values of pc obtained numerically by this scaling method are
in great accordance with the values obtained by the analytical analysis as can be seen
in Table 4.1: the maximum difference is below 8%.

4.3.2 Numerical computation of the fundamental qubit loss rate

In relation to (B), i.e., the fundamental qubit loss threshold pf obtained by taking into
account all existing logical operators, including the ones with support on string-nets,
was obtained by numerically by generating Monte-Carlo instances of qubit losses in a
color code and employing on each one the algebraic technique described in Sec. 4.2.1
that determines if the logical information is preserved. In this section we show how this
technique is used in a scaling analysis to obtain numerically the fundamental qubit loss
threshold pf of the color code, and then compare the values of pc and pf obtained.

The same scaling analysis performed in (A.4) to obtain pc is applied to obtain the
fundamental loss threshold pf (second column of Fig. 4.8). The only difference is that
the percolation check is replaced by checking the existence of a subset of stabilisers
S that are a solution of Eq. (4.1). The resulting values of pf show the robustness of
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Figure 4.7: Convergence of the first three orders in the power expansion of the
average fraction of edges erased r(p) for the red shrunk lattice of the 4.8.8 geometry of the
color code. We compute analytically the first three coefficients α1, α2, α3 in Eq. (4.21).
The dotted line is the first order of the power expansion, the dashed line contains up to
the second order, and the continuous line up to the third order. The lines approach the
numerical data (red dots) as more orders are added. The numerical data is obtained by a
Monte-Carlo sampling of losses at various values of the qubit loss rate p and a posterior
scaling analysis.

color codes under qubit loss: for example, the 4.8.8 geometry can tolerate the loss of
the 46(1)% of the qubits before the first class of logical operators becomes ill defined,
which is close to the 50% limit imposed by the no-cloning theorem [196].

The differences between the values of pc and pf , which are easy to visualise in
Fig. 4.8, can be understood by the relation between the two percolation problems that
we consider: the percolation of the three decoupled shrunk lattices (provides pc), and
the generalised percolation of the coupled shrunk lattices (provides pf ). Intuitively,
pf is higher than pc because strings in a shrunk lattices with a low bond-percolation
threshold rc can branch into the other shrunk lattices to increase their tolerance to
the erase of edges. For example in the 4.8.8 lattice the red shrunk lattice has a bond-
percolation threshold of 1/2 while the bond-percolation threshold of the blue and the
green shrunk lattices is higher: 1/

√
2. Then, the possibility of branching increases the

critical qubit loss rate of the red shrunk lattice of the 4.8.8 geometry from pc ≃ 0.19

to the fundamental threshold pf ≃ 0.46. On the other hand, since a string in a shrunk
lattice needs the two other lattices to branch, the maximum that pf can reach is given
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Figure 4.8: Critical qubit loss rate pc and fundamental qubit loss rate pf ob-
tained numerically. By sampling loss instances with a Monte Carlo method, we compute
the values of pc (percolation), and pf (fundamental) for various values of the code distance
D for the three regular geometries of the color code. The thresholds are plotted as a func-
tion of 1/D1/ν with a critical exponent ν = 4/3 as expected from the percolation theory.
Red circles, blue squares and green triangles represent the numerical data for the red,
blue and green shrunk lattices, respectively. The continuous lines fit the points and their
intercepts (marked with the same symbols as the data) give the critical threshold in the
limit D → ∞. In the graphs (a), (b) for the 4.8.8 lattice, the green shrunk lattice is not
represented because it has the same geometry as the blue. In (c), (d) the blue and the
green shrunk lattices of the 6.6.6 lattice have the same geometry as the red, so only the red
is represented. In (e), (f) for the 4.6.12 lattice, the three shrunk lattices are represented.

by the smallest threshold of the other two shrunk lattices. For example, the red shrunk
lattice of the 4.6.12 geometry does not improve its tolerance by much (from pc ≃ 0.17

to pf ≃ 0.20) by branching into the blue and the green shrunk lattices (despite that the
bond-percolation threshold of the blue shrunk lattice is high: rc ≃ 0.81 and pc ≃ 0.39)
because the green shrunk lattice has a low bond-percolation threshold: rc ≃ 0.59 and
pc ≃ 0.24.

We would like to stress that the study of tolerance presented in this section assumes
the perfect realization of every element of the quantum error correcting code, so the
tolerance presented by the three geometries of the color code depends only on their per-
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colation properties. In practice, different geometries present different error correction
properties: different number of entangling gates and ancillary qubits, different sets of
transversal gates, different connectivity constraints between qubits, etc... Therefore,
when assessing the performance of the color code geometries in practice, the tolerance
to qubit loss has to be balanced with the other quantum error correction properties.
However this analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis.

4.4 Average fraction of edges erased

As mentioned previously, r(p) is the average fraction of edges erased, i.e., the number of
edges erased divided by the total number of edges e = n/2 (n being the total number of
qubits) in one shrunk lattice, averaged over all possible loss instances that can happen
at a qubit loss density p and averaged over all possible corrections of each loss instance.
Here, we obtain r(p) analytically using a systematic way for averaging over corrections
as shown in Sec. 4.4.1, and then, averaging over loss instances as described in Sec. 4.4.2.

4.4.1 Average over corrections

Let us define a qubit loss instance ℓ as a set ℓ = {q1, q2, . . .} containing the positions
of the ℓ = |ℓ| qubits lost. In step (ii) of the protocol, we choose randomly the order
in which qubit losses are corrected and then, randomly again, we select the qubits
that are sacrificed. Each of those random selections constitute a single correction of
the loss instance ℓ, and is represented by an ordered list κ⃗ = (qs1 , qs2 , . . .), where the
order corresponds to the order in which sacrificed qubits qs are selected. The number
of sacrificed qubits might be smaller than the number of qubit losses if an already
lost qubit is chosen as a sacrificed qubit. In that case, we consider that qubit a lost
qubit rather than a sacrificed qubit (see the example (b.1) in Fig. 4.10). If we select
with equal probability (ℓ!)−1 each of the ℓ! orderings of lost qubits, and select with
equal probability 1/3 each sacrificed qubit out of the three neighbours of each loss, the
probability of a correction κ⃗ is pκ⃗ = (ℓ!)−13−|κ⃗|, where |κ⃗| is the size of κ⃗, i.e., the
number of sacrificed qubits.

In step (iii) the lattice is modified according to the loss instance ℓ that occurred
and the correction κ⃗ selected. The number of edges erased from the original shrunk
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.9: Correction of one qubit loss. There are three possible corrections κ⃗
for an instance of one qubit loss ℓ = {q} (orange dot) depending on the selection of a
neighbouring qubit to sacrifice: (a) the qubit qs on the red edge, (b) the qubit q′s on the
blue edge, (c) the qubit q′′s on the green edge. Each correction is chosen with a probability
pκ⃗ = 1/3. The number of red edges erased (red dotted lines) is (a) Rκ⃗ = 1, (b) Rκ⃗′ = 2,
and (c) Rκ⃗′′ = 2. Therefore, the average number of edges erased from the red shrunk
lattice by a one-loss event is R1 = 5/3. This value is the same for every loss instance of
one qubit loss and for every shrunk lattice.

lattice is Rκ⃗, and the number of edges erased averaged over the set Kℓ of all possible
corrections of ℓ is:

Rℓ =
∑
κ⃗∈Kℓ

pκ⃗Rκ⃗. (4.19)

Note that, as we are interested in the percolation of the original shrunk lattice before
being modified by the corrections, in Eq. (4.19) only the edges belonging to the original
shrunk lattice are counted.

As we show in Fig. 4.9, for a loss instance with only one qubit lost ℓ = {q1}, there
are three possible corrections κ⃗ happening with a probability pκ⃗ = 1/3, one for each
selection of a sacrificed qubit qs1 . The corrections erase Rκ⃗ = 1, Rκ⃗′ = 2, and Rκ⃗′′ = 2

red edges, so the average number of edges erased from the original red shrunk lattice
to correct {q1} is:

R1 =
5

3
. (4.20)

The value of R1 is the same for every loss instance containing only one loss and it is
also the same for every shrunk lattice. Moreover, since every color code is defined on a
trivalent lattice, R1 is the same for every (also irregular) geometry.

In Fig. 4.10 we show two possible corrections of a two-qubit loss instance ℓ =

{q1, q2}. In the correction depicted in (b.1), the qubit sacrificed qs1 to correct the loss
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(a)

(b.1)

(b.2)

(b.2.1)

Figure 4.10: Corrections of a loss instance with two qubit losses. To correct a
loss instance ℓ = {q1, q2} like the one in (a) composed by two losses indicated with orange
dots, the protocol first chooses the order in which the losses are corrected. In that case,
the order (q1, q2) is chosen with a probability of 1/2. To correct the first loss q1, any of
the three neighbouring qubits can be chosen with a probability 1/3 as the sacrificed qubit
qs1 . In (b.1) the loss q2 has been chosen as the sacrificed qubit, so there is no need to
correct the loss q2. The correction is κ⃗ = (qs1). The probability of that correction is
pκ⃗ = (1/2)(1/3) = 1/6 and Rκ⃗ = 1 red edges are erased (red dotted lines). In (b.2) a
qubit different from the loss q2 has been chosen as the sacrificed qubit q′s1 (yellow dot),
and the lattice has been modified accordingly. Then, in (b.2.1) a sacrificed qubit q′s2 has
been chosen to correct the loss q2 producing the final erasure of Rκ⃗′ = 3 red edges with
a probability pκ⃗′ = (1/2)(1/3)2 = 1/18, where the correction is κ⃗′ = (q′s1 , q

′
s2). Note that

the new red edge added in (b.2) has not been counted as an erased edge in (b.2.1), because
in Rκ⃗ we count only those edges erased from the original lattice.

q1 coincides with the second loss q2, so no second qubit needs to be sacrificed to correct
q2. The probability of that correction is then pκ⃗ = 1/6. This correction shows that the
set of lost and sacrificed qubits can overlap. In the correction depicted in (b.2.1) two
qubits q′s1 and q′s2 have been sacrificed, so the probability is pκ⃗′ = 1/18. Note that the
Rκ⃗′ = 3 edges erased are counted only from the original shrunk lattice.

4.4.2 Average over qubit loss instances

The error model we consider is the erasure channel, which assumes local and uncorre-
lated losses at known positions of qubits, each of these losses happening with probability
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p. Here p is also the loss density, so the average number of qubits lost is pn. If the
density is low, qubit losses predominantly occur far apart from each other, so they can
be treated independently, and therefore, the average number of edges erased per loss is
close to R1 = 5/3, giving an average fraction of edges erased of R1pn/e = 2R1p. Then,
the average fraction of edges erased grows linearly with p for low densities:

r(p) = 2R1 p+
∑
ℓ≥2

αℓ p
ℓ. (4.21)

Our goal is to systematically compute the coefficients αℓ up to a given desired order
ℓ. These coefficients are corrections to the linear behaviour and they are determined
by the interaction that takes place between losses that are close to each other. We say
that ℓ losses interact if the number of edges erased from the original lattice to correct
those losses is less than ℓR1, which is the number of edges erased if these losses are far
apart from each other. Given that the interaction between losses reduces the number
of edges erased, and that the number of interacting instances increases with the density
p of losses, the erasure of edges slows down as p increases.

The interaction may come in different fashions as depicted in Fig. 4.10. For example,
in correction (b.1) there is interaction because the sacrificed qubit coincides with a lost
qubit, and in the correction (b.2.1), there is another type of interaction because one of
the edges erased to correct the qubit loss q2 is not an edge from the original shrunk
lattice but rather a new edge added from the correction of the first loss q1, and therefore,
it is not counted in r(p). If one computes the number of edges erased R{q1,q2} to correct
that loss instance as specified by Eq. (4.19) the result is that R{q1,q2} < 2R1, which
indicates an interaction between losses q1 and q2.

The interaction between losses can be understood by thinking about the number of
edges erased as a sum of energies. A single-loss instance {q} erases an average of R1

edges as explained in Fig. 4.9, so let us define E{q} = R1 as the internal energy of every
single loss. As mentioned, an instance {q1, q2} with two losses erases a number R{q1,q2}

of edges that might be smaller than 2R1, so in that case, there is a non-vanishing
interaction energy E{q1,q2} that makes R{q1,q2} smaller than 2R1. We define the two-
body interaction energy from the energy sum R{q1,q2} = E{q1} +E{q2} +E{q1,q2}. Note
that E{q1,q2} = 0 if the losses do not interact. Analogously, an instance {q1, q2, q3} of
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three losses erases a number of edges that can be expressed as:

R{q1,q2,q3} = E{q1} + E{q2} + E{q3} + E{q1,q2} + E{q1,q3} + E{q2,q3} + E{q1,q2,q3}, (4.22)

where {q1, q2}, {q1, q3}, {q2, q3} are the two-body instances contained in {q1, q2, q3}.
Following this idea, one can write the number of edges erased by any instance as a

sum of energies:
Rℓ =

∑
ℓ′⊂ℓ

Eℓ′ , (4.23)

where the sum is performed over all subsets ℓ′ of the set ℓ. For the empty set ∅ ⊂ ℓ we
define the interaction energy E∅ = 0 as zero, while for all single-loss instances ℓ = {q}
the energy is E{q} = R1. Equation (4.23) can be represented by a full-rank linear
system between {Rℓ} and {Eℓ}. By inverting it, one obtains the energies defined by
the number of edges erased:

Eℓ = (−1)|ℓ|
∑
ℓ′⊂ℓ

(−1)|ℓ
′|Rℓ′ , (4.24)

where R∅ = 0 and Rℓ′ = R1 for all ℓ′ with |ℓ′| = 1. See Appendix A.1 for the proof of
this relation.

Now we can show that the coefficients αℓ are given by the fully-interacting energies.
In the model each loss happens with probability p, so the probability of a loss instance
ℓ is p|ℓ|(1−p)n−|ℓ|. If the average number of edges erased to correct ℓ is Rℓ, the average
fraction of edges erased can be written as:

r(p) = e−1
∑
ℓ∈I

p|ℓ|(1− p)n−|ℓ|Rℓ, (4.25)

where I is the set of all possible loss instances. By expanding in powers of p as done
in Appendix A.2 and using Eq. (4.24) one can identify the coefficients αℓ of Eq. (4.21)
with the energies:

αℓ = e−1
∑

ℓ∈I, |ℓ|=ℓ

Eℓ. (4.26)

This result shows that the ℓ-th coefficient αℓ is given by the interaction energies of ℓ
losses.
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However, many energies are zero. For example, as mentioned earlier, the interaction
energy of two losses that are far apart from each other vanishes. Analogously, if an
instance ℓ can be split into two disjoint, non-empty subsets ℓ(A) ∪ ℓ(B) = ℓ such that
Rℓ = Rℓ(A) + Rℓ(B) the interaction energy Eℓ = 0 vanishes (proof in Appendix A.3),
and we call ℓ a separable instance. This happens because the parts ℓ(A), ℓ(B) are too far
from each other to interact. On the contrary, the instances that cannot be divided in
this way are called fully-interacting instances, and their energy is non-zero. Therefore
the sum over I in Eq. (4.26) can be reduced to the sum over fully-interacting instances
I(f-i) only.

Observe that the values of many energies are repeated in I(f-i) since there are loss
instances that are equal up to the symmetries of the lattice of the color code. In
the regular geometries of the color code, every node is indistinguishable under the
symmetries of the lattice, so one can represent the set of all fully-interacting instances
I(f-i) by the set of all fully-interacting instances I(f-i)

q1 that have the qubit loss q1 in
common. Then, considering this symmetry, every instance ℓ ∈ I(f-i)

q1 is repeated n/|ℓ|
times in I(f-i). Therefore, Eq. (4.26) can be reduced to:

αℓ = 2ℓ−1
∑

ℓ∈I(f-i)
q1

, |ℓ|=ℓ

Eℓ, (4.27)

where we used that e = n/2 in the thermodynamic limit.
For a concrete example, in Fig. 4.11, on the horizontal axis we show the values of

the energies Eℓ of the interacting instances ℓ = {q1, q2} ∈ I(f-i)
q1 and, on the vertical

axis, the number of instances that have the same energy. These energies Eℓ are the
ones that appear in Eq. (4.27). By recalling that, from Eq. (4.24), the energy Eℓ is
given by the difference between the number of edges erased by the two-loss instance
{q1, q2} and the number of edges erased separately by each of the single loss {q1}, {q2},
it is clear that the instance that has the highest energy (in absolute value) corresponds
to the couple of qubits residing at the smallest possible distance, as depicted in panel
(a). Likewise, the instance that has the smallest energy (in absolute value) is the one
where the qubits are at the largest distance that still allows for some corrections to
erase a common edge (panel (b)), producing an interaction.

Note that to be fully-interacting, all losses in an instance ℓ ∈ I(f-i)
q1 must be within

a finite distance from q1. Then, the number of instances in I(f-i)
q1 that have up to a
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.11: Energies Eℓ of instances ℓ ∈ I(f-i)
q1 of two losses q1, q2 for the red shrunk

lattice of the 6.6.6 geometry of the color code. In the horizontal axis we indicate the value
of the interacting energies computed from the averaged number of edge erased (Eq. (4.24)).
These energies are rescaled by a factor of 2! · 32 = 18 that represents the number of all
possible corrections for each instance with two losses. In the vertical axis we indicate the
occurrence of each energy, i.e., the number of instances ℓ ∈ I(f-i)

q1 that have the same energy
Eℓ. The unique instance that has the highest energy (in absolute value) is depicted in (a),
while one of the four instances with the smallest energy (in absolute value) is depicted
in (b). The other three instances with the same energy as (b) can be found by lattice
symmetries. The instance in (b) corresponds to an interacting instance since the red edge
between the two sacrificed qubits (yellow circles) is erased to correct both qubit losses.

certain number of losses ℓ does not depend on the lattice size n. From the number Iℓ
of instances in I(f-i)

q1 with ℓ losses one can compute the following averages, which are
independent of the system size n:

R̄ℓ = I−1
ℓ

∑
ℓ∈I(f-i)

q1
, |ℓ|=ℓ

Rℓ, (4.28)

Ēℓ = I−1
ℓ

∑
ℓ∈I(f-i)

q1
, |ℓ|=ℓ

Eℓ. (4.29)

Note that there is only one instance of one loss, so R̄1 = Ē1 = R1. Since the interaction
does not increase the number of edges erased, the following hierarchy of inequalities is
expected:

R1 ≥
R̄2

2
≥ R̄3

3
≥ · · · ≥ R̄ℓ

ℓ
≥ · · · ≥ 1

2
. (4.30)

By using these definitions one finally obtains that the coefficients in the power
expansion of r(p) in Eq. (4.21)

αℓ = 2Iℓ
Ēℓ
ℓ

(4.31)
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can be seen as the total energy per loss among the fully-interacting instances. Clearly,
given that Iℓ and Ēℓ do not depend on the system size n, the coefficients αℓ are also
independent of the system size. This confirms that the average fraction r(p) of edges
erased from a shrunk lattice depends only on the density of losses p, which is a clear
signature of the connection with the percolation theory.

The algorithm that we used to obtain Iℓ, R̄ℓ, Ēℓ, αℓ is described in Sec. 4.4.3, and
the values obtained are summarised in Table 4.2.

4.4.3 Computation of the expansion coefficients

In this section we provide an algorithm to compute the expansion coefficients αℓ of r(p)
in Eq. (4.21). The computation of the first ℓ coefficients as in Eq. (4.27) requires the
energies Eℓ of all the fully-interacting loss instances ℓ ∈ I(f-i)

q1 that have the loss q1 in
common and contain from 2 to ℓ losses. We explain the algorithm for the case of ℓ = 3

losses, and provide the pseudo-code 4.4.3 for any ℓ. The steps of the algorithm are the
following:

1. Place the central loss q1 on a qubit in the lattice and extract a set of qubits P

(we call it a patch) at a finite distance from q1. By distance between two nodes we
mean the number of edges in the shortest path that connects these nodes. In order to
consider all fully-interacting instances in I(f-i)

q1 that contain up to ℓ losses it is enough
to set a maximum distance of 3(ℓ − 1) from q1. For ℓ = 3, the patch P contains the
qubits that are at a distance 6 or less from q1.

2. Initialise an empty list I that will contain all loss instances inside the patch, the
number of edges that they erase and the associated energies.

3. For every instance {q2, q3} ⊂ P with two different losses and q1 /∈ ℓ one has
to compute R{q2,q3} from Eq. (4.19) by averaging the number of edges erased over all
possible corrections. Then, one has to compute the energy of the instance {q2, q3} that
from Eq. (4.24) takes the form:

E{q2,q3} = R{q2,q3} − 2R1. (4.32)

Recall that for all instances {q} with only one loss, R{q} = R1 as explained in Sec. 4.4.1.
Append the element

[
{q2, q3}, R{q2,q3}, E{q2,q3}

]
to the list I.
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4. For every instance {q1, q2, q3} ⊂ P with three different losses (one of them the

central loss q1) one has to compute R{q1,q2,q3} from Eq. (4.19), then compute the energy

of the instance from Eq. (4.24), which takes the form:

E{q1,q2,q3} = R{q1,q2,q3} −R{q1,q2} −R{q1,q3} −R{q2,q3} + 3R1, (4.33)

where we used again that for all instances {q} with only one loss, R{q} = R1. Note

that the values of R{q1,q2}, R{q1,q3}, R{q2,q3} are stored in I for every q2, q3 ∈ P \ {q1}.

Append the element
[
{q1, q2, q3}, R{q2,q3}, E{q2,q3}

]
to the list I.

Finally, from the list I, extract only those instances that contain the central loss q1

and have non-zero energy. These constitute the set I(f-i)
q1 that is used to compute the

coefficients α2 and α3 with Eq. (4.27).

Input: lattice of the color code, a number ℓ.
Outputs: set I(f-i)

q1 containing all fully-interacting instances ℓ that have loss q1 in
common and contain from 2 to ℓ losses, the average number of edges erased Rℓ, and the
energy Eℓ.

1. place the central loss q1 on a qubit of the lattice, extract the patch P of qubits at a
distance 3(ℓ− 1) from q1.

2. initialise an empty list I = {}.
3. for every instance ℓ = {q2, q3, . . .} ⊂ P with q1 /∈ ℓ, containing from 2 to ℓ−1 losses

do:
3.1. compute Rℓ with Eq. (4.19).
3.2. compute Eℓ with Eq. (4.24), which requires the value of Rℓ and the values of

Rℓ′ with ℓ′ ⊂ ℓ that are stored in I, recall that for all instances {q} with only
one loss, R{q} = R1 as explained in Sec. 4.4.1.

3.3. Append [ℓ, Rℓ, Eℓ] to I.
4. for every instance ℓ = {q1, q2, q3, . . .} ⊂ P containing ℓ losses (one of them the

central loss q1) do:
4.1. compute Rℓ with Eq. (4.19).
4.2. compute Eℓ with Eq. (4.24), which requires the value of Rℓ and the values of

Rℓ′ with ℓ′ ⊂ ℓ that are stored in I, recall that for all instances {q} with only
one loss, R{q} = R1 as explained in Sec. 4.4.1.

4.3. Append [ℓ, Rℓ, Eℓ] to I.
5. initialise the output list I(f-i)

q1 = {}.
6. for ℓ in I, if Eℓ ̸= 0 and q1 ∈ ℓ, append [ℓ, Rℓ, Eℓ] to I(f-i)

q1 .
7. return I(f-i)

q1 .
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Figure 4.12: Mean-field approximation of the fraction of edges erased r(p). To
obtain r(p) exactly one has to compute the average number of edges erased Rℓ for every
possible loss instance ℓ. Loss instances can be generated by adding a new loss in a qubit q
to a qubit loss instance ℓ as shown in (a). However computing the number of edges erased
Rℓ∪q might turn hard due to the interaction between the new loss and all the qubit losses
in ℓ. When averaged over all loss instances ℓ with ℓ losses, the average interaction can
be approximated by a mean-field interaction shown in (b). Here I show a lattice where
there are ℓ qubits lost, an average of ςℓ qubits sacrificed, an average of κℓ corrections have
been performed, and an average of ϱ − ℓ edges erased. All these elements are uniformly
distributed in the lattice, so the interaction can be seen as an interaction between the new
loss and the lattice. There are n− ℓ− ςℓ qubits that have not been removed, n− ℓ qubits
that have not been lost, e − ϱℓ edges from the original lattice that have not been erased,
and e− κℓ edges in the lattice. In order to take into account the possibility that the new
loss is chosen as a sacrificed qubit (not erasing any additional edge), I allow the new loss
to happen on one of the ςℓ sacrificed qubits. Then, the probability of the new loss to
happen on a non-removed qubit is (n− ℓ− ς)/(n− ℓ). Moreover, for every correction the
lattice one edge (new or old) is erased. Thus, the probability of an edge not to be lost is
(e− ϱℓ)/(e− κℓ).

4.4.4 Mean-field approximation

Here I derive the average fraction of edges erased r(p) by approximating the qubit
loss interaction by a mean-field interaction. This approximation does not appear in
Refs. [1, 2]. Provided that qubit losses happen according to a uniform distribution, when
they are corrected, the qubits that are sacrificed, the edges that are erased from the
original shrunk lattice, and the new edges that are added, are approximately uniformly
distributed as well. In this scenario, if a new qubit loss happens, the interaction with
the other losses, can be approximated by the interaction with an external source that
places sacrificed qubits, erases and adds edges uniformly in the lattice. An illustration of
the mean-field approximation is presented in Fig. 4.12. The mean-field approximation
allows one to write an analytical expression for the effect that the interaction has on
the new qubit loss.
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As mentioned previously, the protocol to correct qubit losses operates sequentially
on every lost qubit. Suppose that one corrects a qubit loss instance ℓ with ℓ losses, and
then adds in a position q a new qubit loss that is subsequently corrected. One can ask
what effect has the interaction between the loss instance ℓ of corrected losses and the
new loss q on the number of edges erased to correct the new loss. This new loss erases
R1 edges from the original shrunk lattice when it is far from the other losses, but in the
presence of the loss instance ℓ, due to the interaction, it erases ϵℓ∪qR1 instead, where
ϵℓ∪q is a factor between 0 and 1 that condenses the effect of the interaction (recall
that the interaction between qubit losses reduces the number of erased edges). Then,
without loss of generality, the number of edges erased by the joint loss instance can be
written as:

Rℓ∪q = Rℓ + ϵℓ∪qR1. (4.34)

By averaging over the
(
n
ℓ

)
possible qubit loss instances ℓ with ℓ losses, and the n − ℓ

possible positions q of the new loss one obtains a similar relation for the averaged
quantities:

⟨R⟩ℓ+1 = ⟨R⟩ℓ + ⟨ϵ⟩ℓR1. (4.35)

Here ⟨ϵ⟩ℓ condenses the averaged effect that the interaction between all possible qubit
loss instances of ℓ losses and a new qubit loss has on the number of edges erased by the
new loss, averaged over all of its possible positions. Note that the average fraction of
edges erased in Eq. (4.25) can be expressed in terms of ⟨R⟩ℓ as:

r(p) = e−1
n∑
ℓ=0

(
n

ℓ

)
pℓ(1− p)n−ℓ ⟨R⟩ℓ . (4.36)

Eq. (4.35) presents a recursive sequence that can be solved, i.e., one can obtain ⟨R⟩ℓ
as a function of only ℓ if the dependence of ⟨ϵ⟩ℓ on ℓ and ⟨R⟩ℓ is found. Given that the
exact dependence might be hard to find, I use the mean-field approach to approximate
⟨ϵ⟩ℓ by εℓ, and ⟨R⟩ℓ by ϱℓ. Thanks to the approximation performed, it is possible to
obtain the dependence of εℓ with ℓ and ϱℓ, which results in a sequence

ϱℓ+1 = ϱℓ + εℓR1, (4.37)

that can be solved. The solution is an expression for ϱℓ in terms of ℓ, which can be used
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to substitute ⟨R⟩ℓ in Eq. (4.36), and obtain the approximate average of edges erased:

r(p) ≃ e−1
n∑
ℓ=0

(
n

ℓ

)
pℓ(1− p)n−ℓϱℓ, (4.38)

which can be solved to obtain a function of only p as desired.

Now let us find the dependence of εℓ with ℓ and ϱℓ. Let me introduce two more
approximated quantities: the average number of corrections performed κℓ and the
average number of qubits sacrificed ςℓ. Note that in general κℓ is smaller than ℓ, given
that the losses that are chosen as sacrificed qubits do not need to be corrected (see
Fig. 4.10 for an example). Also note that for every correction R1 = 5/3 edges are
erased and 2/3 new edges are added to the shrunk lattice (see Fig. 4.9), thus, the
number of total edges in the lattice reduces by 1 for each correction. Then, the average
number of edges that remains in the lattice after κℓ corrections is e − κℓ, irrespective
of whether they are edges belonging to the original shrunk lattice or new edges added
from the corrections. Here ςℓ accounts only for those sacrificed qubits that are not
lost. Note that these two quantities are not fully independent: given that for every
correction, either one loss and one sacrificed qubit, or two losses are removed, the
following relation applies for the total number of removed qubits:

ℓ+ ςℓ = 2κℓ. (4.39)

One can now write the mean-field factor εℓ in terms of these quantities. Assume
that ℓ qubits are lost uniformly in the lattice. The correction of these losses causes
the average erasure of ϱℓ edges from the original shrunk lattice, reduces the number of
present edges in the lattice from e to e− κℓ, and selects ςℓ qubits to be sacrificed. One
needs to condense in εℓ the two types of interaction between lost qubits as described
in Sec. 4.4.1: the possibility that a lost qubit is chosen as a sacrificed qubit, and the
possibility that some of the edges erased by the new loss are new edges added from the
correction of the rest of losses.

With respect to the first type of interaction, note that the new loss can happen
with equal probability on any of the n− ℓ qubits that are not lost. It can happen on a
sacrificed qubit with probability ςℓ/(n−ℓ), and with probability (n−ℓ−ςℓ)/(n−ℓ) on a
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4.4 Average fraction of edges erased

qubit that is neither lost nor sacrificed. The first case accounts for the possibility that
the new loss is chosen as a sacrificed qubit during the full correction process. In this
case, the new qubit does not erase any additional edge given that it does not need to be
corrected, but for the second case, some edges are erased to correct it. Consequently,
εℓ must be proportional to the probability of the second case: (n− ℓ− ςℓ)/(n− ℓ).

The number of edges erased by the new loss depends on the second type of inter-
action. Taking into account that I am averaging over all possible ways of placing ℓ

losses, the edges that are erased to correct them, as well as the new edges added can
be assumed to be uniformly distributed as well. Then, only a fraction (e− ϱℓ)/(e− κℓ)

of the R1 edges that the new loss erases, are old edges. Putting both interaction ef-
fects together, one obtains that the number of edges erased by the new loss can be
approximated by:

εℓR1 =
n− ℓ− ςℓ
n− ℓ

e− ϱℓ
e− κℓ

R1. (4.40)

Using Eq. (4.39) and the fact that e = n/2 one obtains that the mean-field factor is

εℓ =
n− 2ϱℓ
n− ℓ

. (4.41)

Using the previous result, in Appendix A.4 I solve the recursive sequence in Eq. (4.37),
obtaining that

ϱℓ =
n

2

[
1−

(
n

ℓ

)−1(n− 2R1

ℓ

)]
, (4.42)

where
(
n−2R1

ℓ

)
is the generalised binomial coefficient for non-integer values like n−2R1,

which vanishes for n − 2R1 < ℓ. Note that ϱ0 = 0, ϱ1 = R1, and ϱn = e as expected.
And finally, one can obtain the approximation of the average number of edges erased
by summing the series in Eq. (4.38) as performed in Appendix A.5, obtaining

r(p) ≃ 1− (1− p)2R1 . (4.43)

This result is in agreement with the functions obtained by expanding in power series
of p, as can be seen in Fig. 4.6. In fact, it reproduces exactly the value of some of the
first expansion coefficients αℓ obtained analytically for the three shrunk lattices of the
three geometries of color code lattices. Note that, unlike the expressions obtained in
Sec. 4.4, the approximated result obtained here does not depend on the geometry of
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the shrunk lattice.
Finally, the critical qubit loss rate pc below which the logical information is pre-

served as a function of the bond-percolation threshold rc of a shrunk lattice is:

pc = 1− (1− rc)
1

2R1 . (4.44)

4.5 Summary

This chapter of the thesis has presented the results that we achieved in Refs. [1, 2], as
well as an analytical mean-field approximation of the fraction of edges erased r(p) as a
function of the qubit loss rate p that is not included in the previous references.

We have proposed in Sec. 4.2 a protocol to correct qubit losses in the color code
consisting in the removal of each lost qubit and the sacrifice of a qubit for each loss.
Then, the lattice is redefined without the removed qubits while it stays trivalent and
face-three colourable, as required to define a color code on the lattice. Given a set of
removed qubits, one can determine efficiently with the algebraic technique introduced
in Sec. 4.2.1 if the logical information encoded can be recovered. We have proved in
Sec. 4.2.2 that this happens when the set of removed qubits does not contain the entire
support of a logical operator.

Our study in Sec. 4.3 has shown a connection between the tolerance of the color code
under our protocol to two percolation problems: a simple bond-percolation problem in
the shrunk lattices, and a novel bond-percolation problem on the three shrunk lattices
coupled to each other. By exploring this connection we have determined analytically
and numerically the tolerance of the color code to qubit loss. To be more precise, we
have shown that the critical qubit loss rate pc below which the logical information is
protected is related to the bond-percolation threshold rc of the shrunk lattices of the
color code through the equation r(pc) = rc, where r(p) is the average fraction of edges
erased at a qubit loss rate p. In Sec. 4.4 we have developed a technique to systematically
obtain the expansion coefficients of r(p), introduced an algorithm to calculate the values
of these coefficients, and computed the first three of these coefficients. Besides, using
the mean-field approximation introduced in Sec. 4.4.4 we have derived an analytical
formula for r(p) that is valid at any range of p. Both analytical expressions have found
agreement with numerical estimations.
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4.5 Summary

Moreover, the fundamental loss threshold pf of the three regular geometries of
the color code has been computed numerically as described in Sec. 4.3.2, obtaining a
value of 46(1)% for the 4.8.8. lattice, close to limit of 50% imposed by the no-cloning
theorem [196]. The results confirm the high robustness to qubit loss of the color code
together with the protocol to correct qubit losses, which is of practical relevance for
actual and future quantum processors.
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Chapter 5

Local entanglement witnesses

In this chapter we describe our work on entanglement witnesses and localisable en-
tanglement (LE), which resulted in three publications [3, 4, 7]. In Ref. [7] we propose
local witness operators for stabiliser states, study their relations and resistance to noise,
provide two methods to construct these operators, and apply them to the existing ex-
perimental realisation of the seven-qubit color code with trapped ions. Then, in Ref. [3],
we show that local entanglement witnesses provide a bound on the LE, and test the
tightness of this bound. Finally, in Ref. [4], we detail the machinery (partially devel-
oped in the previous works) to build local entanglement witnesses for stabiliser states,
and test it on the topological color code by studying the behaviour of LE as a function
of the distance between two entangled qubits.

5.1 Background

As mentioned in the introduction, entanglement is a genuinely quantum property that
should be present in experimental realisations of a quantum processors that can pro-
vide a quantum advantage over classical processors. However, multiple sources of de-
coherence, like experimental imperfections or finite qubit lifetimes, deteriorate the en-
tanglement produced in practice. This makes entanglement characterisation crucial
for benchmarking experimental realisations. Tomographic techniques like compressed
sensing [103–105] are feasible only for small systems [106] given the exponential growth
of the Hilbert space with the qubit number. They become unfeasible for the size of
near-term experimental realisations with 50-100 qubits [215], so we need a different way
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of estimating entanglement in experiments. A common approach is the use of entan-
glement witnesses, which are observables that determine the existence of entanglement
from only partial information of the state [113]. They are designed to detect the en-
tanglement of states close to a given entangled state of interest. This is particularly
useful to detect and estimate the amount of entanglement present in an experimental
realisation where the entanglement is reduced with respect to the ideal state of interest
due to decoherence. Most of the efforts are devoted to the detection of genuine entan-
glement, but there are also witnesses that detect the entanglement depth [140, 141],
the entanglement with respect to partitions [142], or witnesses that provide information
about the Schmidt number [143–145]. In Ref. [216] local entanglement witnesses were
proposed to detect the entanglement of qubit subsystems in multi-qubit graph states.

To be more precise, the entanglement detected by local witnesses proposed in
Ref. [216] is the genuine entanglement among the qubits in a subsystem q (a sub-
set of qubits) that remains when the rest of qubits are individually measured in the
Z-basis. For graph states, this measurement basis guarantees that the reduced state
in the subsystem is also a graph state. Rather than performing physically this mea-
surement and then detecting entanglement on q with genuine entanglement witnesses,
local witnesses only require the evaluation of a subset of graph state stabilisers. The
number of graph state stabilisers that need to be evaluated is 2|q|−1, so the number of
measurements of a local witness does not depend on the system size, and consequently,
local witnesses can be used, in principle, in arbitrarily large experimental states. Be-
sides, in Ref. [216], local witnesses that require only two measurement settings (or as
we call them here, two-measurements witnesses) have been proposed. This reduction
in the number of measurements comes at the cost of detecting entanglement only in a
subset of the states where the standard local witness detects entanglement. However,
with only two measurement settings multiple two-measurement witnesses can be eval-
uated simultaneously, providing an efficient way to obtain the entanglement structure
of complex experimental states.

In Ref. [216], the authors apply the local witnesses designed to a simulated graph
state of hundreds of qubits realised with two atomic species trapped in a two-dimensional
bipartite graph under various noise channels. One noise source is localised on two groups
of neighbouring trapped atoms, while the other noise source comes from noisy entan-
gling gates at the lattice boundary. From the information obtained from the local
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witnesses, they construct a two-dimensional map of entanglement. This map shows
two groups of poorly entangled atoms corresponding to the two groups affected by the
localised noise, and a decrease of entanglement at the lattice boundary due to the noisy
entangling gates. These results showed the power and efficiency of local entanglement
witnesses in detecting the entanglement structure of graph states with a reduced num-
ber of measurements.

The local witnesses we propose are constructed for stabiliser states and represent
a generalisation of the local witnesses proposed in Ref. [216] for graph states. Sta-
biliser states play a role in many areas of quantum information, e.g. in quantum
error correction (QEC), where fragile quantum information of logical qubits is dis-
tributed over many physical qubits and collectively encoded in entangled stabiliser
QEC codes [13, 195]. Using the local witnesses proposed here one can, for instance,
study the entanglement structure of experimental realisations of the color code [76] or
the surface code [79, 80]. As an example, in this chapter we benchmark the proposed
entanglement witnesses on an experimental realisation of the seven-qubit color code.

Furthermore, we show that local witnesses can be used to estimate LE [182, 183,
217]. As described in Sec. 2.4.2 LE is the maximum entanglement that can be localised
on average in a subsystem by means of single-qubit projective measurements on the
rest of the system. Localisable entanglement has been proven to be indispensable in
investigating the correlation length in quantum many-body systems [182, 183, 185, 186,
217], in studying quantum phase transitions in cluster-Ising [187, 188] and cluster-XY
models [189], in protocols like percolation of entanglement in quantum networks [190],
measurement-based quantum computation [50, 174, 177] and entanglement percolation
in quantum networks [190], and in quantifying local entanglement in stabiliser states [50,
174, 176, 177]. However, LE is hard to estimate in practice given that it requires an
optimisation over a number local measurement settings that grows exponentially with
the system size, as well as the averaging over an exponential number of outcomes for
each measurement setting, and the evaluation of an entanglement measure for each
reduced state. In contrast, the local witnesses that we propose here can be efficiently
evaluated and provide a lower bound of LE. Therefore, these witnesses provide an
experimentally-friendly technique to estimate LE entanglement in practise.
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5.2 Genuine entanglement witnesses

Entanglement witnesses are observables that provide a sufficient (though not neces-
sary) condition for the presence of entanglement from only partial information of the
state. They detect entanglement in noisy experimental quantum states as long as the
difference with the ideal state is sufficiently small. In this section we revise the concept
of genuine entanglement witness operators and show how to construct them for sta-
biliser states as explained in Refs. [113, 136]. The evaluation of these witnesses requires
a number of measurements that grows, in general, exponentially with the number of
qubits in the state. Modified versions of the witnesses were proposed in Refs. [137, 138]
to reduce the required number of measurement settings.

5.2.1 Witnesses as entanglement detectors

Here we introduce genuine entanglement witnesses and their key properties. An en-
tanglement witness that detects the genuine n-qubit entanglement is an observable
which is guaranteed to have a non-negative expectation value if applied to any sepa-
rable state [111]. Therefore, a negative expectation value unambiguously signals the
presence of n-partite genuine entanglement. A witness prepared for the ideal expected
state |ψ⟩ is an operator:

W|ψ⟩ = γ|ψ⟩I − |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ| , (5.1)

where |ψ⟩ is a non-separable pure state and γ|ψ⟩ is the square of the maximal Schmidt
coefficient among all bi-partitions of |ψ⟩ [136].

Note that the witness expectation value is directly related to the quantum state
fidelity ⟨ψ| ρ |ψ⟩ by ⟨W|ψ⟩⟩ρ = γ|ψ⟩−⟨ψ| ρ |ψ⟩, and therefore a sufficiently high quantum
state fidelity suffices to signal the presence of entanglement. For many states the state
fidelity can be either estimated efficiently [218] or be directly determined [136] via a
few measurement settings. In the case of stabiliser states |S ⟩, the projector |S ⟩ ⟨S |
can be decomposed into a sum of all stabilisers in the stabiliser group S .

5.2.2 Genuine entanglement witnesses for stabiliser states

In this section genuine witnesses for stabiliser states and modified genuine witnesses
that require less measurement settings are introduced. Genuine witnesses for stabiliser
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states involve the evaluation of the entire stabiliser group, but the modified ones only
include a subset of it. The number of measurement settings required to evaluate the
stabilisers in this subset depends on their Pauli type.

For all non-separable multi-qubit stabiliser states |S ⟩ the square of the maximal
Schmidt coefficient of all bipartitions is γ|S ⟩ = 1/2 (as shown in App. A.6), and the
fidelity operator is the projector into the +1 eigenspace of the n independent stabilisers
s in a generator set S, i,e, which generates the entire stabiliser group: ⟨S⟩ = S . Then,
the standard genuine witness constructed for the stabiliser state is:

W|S ⟩ =
1

2
I −

∏
s∈S

I + s

2
. (5.2)

Given that the product of the projectors expands into a sum of all the elements in
the stabiliser group S , the standard genuine witness is the same if one uses any other
generator set S ′ instead of S because both expand the same stabiliser group: ⟨S ′⟩ =

⟨S⟩ = S . For example, the following generator sets of the seven-qubit color code can
be used to construct the same witness:

S =
{
sZR, s

Z
B, s

Z
G, s

X
R , s

X
B , s

X
G , s

X
L

}
, (5.3)

S ′ =
{
sZRs

X
R , s

Z
Bs

X
B , s

Z
Gs

X
G , s

X
R , s

X
B , s

X
G , s

X
L

}
. (5.4)

During the rest of the thesis, the logical operator lX of the seven-qubit color code is
considered as a stabiliser operator, so we represent it as sXL .

To compute the expectation value of this witness 2n − 1 stabilisers have to be
evaluated, which becomes impractical for a large number n of qubits. A way to overcome
this problem is to construct modified witness operators that include a smaller number
of terms. One option is to consider alternative witnesses [137, 138]:

W a
|S ⟩ =

n− 1

2
I − 1

2

∑
s∈S

s, (5.5)

which require the measurement of only the n stabilisers in a generator set S, so the
number of measurements grows only linearly with n. In this case, by substituting S for
a different generator set S ′, like the ones in Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4), one obtains a different
alternative witness.
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If the stabiliser state |S ⟩ has a generator set S composed entirely by X-type and
Z-type stabilisers sX and sZ , respectively, i.e., it is composed of operators involv-
ing single-qubit Pauli operators X and Z only, (for instance Calderbank-Steane-Shor
(CSS) codes [210, 219]), the two-measurements witness can be constructed from those
stabilisers:

W 2m
|S ⟩ =

3

2
I −

∏
sX∈S

I + sX

2
−
∏
sZ∈S

I + sZ

2
. (5.6)

Note that the evaluation of W 2m
|S ⟩ requires only two measurement settings, one in the

X basis {X1, X2, · · · , Xn} and the other in the Z basis {Z1, Z2, · · · , Zn}, but rotated
versions {σ1, σ2, · · · , σn} and {σ′1, σ′2, · · · , σ′n} can be used instead as long as σq ̸= σ′q for
every qubit q. For instance, in Ref. [216] the authors construct modified witnesses for
bi-colourable graph states, where one measurement setting consists of measuring X on
every even qubit and Z on every odd qubit, and vice versa for the second measurement
setting. The modified operators are witnesses because their expectation value is larger
than the expectation value of the standard genuine witness for any state [137, 138],

⟨W|S ⟩⟩ρ ≤ ⟨W a
|S ⟩⟩ρ , ⟨W|S ⟩⟩ρ ≤ ⟨W 2m

|S ⟩⟩ρ ∀ ρ, (5.7)

which guarantees that their expectation value is non-negative for any separable state
ρ, as required for being a valid witness.

The price to pay for the reduction in the number of measurement settings required
by modified witnesses is that these witnesses are in general less tolerant to noise. They
detect entanglement only in a subset of states where the standard genuine witness also
detects entanglement.

5.3 Local entanglement witnesses

In this section we introduce local witness operators for stabiliser states. We enunciate a
proposition that introduces the necessary and sufficient conditions that a local witness
must satisfy to detect entanglement. In Sec. 5.3.1 we prove the proposition and prove
that local witnesses detect LE, i.e., if a local witness detects entanglement, the value
of LE is non-zero. The connection between local witnesses and LE is further used in
Sec. 5.3.2 to bound LE with the expectation value of a local witness. In Sec. 5.3.3 we
show the tightness of the bound for stabiliser-diagonal states, which are mixed states
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that can be diagonalised in the basis of a stabiliser state and the excited states. In
Sec. 5.3.4, we propose modified local witnesses that require less measurement settings,
as we did for genuine witnesses in Sec. 5.2.2. Finally, Sec. 5.3.5 discusses the results on
the robustness of the witnesses presented and compares the genuine and local witnesses
introduced.

A local witness operator Wq detects entanglement in a subsystem of qubits q of
a state ρ if the expectation value is negative: ⟨Wq⟩ρ < 0. The local witnesses that
we introduce here are designed to detect entanglement in a stabiliser state |S ⟩ and in
states ρ sufficiently close. They take the form:

Wq =
1

2
I −

∏
s∈Wq

I + s

2
, (5.8)

where Wq ⊂ S is a subset of the stabiliser group S that defines the state |S ⟩. The
properties of Wq are enunciated in the following proposition.

Proposition. 1 A subset Wq ⊂ S of the stabiliser group S defines a valid local
witness of the form in Eq. (5.8) for the subsystem q if it satisfies the following properties:

(A) It contains |Wq| = |q| independent and commuting stabilisers.

(B) For every qubit q /∈ q, the Pauli operators σqi, σqj corresponding to any two
different stabilisers si, sj ∈ Wq, respectively, commute: [σqi, σqj ] = 0.

(C) If one considers for each stabiliser si ∈ Wq the part

si|q =
⊗
q∈q

σqi (5.9)

that has support only on the qubits in q, the set formed by these parts Wq|q =

{s|q : s ∈ Wq} must be a generator set of the stabiliser group Sq (meaning that
⟨Wq|q⟩ = Sq) that defines a genuinely multipartite entangled state |Sq⟩ over q.

For example, the subset of stabilisers from the seven-qubit color code

W{2,3} = {sZR, sXB } (5.10)

satisfies Prop. 1 for the subsystem {2, 3}. First, it contains two independent and com-
muting stabilisers. Second, they commute qubit-wise on every qubit outside {2, 3}: for
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every qubit q /∈ {2, 3} the qubit-wise commutator between the two stabilisers [σqR, σqB]
belongs to the set of vanishing commutators {[Z, I], [I,X], [I, I]}. Third, the reduced
set:

W{2,3}|{2,3} = {Z2Z3, X2X3} (5.11)

is a generator set of the genuinely entangled Bell state 2−1/2(|00⟩ + |11⟩) on qubits
{2, 3}.

When expanded in terms of the stabilisers and their products, a local witness can
be evaluated with 2|q| − 1 measurement settings, so the number of measurements does
not depend on the system size.

5.3.1 Local witnesses detect localisable entanglement

Here we show that local witnesses defined with Prop. 1 are, indeed, witness operators,
and then we show that the operational meaning of a local witness coincides with the
operations realised to evaluate LE. In essence, a local witness prepared for a subsystem
of qubits is a convex sum of genuine witnesses prepared for the outcome states of a
local-projective measurement of the qubits that do not belong to the subsystem. This
is such that the negative expectation value of a local witness indicates that at least one
of the genuine entanglement witnesses involved in the sum has detected entanglement.
This is precisely the type of entanglement evaluated by LE.

Due to property (B), there is a measurement basis M∂q = {mq ∈ {X,Y, Z} : q ∈
∂q} associated to every local witness, where ∂q is the boundary of q, i.e., the set of
qubits outside q where at least one stabiliser s ∈ Wq has support. The measurement
mq on a qubit q ∈ ∂q is given by the Pauli operator σq ̸= I of a stabiliser s ∈ Wq that
has support on q. For the example in Eq. (5.10), the boundary is ∂{2, 3} = {1, 4, 5, 6},
and the measurement basis associated is M∂{2,3} = {Z1, Z4, X5, X6}.

Due to properties (B) and (C) one can write the stabilisers s ∈ Wq as s = s|q ⊗
s|∂q ⊗ Iqr

, where s|∂q is the part of s with support on ∂q and Iqr
is the identity

operator on the rest of qubits qr, i.e., the set of qubits outside q and ∂q. One can
associate a projector Πm to the joint measurement of M∂q and any local measurement
Mqr

= {mq : mq = m†
q, q ∈ qr} on the rest of qubits:

Πm =
⊗

mq∈M∂q

I + (−1)mqmq

2

⊗
mq∈Mqr

I + (−1)mqmq

2
, (5.12)
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with measurement outcome represented by a string m formed by n−|q| binary elements
mq ∈ {0, 1}. The sum of Πm for all possible outcomes gives the identity operator:

I =
∑
m

Πm. (5.13)

The application of such projector to the stabilisers s ∈ Wq yields:

s (Iq ⊗Πm) = (−1)η(m,s|∂q)s|q ⊗Πm, (5.14)

where
η(m, s|∂q) =

∑
q∈supp(s|∂q)

mq. (5.15)

Recall that supp(s) is the support of the stabiliser s. Then, when the sum of all Πm,
which equals the identity operator, is applied to the local witness, one obtains that:

Wq =
∑
m

W|S m
q ⟩ ⊗Πm, (5.16)

where
W|S m

q ⟩ =
1

2
I −

∏
s∈Wq

I + (−1)η(m,s|∂q)s|q
2

(5.17)

is a genuine entanglement witness due to property (C). These genuine entanglement
witnesses are prepared for the stabiliser states |S m

q ⟩, whose stabilisers s|q have eigen-
values (−1)η(m,s|∂q) that depend on the outcome m resulting from the measurement
M∂q only:

|S m
q ⟩ ⟨S m

q | =
∏
s∈Wq

I + (−1)η(m,s|∂q)s|q
2

. (5.18)

Note that the decomposition of a local witness into genuine witnesses is independent
on the measurement Mqr

on the rest of qubits qr.

When a local witness is evaluated on a state ρ, the expectation value obtained
can be written as a convex sum of the expectation values of the genuine entanglement
witnesses W|S m

q ⟩:
⟨Wq⟩ρ =

∑
m

pm ⟨W|S m
q ⟩⟩ρmq

, (5.19)

where ρm
q is the reduced state corresponding to the outcome m when ρ is measured on
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the joint measurement basis M = M∂q ∪Mqr
, and pm is the probability of obtaining

m. Therefore, ⟨Wq⟩ρ < 0 only if at least one of the genuine entanglement witnesses
detects entanglement ⟨W|S m

q ⟩⟩ρmq
< 0. In this case, the qubits q in the reduced state

ρm
q are genuinely entangled. This proves that the operator in Eq. (5.8) is indeed an

entanglement witness.
Finally, the connection with LE becomes clear: the entanglement detected by a

local witness is the genuine entanglement remaining in the state after performing the
local projective measurements given by the measurement basis M.

5.3.2 Lower bound of localisable entanglement

In this section we use the existing bound of entanglement measures given by wit-
nesses [129, 220] to provide a lower bound of LE from local witnesses. We obtain the
lower bound of entanglement negativity from genuine witnesses, and use the previous
decomposition of a local witnesses in Eq. (5.19) into a sum of genuine witnesses to
provide a lower bound of LE from the expectation value of the local witness.

Some entanglement measures E can be bounded by a convex function f of the
expectation value of an entanglement witness [129, 220]:

E(ρ) ≥ f
(
⟨W ⟩ρ

)
. (5.20)

Given that in Eq. (5.19) pm are convex weights and that f is a convex function, the
expectation value of a local witness lower-bounds the amount of LE restricted to the
measurement basis M:

EM
q (ρ) =

∑
m

pmE(ρm
q ) ≥

∑
m

pmf

(
⟨W|S m

q ⟩⟩ρmq

)
≥ f

(
⟨Wq⟩ρ

)
. (5.21)

By definition, LE is maximised over all possible measurement settings, so the following
hierarchy of inequalities applies:

Eq(ρ) ≥ EM
q (ρ) ≥ f

(
⟨Wq⟩ρ

)
. (5.22)

The entanglement measure that we employ is negativity because it is well defined on
mixed states and it is easy to compute. As we show in App. A.7, for any bi-partition,
the entanglement negativity can be lower-bounded by the expectation value of a genuine
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entanglement witness as −2 ⟨W|ψ⟩⟩ρ, so the lower bound of LE with negativity is:

Eq(ρ) ≥

{
−2 ⟨Wq⟩ρ if ⟨Wq⟩ρ < 0

0 otherwise
. (5.23)

Obviously, if the expectation value of the local witness is positive (it does not detect
entanglement), the lower bound of LE can be set to 0, instead of −2 ⟨Wq⟩ρ.

5.3.3 Lower bound on stabiliser-diagonal states

This section presents a particular result for local entanglement witnesses, but it is not
necessary to understand the rest of sections in the thesis. For the particular case of
stabiliser-diagonal states ρS D, the lower bound of a local witness that detects entan-
glement in a subsystem q of two qubits is tight. When a local uncorrelated Pauli noise
channel εP (like depolarising of phase-flip described in Sec. 2.5) is applied to a stabiliser
state |S ⟩, we call the resulting mixed state ρS D = εP(|S ⟩) stabiliser-diagonal state
because it can be diagonalised in the basis of excitations |S e⟩ of the stabiliser state:

ρS D =
∑
e

pe |S e⟩ ⟨S e| . (5.24)

We say that a stabiliser state is excited if the value of one stabiliser has −1 value. Here
e indicates the excited stabilisers: it is a binary vector with an element es for each
of the n stabilisers, which is 1(0) if the stabiliser s is (is not) excited, while pe is the
probability that εP causes an excitation e.

Let us start by showing that the local measurement M∂q, with associated projector
Πm|∂q, disentangles the subsystem q from the rest of the state |S ⟩. For that, we need
to start by showing the effect that Πm|∂q has on the stabilisers in S. Then, we show
the action on |S ⟩.

The generator set S of |S ⟩ can be split into a subset Sc ⊂ S of stabilisers that com-
mute qubit-wise with the measurement basis M∂q, and a subset Sa ⊂ S of stabilisers
that anti-commute qubit-wise with M∂q on at least one qubit. Without loss of gener-
ality S can be selected such that Wq ⊂ Sc. Then, Sc is composed by Wq and another
disjoint subset Sqr

. For the example in Eq. (5.10) one can consider S to be formed by
Sa = {sZB, sZG, sXR , sXG}, W{2,3} = {sZR, sXB } and Sqr

= {sXL sXR sXB } for qr = {7}.
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Let us now take a look at the reduced versions s|q of these stabilisers s ∈ S. First,
the set Wq|q defined in property (C) is a generator set, so it contains all possible
reduced stabilisers that are independent and commute. Thus, any other Pauli operator
over q either anti-commutes with some reduced stabiliser in Wq|q or it is a product of
the reduced stabilisers in Wq|q. Second, due to the definition of Sc and property (B),
the reduced stabilisers s|q for all s ∈ Sqr

commute with the reduced stabilisers in Wq|q.
Then, the reduced stabilisers of Sqr

are products of the reduced stabilisers in Wq|q:

s|q =
∏

s′∈Wq

(s′|q)Tss′ ∀ s ∈ Sqr
(5.25)

for some |Sqr
|× |Wq| binary matrix T with elements Tss′ for each s ∈ Sqr

and s′ ∈ Wq.
Note that the row of T corresponding to a stabiliser s ∈ Sqr

vanishes if s does not
have support on q. In the example, the reduced version of the stabiliser in S{7} is
S{7}|{2,3} = {X2X3}, which is a trivial recombination of the reduced stabilisers in
W{2,3}|{2,3} = {Z2Z3, X2X3}.

Let us consider a subset of stabilisers S′
qr

⊂ S consisting of the recombined sta-
bilisers

s
∏

s′∈Wq

(s′)Tss′ ∀ s ∈ Sqr
, (5.26)

which do not have support on q. Thus, S ′ = Wq∪S′
qr
∪Sa is a generator set equivalent

to S where those generators that commute qubit-wise with M∂q on all qubits in ∂q

either belong to Wq or do not have support on q. For the previous example, S{7} can
be replaced by S′

{7} = {sXL sXR }.
Therefore, when the projector

Πm|∂q =
⊗

mq∈M∂q

I + (−1)mqmq

2
(5.27)

corresponding to the local measurement basis M∂q defined by the local witness as in
Sec. 5.3.1 is applied on a stabiliser s ∈ S ′ three results are possible:

(Iq ⊗Πm|∂q) s (Iq ⊗Πm|∂q) =


(−1)η(m,s|∂q)s|q ⊗Πm|∂q ⊗ Iqr

∀ s ∈ Wq

(−1)η(m,s|∂q)Iq ⊗Πm|∂q ⊗ s|qr
∀ s ∈ Sqr

0 ∀ s ∈ Sa

,

(5.28)
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where η(m, s|q) is defined in Eq. (5.15). Consequently, when the projector Πm|∂q is
applied to the stabiliser state |S ⟩ it disentangles the part in q from the part in qr:(
Iq ⊗Πm|∂q ⊗ Iqr

)
|S ⟩ ⟨S |

(
Iq ⊗Πm|∂q ⊗ Iqr

)
= |S m

q ⟩ ⟨S m
q | ⊗Πm|∂q ⊗ |S m

qr
⟩ ⟨S m

qr
| ,

(5.29)
where |S m

q ⟩ is defined in Eq. (5.18) and |S m
qr
⟩ is similarly defined:

|S m
qr
⟩ ⟨S m

qr
| =

∏
s∈Sqr

I + (−1)η(m,s|∂q)s|qr
2

. (5.30)

Analogously, for excited states |S e⟩, the same result is obtained with es + η(m, s|∂q)
instead of just η(m, s|∂q):

|S e,m
q̃ ⟩ ⟨S e,m

q̃ | =
∏
s∈Sq̃

I + (−1)es+η(m,s|∂q)s|q̃
2

(5.31)

for both q̃ = q and q̃ = qr. Then, when the joint measurement M = M∂q ∪Mqr
with

projector Πm = Πm|∂q ⊗ Πm|qr
is applied to a stabiliser-diagonal state, the reduced

state is obtained:
ρm

S D,q =
∑
e|Wq

pe|Wq
|S e,m

q ⟩ ⟨S e,m
q | , (5.32)

where e|Wq includes only the bits es corresponding to stabilisers s ∈ Wq and

pe|Wq
=

∑
e′: e′s=es ∀ s∈Wq

pe′ (5.33)

is the probability to produce the excitation pattern e|Wq on the stabilisers in W|q.
Note that the reduced state ρm

S D,q is also a stabiliser-diagonal state. Every excitation
induced by the measurement outcome m can also be produced by a Pauli operator Pm

such that |S e,m
q ⟩ = Pm |S e,0

q ⟩, where |S e,0
q ⟩ is the state defined in Eq. (5.31). Then,

the excitations in ρm
S D,q due to the measurement can be also induced by some Pm:

ρm
S D,q = PmρS D,qPm, (5.34)

where
ρS D,q =

∑
e|Wq

pe|Wq
|S e,0

q ⟩ ⟨S e,0
q | . (5.35)
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Analogously, the Pauli operator Pm can be used to write the genuine entanglement
witness in Eq. (5.17) as:

W|S m
q ⟩ = PmW|Sq⟩Pm. (5.36)

Therefore, when the genuine witness W|S m
q ⟩ is evaluated on the reduced state ρm

S D,q

the dependence on the outcome m cancels out:

⟨W|S m
q ⟩⟩ρmS D,q

= ⟨W|Sq⟩⟩ρS D,q
=

1

2
− p0 ∀ m. (5.37)

Here p0 is pe|Wq
for vanishing e|Wq . Finally, from Eq. (5.19), one obtains that a local

witness evaluated in a stabiliser-diagonal state is equal to one genuine witness evaluated
on a reduced state:

⟨Wq⟩ρS D
= ⟨W|S m

q ⟩⟩ρmS D,q

= ⟨W|Sq⟩⟩ρS D,q
=

1

2
− p0. (5.38)

Moreover, for stabiliser-diagonal states like ρm
S D,q and genuine witnesses like W|S m

q ⟩,
which are prepared for two-qubit stabiliser states, the inequality in Eq. (5.20) becomes
tight as we are about to prove.

As described in Sec. 2.4, the negativity of the state ρ is equal to

E(ρ) = 2
∑
λi<0

|λi|, (5.39)

where {λi} are the eigenvalues of ρTA . Considering now the two qubits in q to be
the two parties A and B,

(
ρm

S D,q

)TA
is also diagonal in the stabiliser state basis (see

App. A.7 for the details) with four eigenvalues

λe|Wq
= 1/2− pe|Wq

(5.40)

given by the probabilities defined in Eq. (5.33) for e|Wq ∈ {00, 01, 10, 11}. Note that
these are the probabilities that the local-uncorrelated Pauli noise channel εP has to
produce the excitation pattern e|Wq in the two stabilisers in Wq. For these noise
channels, as long as the noise rate is below 1/2, the probability of not producing any
excitation on the stabilisers in Wq is higher than the probability of producing a non-
vanishing excitation pattern: p00 ≥ p01, p10, p11. If pe|Wq

≤ 1/2 for all e|Wq , then
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all eigenvalues λe|Wq
≥ 0, implying that the negativity E

(
ρm

S D,q

)
vanishes. On the

other hand, since the probabilities add up to one, if any of the probabilities is strictly
bigger than 1/2, the rest must be strictly smaller than 1/2. Since p00 ≥ p01, p10, p11,
only p00 can be bigger than 1/2. In that case, λ00 < 0 and the rest of eigenvalues are
positive, implying that E

(
ρm

S D,q

)
= 2p00−1. Thus, provided the last equality relation

in Eq. (5.38) the bound given by a genuine entanglement witness is tight:

E
(
ρm

S D,q
)
=

−2 ⟨W|S m
q ⟩⟩ρmS D,q

if ⟨W|S m
q ⟩⟩ρmS D,q

< 0

0 otherwise
. (5.41)

Finally, from the previous equation and from Eq. (5.38) one concludes that for stabiliser-
diagonal states and subsystems of two qubits, the bound on LE restricted to the mea-
surement basis M associated to a local witness that detects entanglement is tight:

EM
q (ρS D) =

{
−2 ⟨Wq⟩ρS D

if ⟨Wq⟩ρS D
< 0

0 otherwise
. (5.42)

5.3.4 Modified local witnesses

Here we propose modified local witnesses that require less measurement settings. Like
genuine witnesses in Sec. 5.2.2, local witnesses can be constructed with stabiliser op-
erators whose evaluation requires less measurement settings than the standard local
witnesses proposed. Again, the price of reducing the number of measurements is that
the modified local witnesses are in general less tolerant to noise than standard local
witnesses.

Once a valid subset Wq that satisfies Prop. 1 is found, it can be used to construct
modified local witnesses that require less measurement settings than the standard local
witness in Eq. (5.8). For instance, with |q| measurements the value of the alternative
local witness can be computed:

W a
q =

|q| − 1

2
I − 1

2

∑
s∈Wq

s. (5.43)

If one is interested in the entanglement of multiple subsystems, multiple local wit-
nesses must be evaluated, so the total number of measurement settings that must be
measured increases. To avoid this we propose the two-measurements local witness that
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can be measured with only two measurement settings. In fact, as we show in Sec. 5.5,
these two measurement settings are enough to evaluate simultaneously all these mod-
ified witnesses for all the subsystems in the color code. If the stabiliser subset Wq is
composed entirely by X-type and Z-type stabilisers sX and sZ , respectively, just two
measurement settings are enough to measure the two-measurements local witness:

W 2m
q =

3

2
I −

∏
sX∈Wq

I + sX

2
−

∏
sZ∈Wq

I + sZ

2
. (5.44)

If Wq is not of this form, a different stabiliser subset W ′
q can be used instead. For in-

stance, the stabiliser subset W{1,2,3,4} =
{
sXR s

Z
R, s

X
R , s

Z
B, s

Z
G

}
is not of this form because

three measurement bases are required to evaluate the local witness. In contrast, the
stabiliser subset W ′

{1,2,3,4} =
{
sXR , s

Z
R, s

Z
B, s

Z
G

}
obtained by recombining the stabilisers

in W{1,2,3,4} has the right form to construct a two-measurement local witness because
all the stabilisers in it can be evaluated with only two measurement settings.

Like in Eq. (5.7), the modified local witnesses are valid witnesses because their
expectation value is greater than or equal than the expectation value of the standard
local witness for every state:

⟨Wq⟩ρ ≤ ⟨W a
q ⟩ρ , ⟨Wq⟩ρ ≤ ⟨W 2m

q ⟩
ρ

∀ ρ. (5.45)

5.3.5 Robustness and comparison of witnesses

In this section we study and compare the witnesses introduced previously in terms
of their tolerance to noise using the white noise model [137]. The white noise model
provides a critical fidelity between the model and the ideal stabiliser state below which
witnesses cannot detect entanglement in this model. Thus, it serves as a benchmark
figure of merit of each witness. Moreover, there are witnesses that detect entanglement
if another witness detects entanglement. That is, some witnesses are finer entanglement
detectors than others.

The white noise model applied to a stabiliser state |S ⟩ is the state

ρW = F |S ⟩ ⟨S |+ (1− F )
I

2n
, (5.46)

where F ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter parameter that interpolates between the ideal stabiliser
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Formula Meas. set. Crit. fid. Fc

Genuine
witnesses

Standard W|S ⟩ =
1

2
I −

∏
s∈S

I + s

2 2n − 1 1/2 +O(2−n)

Alternative W a
|S ⟩ =

n− 1

2
I − 1

2

∑
s∈S

s n 1− 1/n

Two
measurements

W 2m
|S ⟩ =

3

2
I −

∏
sX∈S

I + sX

2
−
∏
sZ∈S

I + sZ

2
2 ∈ [2/3, 3/4]

Local
witnesses

Standard Wq =
1

2
I −

∏
s∈Wq

I + s

2 2|q| − 1 ∈ [1/3, 1/2]

Alternative W a
q =

|q| − 1

2
I − 1

2

∑
s∈Wq

s |q| 1− 1/|q|

Two
measurements

W 2m
q =

3

2
I−

∏
sX∈Wq

I + sX

2
−
∏

sZ∈Wq

I + sZ

2
2 ∈ [1/2, 3/4]

Table 5.1: Genuine and local entanglement witnesses. From left to right the
table contains: the type of witness, the expressions of witnesses in terms of the stabilisers
operators s defining an n-qubit stabiliser state |S ⟩, the maximum number of measurement
settings required to compute the expectation value of the witnesses, and the critical fidelity
of the white noise state in Eq. (5.46) below which no entanglement is detected. Genuine
entanglement witnesses are constructed from a generator set S of the stabiliser group:
⟨S⟩ = S , while for local witnesses, Wq is simply a subset of stabilisers Wq ⊂ S .

state |S ⟩ for F = 1 and the completely mixed state I/2n of n qubits for F = 0. It is
also, up to a small factor, the fidelity

F = ⟨S | ρW |S ⟩ − 2−n

1− 2−n
(1− ⟨S | ρW |S ⟩) (5.47)

between |S ⟩ and ρW.

The robustness of a witness is then given by the critical fidelity Fc that guarantees
that the expectation value of the witness operator evaluated in the state ρW is negative,
and thus entanglement is detected. The critical fidelities of all witnesses discussed are
summarised in Table 5.1.

Moreover, one witness W is said to be finer than another W ′ if the expectation
value of W is negative on every state where the expectation value of W ′ is negative.
Thus, there is a positive coefficient β > 0 such that ⟨W ⟩ρ ≤ β ⟨W ′⟩ρ for any state ρ. In
that case, one can be sure that W detects entanglement if W ′ detects it. If one witness
is finer than another, it is also more robust.
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There is a hierarchy between the proposed witnesses considering this criterion. First,
the standard genuine witness is finer than the modified genuine witnesses [137, 138]:

⟨W|S ⟩⟩ρ ≤ ⟨W a
|S ⟩⟩ρ , ⟨W|S ⟩⟩ρ ≤ ⟨W 2m

|S ⟩⟩ρ ∀ ρ, (5.48)

which again shows that reducing the number of measurements by means of modifying
the witnesses leads to a decrease of the tolerance to noise. Similarly, and using the
same ideas used in Refs. [137, 138], the standard local witness constructed with the
stabiliser subset Wq is finer than the modified witnesses constructed from the same
stabiliser subset:

⟨Wq⟩ρ ≤ ⟨W a
q ⟩ρ , ⟨Wq⟩ρ ≤ ⟨W 2m

q ⟩
ρ

∀ ρ. (5.49)

Second, standard local witnesses, for every subsystem q, are finer than the standard
genuine witness:

⟨Wq⟩ρ ≤ ⟨W|S ⟩⟩ρ ∀ ρ. (5.50)

This means that all local witnesses prepared for the stabiliser state |S ⟩ detect entan-
glement for all subsystems q if the genuine entanglement witness prepared for |S ⟩
detects genuine entanglement.

Third, a local witness Wq is finer than a local witness Wq′ prepared for a different
subsystem q′:

⟨Wq⟩ρ ≤ ⟨Wq′⟩ρ (5.51)

if the subgroup ⟨Wq⟩ generated by the stabiliser subset Wq corresponding to Wq is
contained in the subgroup ⟨Wq′⟩ generated by the stabiliser subset Wq′ corresponding
to Wq′ as ⟨Wq⟩ ⊂ ⟨W ′

q⟩. For instance, the standard local witness constructed from
W{2,3} =

{
sXR , s

Z
B

}
is finer than the standard local witness constructed from W{2,3,4} ={

sXR , s
Z
Bs

Z
G, s

Z
G

}
. Note that Wq ⊂ Wq′ is not necessary for the previous condition.

5.4 Construction of local witnesses

The construction of local witnesses for stabiliser states is not straightforward because
Prop. 1 is hard to use in practice. We propose two methods to find a stabiliser subset
Wq that satisfies the proposition: the stabiliser-based method proposed in Sec. 5.4.1
uses a theorem that is equivalent to Prop. 1 but the properties are more intuitive and
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easier to check in practice. For simple stabiliser states Prop. 1 can be applied by simple
inspection. The graph-based method in Sec. 5.4.2 employs the local-unitary equivalence
of stabiliser and graph states to construct local witnesses. Since the stabiliser-based
method provides the necessary and sufficient criteria for the construction of valid local
witnesses for a stabiliser state of interest, using this method exhaustively one can
construct all existing local witnesses of this type for a stabiliser state of interest. In
contrast, we prove in App. A.9 that there are some local witnesses that cannot be
constructed with the graph-based method. Moreover, we show that generally there are
multiple local witness for every subsystem, and one just needs the positive detection of
one of them to guarantee that the subsystem is entangled.

5.4.1 Stabiliser-based method

Here we propose a theorem which properties are operationally simpler to check than
Prop. 1 but is equivalent to it. Local witnesses can be constructed by checking whether
a given stabiliser subset satisfies the properties of this theorem. We show with an
example how to use this theorem to construct local witnesses for the color code. In
essence, the last property of Prop. 1 can be hard to check in practice, so we replace it by
a property related to the structure of qubit-wise commutation and anti-commutation
of the stabilisers involved in the local witness. This structure can be checked by simple
inspection.

Properties (A) and (B) in Prop. 1 are operationally simple to implement. In con-
trast, property (C) does not provide intuition on how the stabilisers must be selected,
so we enunciate and prove a theorem equivalent to Prop. 1 that substitutes (C) by two
properties.

Let us start by defining the pseudo-incidence matrix M̃(S) of a subset S of stabilisers
of an N -qubit stabiliser state. It is the N ×

(|S|
2

)
binary matrix created from the

commutation/anti-commutation of each pair of different stabilisers si, sj ∈ S on each
qubit (see Fig. 5.1 for an example):

M̃ (S)ql =

{
1 if {σqi, σqj} = 0

0 if [σqi, σqj ] = 0
, (5.52)

where the Pauli operators σqi are given by the form of the stabilisers si =
⊗n

q=1 σqi.
The index l = {i, j} labels all pairs of different stabilisers si, sj ∈ S from 1 to the
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a) 

(b) 

(d) (e) 

(c) 

(a) 

Figure 5.1: Stabiliser-based method to decide if a given (a) stabiliser subset Wq ⊂ S
composed by the stabilisers in (b) (belonging to the seven-qubit color code stabilisers in
Fig. 3.4) constructs a local witness for the subsystem q = {2, 3, 4}. It contains |q| = 3
independent and commuting stabilisers so it satisfies property (A) in Theorem 1. The
stabilisers in it commute qubit-wise outside q, so Wq also satisfies property (B). (c) The
set Wq|q of reduced stabilisers in the subsystem q are also independent and commute, so
it satisfies property (C.i) as well. (d) In order to check property (C.ii) obtain the pseudo-
incidence matrix M̃ (Wq|q): for each pair of reduced stabilisers si|q, sj |q ∈ Wq|q and for
each qubit q ∈ q write a 0 if the Pauli operators σqi, σqj ∈ {I,X, Y, Z} corresponding to
si|q, sj |q, respectively, commute [σqi, σqj ] = 0, and 1 if they anti-commute {σqi, σqj} =
0. (e) The rank modulo 2 of the pseudo-incidence matrix is |q| − 1 = 2, so it satisfies
property (C.ii). Hence, Wq satisfies Theorem 1, so it constructs a valid local witness for
the subsystem q = {2, 3, 4}.

number of pairs
(|S|

2

)
, and the index q labels the qubits from 1 to n. The order of

the columns does not provide any information. Given that local unitary operators
VLUE preserve the qubit-wise commutation/anti-commutation of stabilisers, they also
preserve the pseudo-incidence matrix:

M̃
(
VLUESV

†
LUE

)
= M̃ (S) , (5.53)

where, for a subset S of stabilisers, KSK† = {KsK† : s ∈ S} for any operator K.

The pseudo-incidence matrix can be used to enunciate the following theorem:

Theorem. 1 A subset Wq ⊂ S of the stabiliser group S defines a valid local witness
of the form in Eq. (5.8) for the subsystem q if it satisfies the following properties:

(A) It contains |Wq| = |q| independent and commuting stabilisers.
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(B) For every qubit q /∈ q, the Pauli operators σqi, σqj corresponding to any two
stabilisers si, sj ∈ Wq commute: [σqi, σqj ] = 0.

(C.i) The set of reduced stabilisers Wq|q defined in Prop. 1 contains |q| independent
and commuting stabilisers.

(C.ii) The rank modulo 2 of the pseudo-incidence matrix is:

rank
(
M̃ (Wq|q)

)
= |q| − 1. (5.54)

In order to prove this theorem, we need to prove that a stabiliser state of N qubits
with generator set S is genuinely entangled if and only if the pseudo-incidence matrix
satisfies that rank(M̃)(S) = N − 1. We prove it first for graph states, and then use the
local-unitary equivalence between stabiliser and graph states to prove it for stabiliser
states.

It is not difficult to check that the pseudo-incidence matrix of a graph state defined
by the generator set G is equal to the incidence matrix of the underlying graph G(N ,L):

M̃(G) = M. (5.55)

The matrix element M̃(G)q{i,j} corresponding to the row q and the column {i, j} is zero
if q /∈ {i, j} (in that case σqi, σqj ∈ {I, Z}, so σqi, σqj commute) or if the link is not
present in the graph {i, j} /∈ L (in that case σqi, σqj ∈ {X, I}, so they also commute).
Therefore the only non-zero columns of M̃(G) correspond to the existing links {i, j} ∈ L,
and in these columns, the only two non-zero elements correspond to q = i and q′ = j.
This is exactly the definition of the incidence matrix M of the underlying graphG(N ,L).

The rank of the incidence matrix of a graph with N nodes determines the number
κ of connected components in the graph, i.e., the number of connected groups of nodes
that are disconnected from the rest of groups:

rank(M) = N − κ. (5.56)

Thus, a graph is connected, i.e., the nodes cannot be separated in disconnected groups
without breaking a link, if κ = 1. Consequently, given that genuinely entangled graph
states are defined on connected graphs, a generator set G defines a genuinely entangled
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graph state if
rank(M̃(G)) = N − 1. (5.57)

Moreover, every stabiliser state of N qubits with generator set S can be transformed
into a graph state with generator set G by means of a local unitary ULUE. Further-
more, S can be directly transformed into G by means of the local unitary VLUE and a
recombination of stabilisers R [174]. Here R is an N ×N binary and invertible matrix
that defines how the stabilisers are multiplied among themselves:

s′j =
∏
si∈S

s
Rij

i . (5.58)

These recombined stabilisers s′j form a different generator set S ′ that defines the same
stabiliser state than S given that ⟨S⟩ = ⟨S ′⟩ = S . Then, all graph state generators
gq ∈ G can be obtained from S by means of VLUE and R as:

G =

gq = VLUE

∏
si∈S

s
Riq

i

V †
LUE : ∀q

 . (5.59)

Invertible recombinations R preserve the rank of the pseudo-incidence matrix as we
prove in App. A.8. Given that local unitary operators VLUE also preserve the rank of
the pseudo-incidence matrix, one obtains that the rank of the pseudo-incidence matrices
of S and G coincide:

rank
(
M̃(S)

)
= rank

(
M̃(G)

)
. (5.60)

Furthermore, VLUE preserves the separability of the stabiliser state, so the stabiliser
state defined by S is genuinely entangled if the graph state defined by G is genuinely en-
tangled. Consequently, with Eqs. (5.57) and 5.60 one arrives to the following conclusion
for generator sets S:

Lemma. 1 A set S of stabilisers defines a genuinely entangled state of N qubits, i.e.,
it is a generator set, if and only if:

M̃(S) = N − 1. (5.61)

In order to prove Theorem 1 we start by assuming that a given stabiliser subset
Wq satisfies Prop. 1. Then, property (C) says that Wq|q is a generator set, so it satis-
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fies property (C.i) trivially. In this scenario, from Lemma 1 one obtains that Wq also
satisfies property (C.ii). Therefore, Theorem 1 is satisfied if Prop. 1 is satisfied. To
complete the proof now assume that Wq satisfies Theorem 1. Then, due to proper-
ties(A) and (C.i) Wq|q is a generator set. Thus, Lemma 1 can be applied to Wq|q.
Given that it satisfies property (C.ii), provided the Lemma, Wq also satisfies prop-
erty (C). Therefore, Prop. 1 is satisfied if Theorem 1 is satisfied. Hence, this shows
that Theorem 1 is equivalent to Prop. 1.

Given that Theorem 1 is equivalent to Prop. 1, one can use this theorem to find all
possible local witnesses that can be constructed for a given stabiliser state. In Sec. 5.5
we obtain all possible local witnesses for the seven-qubit color code and apply them to
an experimental realisation of this state. For some stabiliser states like the CSS states,
including the color code and the surface code, this method can be used by simple
inspection. We also employ this method in Sec. 5.7 to obtain local witnesses for the
color code with the aim of studying the decay of LE as a function of the qubit distance.

5.4.2 Graph-based method

In this section we describe the graph-based method to construct local witnesses. On
graph states the construction of local witnesses is generally simple [216]. The method
consists in obtaining a graph state that is local-unitary equivalent (LUE) to a stabiliser
state of interest and constructing a local witness for the graph state. By applying to
this local witness the inverse local unitary that transforms the stabiliser state into the
graph state one obtains a local witness for the stabiliser state. The construction of a
LUE graph state is described in detail in Sec. 5.6 and can be implemented in practice
with the Python code StabGraph [5] that we developed. However, local witnesses can
only be constructed for a graph state if the subsystem of interest is connected in the
underlying graph. Thus, we show how to obtain LUE graph states where the subsystem
might be connected by means of local complementation (LC) unitary operators.

First, one has to find the local unitary ULUE that transforms the stabiliser state into
a graph state: ULUE |S ⟩ = |G ⟩. Consequently, ULUE transforms a stabiliser generator
set S of |S ⟩ into a graph state generator set G of |G ⟩ up to a recombination R as
stated in Eq. (5.59). In Sec. 5.6 we provide an explicit recipe to obtain ULUE, R, and
the adjacency matrix Γ that defines the underlying graph of |G ⟩. Second, check that
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the subsystem of interest q is connected in the underlying graph, i.e., that the reduced
graph in q obtained by removing all nodes outside q and their links is a connected
graph. Third, construct a local witness prepared for the graph state |G ⟩, with the
subset WG

q = {gq ∈ G : q ∈ q} as described in Ref. [216]:

W G
q =

1

2
I −

∏
gq∈WG

q

I + gq
2

. (5.62)

Fourth, given that local unitary operators preserve the properties in Prop. 1, the subset
Wq = U−1

LUEWG
q ULUE is composed of stabilisers in the stabiliser group S and serves to

construct a valid local witness of the form in Eq. (5.8) for the stabiliser state |S ⟩.
This process is illustrated for the example of the first graph state in Fig. 5.2(b).

The local unitary ULUE = H1H5H7 transforms the seven-qubit stabiliser color code
into a graph state |G ⟩ with the following correspondence between stabilisers and graph
state generators:

U−1
LUE g1 ULUE = sZR , U−1

LUE g2 ULUE = sXGs
X
L ,

U−1
LUE g3 ULUE = sXR s

X
B s

X
G , U−1

LUE g4 ULUE = sXB s
X
L ,

U−1
LUE g5 ULUE = sZB , U−1

LUE g6 ULUE = sXR s
X
L ,

U−1
LUE g7 ULUE = sZG.

(5.63)

As illustrated in Fig. 5.2(b), the subsystem {5, 6} is connected in the resulting underly-
ing graph, so one can construct a local witness prepared for |G ⟩ from the generator sub-
set WG

{5,6} = {g5, g6}. The corresponding local witness prepared for the stabiliser state
|S ⟩ of interest is constructed from the stabiliser subset W{5,6} = U−1

LUEWG
{5,6}ULUE ={

sZB, s
X
R s

X
L

}
:

W{5,6} =
1

2
I −

I + sZB
2

I + sXR s
X
L

2
. (5.64)

In contrast, the subsystem {2, 3, 4} in red is not connected within this graph, thus the
stabiliser subset W{2,3,4} =

{
sXGs

X
L , s

X
R s

X
B s

X
G , s

X
B s

X
L

}
does not provide a local witness.

This illustrates that construction of a witness using the graph-based method requires
finding a LUE graph state for which the qubits corresponding to the subsystem of
interest are connected.

If the subsystem q of interest is not connected within the graph underlying the
graph state |G ⟩, one might obtain a LUE graph state where the subsystem is connected
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(a) (b)

(c)(d)(e)

Figure 5.2: Graph-based method. Here, local witnesses for (a) subsystems {5, 6}
(green) and {2, 3, 4} (yellow) of the seven-qubit color code |S ⟩ are constructed. The
method consists of the following steps: Find a local unitary ULUE that generates a local-
unitary equivalent (LUE) graph state |G ⟩ = ULUE |S ⟩. (b) With a sequence c⃗ of local
complementation (LC) unitary operations U c⃗

LC explore the orbit OS of graph states LUE
to |S ⟩, i.e., |G c⃗⟩ = U c⃗

LC |G ⟩. For each graph consider the subsystems that are connected
(e.g., {5, 6} is connected in both depicted graphs, but {2, 3, 4} is connected only in the
second) and take the (c) generator subsets WG c⃗

q . (d) Apply the local unitary
[
U c⃗

LCULUE
]−1

to obtain (e) the stabiliser subsets W c⃗
q that construct local witnesses for the stabiliser state

|S ⟩.

by means of a LC unitary [177] (see Sec. 2.2.2). One can use a sequence of LC uni-
tary operations U c⃗

LC = U
(q|⃗c|)

LC · · ·U (q1)
LC corresponding to an ordered list of |⃗c| qubits

c⃗ = (q1, q2, . . . , q|⃗c|) (qubits might appear more than once) to generate other LUE
graph states: the entirety of the LUE graph states |G ⟩ , |G (q)⟩ , . . . , |G c⃗⟩ , ... reached by
applying all possible sequences is a finite set and corresponds to the orbit of the graph
G(N ,L) associated to the initial graph state |G ⟩ [177].

The determination of a sequence of LC operations that yields a graph state where
the subsystem is connected is not a simple problem in general. However, as we show in
Sec. 5.6.3, for subsystems of two qubits we can find such sequence. We use two-qubit
subsystems in Sec. 5.7.2 to study how LE decays with distance in noisy color codes.

Then, for each connected subsystem in the graph underlying each of the graph states
|G c⃗⟩ obtained in this manner one can take the following subset of the corresponding
generator set Gc⃗:

WG c⃗

q =
{
gc⃗q ∈ G c⃗ : q ∈ q

}
, (5.65)

and transform these graph state generators back into a subset W c⃗
q ⊂ S of the stabiliser
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group S :
W c⃗

q = U−1
LUE

[
U c⃗

LC

]−1
WG c⃗

q U c⃗
LCULUE, (5.66)

by the inverse chain of local unitary operations corresponding to the sequence of LC
operations. This subset of stabilisers satisfies Prop. 1, so it can be used to construct a
valid local witness for a stabiliser state of interest.

5.5 Local witnesses on an experimental state: the seven-
qubit color code

Here we test the performance of local witnesses to detect entanglement in an experi-
mental realisation of the seven-qubit color code implemented in trapped ions by means
of a complex quantum circuit [76]. This circuit is described in Sec. 5.6.1 in more de-
tail. In Sec. 5.5.1 we use both methods described previously to construct multiple local
witnesses, and then, in Sec. 5.5.2, we evaluate them using the experimental data. In
fact, we construct all local witnesses that can be constructed with each method for
all 119 subsystems of the seven-qubit color code and evaluate the witnesses using the
experimental data extracted from the experimental state: the expectation value of the
127 stabilisers. These 119 subsystems are simply the 27 = 128 possible subsets of seven
qubits excluding the empty set, the subset containing the seven qubits, and the seven
subsets containing only one qubit. A local witness having a negative expectation value
indicates the detection of entanglement. From the collection of detections it is possible
to obtain relevant information about the entanglement structure of the experimental
seven-qubit color code.

As we show, the detection of entanglement in many subsystems does not require
the construction of all local witnesses and the measurement of all the stabilisers. For
instance, with only two measurements one can compute all the two-measurements local
witnesses simultaneously, which for the seven-qubit color code, detect the entanglement
in most of the two-qubit subsystems and on six of the three-qubit subsystems.

5.5.1 Local witnesses obtained

Here we show the results of applying the graph-based method and the stabiliser-based
method to construct local witnesses. Given the small size of the seven-qubit color code,
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|q| Subsystem q G.-b. S.-b. Two-m.
2 all 54 72 4

3 string like 32 40 4
non-string like 34 44 5

4 face like 17 30 9
non-face like 18 18 3

5 all 8 8 3
6 all 3 3 2

Total 119 3122 3927 476

Table 5.2: Number of constructed local witnesses for the seven-qubit color
code. Columns from left to right: number of qubits in the subsystem, classification of
subsystems, number of standard local witnesses constructed with the graph-based method,
number of standard local witnesses constructed with the stabiliser-based method, and
number of two-measurements local witnesses.

we can use the methods exhaustively to provide all existing local witnesses as defined
in Prop. 1 for the state. With the graph-based method we obtain 3122 standard local
witnesses for the seven-qubit color code. These are obtained by exhaustively exploring
the orbit of LUE graph states, constructing all valid local witnesses for each graph state,
and finally filtering out the ones that are repeated. The witnesses found with the graph-
based method are a subset of the 3927 local witnesses found with the stabiliser-based
method. The set found with the stabiliser-based method was obtained by exhaustively
checking for each possible stabiliser subset Wq ⊂ S that can be formed with the 127
stabilisers in the stabiliser group S if the subset satisfies Theorem 1. Given that this
theorem defines the necessary and sufficient criteria to construct a witness, the set of
3927 local witnesses found with the stabiliser-based method is the set of all possible local
witnesses for the seven-qubit color code. In contrast, the graph-based method provides
only a subset of these witnesses because the method does not employ necessary, but
only sufficient conditions. We prove it in App. A.9 by showing an example of a local
witness that can be constructed with the stabiliser-based method but not with the
graph-based method. The results, which are summarised in Table 5.2, were obtained
by means of a Python code that I developed.

The distribution of local witnesses on the 119 possible subsystems depends only on
the stabiliser structure of the seven-qubit color code. One can distinguish between two
types of three-qubit subsystems and two types of four-qubit subsystems. The “string
like subsystems” are the three-qubit subsystems that are the support of a logical op-
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erator: {1, 2, 5}, {1, 4, 7}, {5, 6, 7}, {1, 3, 6}, {3, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 7}, and {2, 4, 6}, while the
“non-string like subsystems” are the rest of three-qubit subsystems. The “face like
subsystems” are the four-qubit subsystems that are the support of a face operator or a
product of them: {1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 5, 6}, {3, 4, 6, 7}, {1, 2, 6, 7}, {1, 4, 5, 6}, {2, 4, 5, 7},
and {1, 3, 5, 7}, while the “non-face like subsystems” are the rest of four-qubit subsys-
tems.

5.5.2 Evaluation of experimental data

The seven-qubit color code was realised experimentally using a trapped-ion quantum
processor [76]. Seven 40Ca+ ions were used to encode one logical qubit into seven
physical qubits. The experimental state was implemented by the successive creation
of four-qubit entanglement on each face using non-local unitary operations combined
with multiple single-qubit operations in a sequence involving more than one hundred
operations.

This experimental state reached an overall quantum state fidelity of 0.33(1) with
respect to the ideal expected seven-qubit color code. The perfect realisation would lead
to the pure genuinely entangled state where the expectation value of all witnesses is
−1/2, but the imperfections on the experiment degrade the entanglement structure, so
the expectation value of local witnesses increases with respect to the ideal state. Here,
the experimental data corresponding to the measurement of the 127 stabilisers is used
to compute the expectation values of the genuine and local witnesses and represent
them in Fig. 5.3. Error bars correspond to the variance based on independent binomial
distributions of expectation values for each stabiliser operator (see App. A.10 for the
derivation of the variance).

The first observation is that the entanglement of multiple subsystems has been de-
tected, as summarised in Table 5.3. The detections by the standard local witnesses are:
all the 21 two-qubit subsystems, all the 35 three-qubit subsystems except {1, 2, 5} and
{1, 3, 5}, and 6 four-qubit subsystems out of the possible 35. The detections of the two-
measurements local witnesses are: all the 21 two-qubit subsystems except {1, 3}, {1, 4},
and {4, 7}, and 6 three-qubit subsystems out of the possible 35. Only two measurement
settings have been required to evaluate the entire set of two-measurement local wit-
nesses. Regarding the distribution of points one can confirm what Eq. (5.51) suggests:
local witnesses for small subsystems tend to have more negative expectation values,
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Figure 5.3: Entanglement structure of the seven-qubit color code. Each point
corresponds to the expectation value of a witness evaluated on the experimental imple-
mentation of the seven-qubit color code [76], so each point in the green area represents an
entanglement detection. The subsystems q are ordered in 119 columns from left to right
in the following way: two-qubit subsystems {1, 2}, {1, 3}, ..., {1, 7}, {2, 3}, ..., {2, 7}, ...,
{6, 7}, then three-qubit subsystems {1, 2, 3}, ..., {1, 2, 7}, {1, 3, 4}, ..., {1, 3, 7}, ..., {2, 3, 4},
..., {5, 6, 7}, and so on until the last six-qubit subsystem {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. The point in the
very last column is the standard genuine entanglement witness. The value of the two-
measurements genuine entanglement witness is 0.52(5), which lies out of the plot. Clear
blue points represent the local witnesses obtained only with the stabiliser-based method,
and the dark blue one are found with both the stabiliser-based method and the graph-based
method. Red points represent two-measurements local witnesses. The horizontal blue and
red lines are the positions where the standard local witnesses and the two-measurements
local witnesses, respectively, would be if the state was the ideal state affected by a white
noise adjusted to reproduce the experimental fidelity of 0.33(1) (missing red lines lie above
the figure).

while the entanglement of larger subsystems is harder to detect. In fact, for every sub-
system q where entanglement is detected, all subsystems q′ ⊂ q present entanglement
as well. For instance, all the two-qubit and three-qubit subsystems with qubits only in
the red face have been detected because the entanglement of the subsystem {1, 2, 3, 4}

was detected.

One can also check that the two-measurements witnesses tend to be more positive
than the standard ones as it was predicted by Eq. (5.45), and the difference increases
as the number of qubits in the subsystem increases. Therefore, with two-measurements
local witnesses one can detect the entanglement of small subsystems with just two
measurement settings, but for larger subsystems the standard local witnesses perform
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Standard local witnesses detections
Confi. % >97 73 84 55 87 84 77 81 60 87 73 69 >55 92 75 80 57 57 99

1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 1 1 1 1 2 3
Subsystem ⊂ 3 4 5 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 ⊂ 2 2 2 4 3 4

q 6 7 7 6 6 7 6 7 6 7 7 3 3 6 5 4 6
4 7 7 6 5 7

Size of q 2 3 4
Two-meas. local witnesses detections

Confi. % >97 77 59 69 77 69 69 >59 55 71 75 56 75 66
1 2 3 4 4 5 1 2 2 2 2 3

Subsystem ⊂ 6 4 4 5 6 7 ⊂ 2 3 3 3 6 5
q 7 5 6 7 7 6

Size of q 2 2 3

Table 5.3: Entanglement detections on the seven-qubit color code with standard
local witnesses (top table) and with two-measurements local witnesses (bottom table).
Rows contain from top to bottom: the type of witness, the confidence (in %) in the fact
that the most negative expectation value of all witnesses for a subsystem q (in the same
column of Fig. 5.3) is below 0, the subsystem q, and number |q| of qubits in each q. The
columns with the subset symbol (⊂) represent all subsystems q′ contained in at least one of
the subsystems at the right of the symbol. For instance, the first column of n = 2 represents
the 21 two-qubit subsystems inside the three and four-qubit subsystems presented in the
following columns. To obtain confidence of this column we compare the most negative
witnesses for each subsystem q′ and then take the confidence on the most positive one
among them.

better.

A further interesting observation is that the white noise model in Eq. (5.46) can at
best be a rough approximation of the experimental state at hand. In this model, all
stabilisers have the same expectation value F , and this value coincides with the fidelity
between the ideal state with white noise and the stabiliser state. Thus, to compare
the white noise model with the experimental state we set the value of F as the exper-
imental state fidelity of 0.33(1). The resulting expectation value of all local witnesses
is positive when evaluated on the white noise model, so no entanglement is detected.
However, when evaluated on the experimental state, different stabilisers have varying
expectation values. Then, local witnesses constructed predominantly from stabilisers
with an expectation value above the fidelity have an expectation value below the pre-
diction of the white noise model. Some of these witnesses have negative expectation
values significantly below zero when evaluated on the experimental state (see Fig. 5.3),
resulting in the detection of entanglement in the respective qubit subsystems.

The discrepancy of the entanglement detection in qubit subsystems as predicted
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from the simple white noise model and as obtained by evaluating the witnesses for
experimental data of the seven-qubit color code indicates that the local entanglement
properties of the experimental state are not captured by the one-parameter Werner
state description. A quantitative prediction of the structure of the experimental state,
to predict the observed entanglement structure, would require a modelling of the ex-
perimental state preparation process, which takes into account the microscopic details
of the experimental gates and other operations [76, 221].

5.6 Graphs from stabiliser states

The surface code, which is a stabiliser code, can be transformed into a LUE graph
state using the quantum circuit that realises the code [222]. We propose in Sec. 5.6.1
an analogous geometric approach for the color code using the structure of the quantum
circuit that realises the state to obtain a LUE graph state. We also detail a specific
way of guaranteeing that any two qubits are connected in the resulting graph state.
More generally, in Ref. [174] the authors proved that every stabiliser state is LUE to a
graph state. In Sec. 5.6.2 we use the previous work to propose an algebraic technique
to realise this transformation. This transformation of a stabiliser state into a graph
state is fundamental for the graph-based method described in Sec. 5.4.2. Moreover, in
Sec. 5.6.3 we describe a sequence of LC operations that connects any subsystem of two
qubits in the graph. Having two qubits connected in the graph guarantees that a local
witness can be constructed for such subsystem.

5.6.1 Geometric approach

Here we describe a geometric approach to obtain a graph state that is LUE to a color
code using the quantum circuit that realises the code [76]. This approach was performed
in Ref. [222] for the surface code. As the authors show, the quantum circuit that creates
the surface code qubits differs in the circuit that creates a LUE graph state only in
Hadamard gates on certain qubits. In essence, the quantum circuit consists in creating
GHZ-type entanglement among the qubits in each face. This is done by dividing the
qubits into control and target qubits, initialising control qubits in |+⟩ and target qubits
in |0⟩, and finally, applying CNOT gates between each control qubit and the target
qubits that belong to the same face (or “product of faces”) as the control qubit. The
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difficulty consists in selecting the sets of control and target qubits such that only one
control qubit belongs to each face (or “product of faces”). Here we show that for the
color code, as well as for the surface code, the quantum circuit is equal to the quantum
circuit that constructs a graph state, up to a Hadamard gate on each target qubit.
Thus, the links in the graph underlying the resulting graph state are in one-to-one
correspondence with the CNOT gates. The only difference between our approach here
and the one in Ref. [222] is the lattice where color codes and surface codes are defined.

The creation of the color code involves creating GHZ-type entanglement within the
qubits in each face of the lattice where the code is defined as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. For
a four-qubit face f = {c, t1, t2, t3} this type of entanglement is created by initialising the
four qubits in the product state |+c0t10t20t3⟩, and then applying CNOT gates UCNOT

(c,ti)

successively between a qubit c that we call control qubit and the rest of qubits ti in the
face, which we call target qubits. This leads to the four-qubit GHZ state

|GHZf ⟩ = UCNOT
(c,t3)

UCNOT
(c,t2)

UCNOT
(c,t1)

|+c0t10t20t3⟩ =
1√
2
(|0000⟩+ |1111⟩).

The creation of the |0L⟩ logical state of the seven-qubit color code, which is a stabiliser
state, consists in repeating this process for the three faces: (1) choose qubit 1, 5, and
7, as the control qubits of the red, blue and green faces, respectively, and the rest of
qubits as target qubits, (2) initialise the seven qubits in the state |+1020304 +5 06+7⟩,
and (3) for each face, apply CNOT gates UCNOT

(c,t) between the control qubit and the
target qubits in that face.

The creation of |0L⟩ is very similar to the creation of a graph state |G ⟩ defined on a
bi-colourable underlying graph G(N ,L). That is, a graph where nodes can be separated
in two disjoint sets: control nodes c and target nodes t such that all links in L involve
a node in c and a node in t. The creation of such graph state involves (1) the selection
of the sets c and t, (2) the initialisation of all qubits in |+⟩, and (3) the application of
controlled-Z (CZ) gates between all pairs of linked qubits {c, t} ∈ L. Note that UCZ

{c,t}

is the result of applying Ht to the CNOT operator UCZ
{c,t} = HtU

CNOT
(c,t) Ht.

The similarity between the creation of the |0L⟩ logical state and the graph state
becomes clear when one applies the Hadamard gates

ULUE =
⊗
t∈t

Ht (5.67)
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Step 1 Step 2

Step 1 Step 2

Figure 5.4: Quantum circuit creating a local-unitary equivalent (LUE) graph
state to a four-qubit GHZ state in a face of the color code. The quantum circuit
(denoted by OGHZ) that takes the state |+000⟩ to the four-qubit GHZ state |GHZf ⟩ =
2−1/2(|0000⟩ + |1111⟩) consists of three CNOT gates between the control qubit c and the
three target qubits t1, t2 and t3. The circuit that transform the GHZ state into a four-
qubit graph state |G |f ⟩ = 2−1/2(|0 + ++⟩ + |1−−−⟩) consists of three Hadamard gates
on the target qubits. The repeated creation of GHZ states on each face of the color code
creates the logical state |0L⟩, (a stabiliser state) as illustrated in Fig. 5.5. The subsequent
application of a local unitary ULUE consisting of a Hadamard gate on every target qubit
produces a graph state |G ⟩ that is LUE to the stabiliser state |0L⟩.

on all target qubits at the end of the quantum circuit that creates the logical state |0L⟩.
One can pull these Hadamard operators from the end of the circuit to the initial state
to check that the quantum circuit obtained performs the creation of the LUE graph
state |G ⟩ = ULUE |0L⟩. The underlying graph has links between all pairs of qubits {c, t}
for which a CNOT operator UCNOT

(c,t) has been applied in the construction of the logical
state |0L⟩ of the color code. In terms of the stabiliser operators, the face stabiliser
sXf = XcXt1Xt2Xt3 is transformed to the graph-state generator gc = XcZt1Zt2Zt3 via
application of ULUE. The Z-type stabilisers sZ ∈ S in the generator set S transform
into a product of graph state generators.

Note that the color code is determined by the generator set S defined on the faces
of the color code lattice, but also by other generator sets S ′ composed by products of
stabilisers. In particular, S ′ might be formed by products of stabilisers of the same
type σ:

sσ
f̃
=
∏
f∈F

sσf , (5.68)
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Figure 5.5: Graph states from the seven-qubit color code. (a) Application of
the quantum circuit that creates the |0L⟩ logical state (which is stabiliser state) of the
seven-qubit color code, and the local unitary ULUE that transforms |0L⟩ into a local-
unitary equivalent (LUE) graph state |G ⟩. The realisation of |0L⟩ consist in selecting
qubits 1, 5, and 7 as control qubits and the rest as target qubits, initialising qubits in
the state |+1020304 +5 06+7⟩, and generating GHZ-type entanglement with the operation
OGHZ described in Fig. 5.4 on groups of four qubits, given by {1, 2, 3, 4}, {5, 2, 3, 6}, and
{7, 3, 4, 6} corresponding to the three faces of the seven-qubit color code. The application
of Hadamard operations on the target qubits 2, 3, 4, 6 leads to a graph state corresponding
to a graph obtained by creating three star graphs on the three groups of qubits, {1, 2, 3, 4},
{5, 2, 3, 6}, and {7, 3, 4, 6}, where qubits 1, 5, and 7 are used as control qubits, respectively.
(b) If one assumes the qubits 3, 5, and 7 to be the control qubits, controlling the target
qubits in the faces fR, fR ⊕ fB , and fR ⊕ fG, respectively, leads to the graph formed by
the star graphs on the groups of qubits {1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 4, 5, 6}, and {1, 2, 6, 7}.

where F is some set of faces. The support of these stabilisers is what we call a product
of faces:

f̃ =
⊕
f∈F

f , (5.69)

where ⊕ indicates the symmetric difference between sets. For example, the X-type
stabilisers in S might be sXR , sXR sXB , and sXR s

X
G . These stabilisers are defined on the

products of faces {1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 4, 5, 6}, and {1, 2, 6, 7}, respectively. These products
of faces can, for instance, be controlled by the qubits 3, 5, and 7, respectively. The
quantum circuit arising from this selection also produces the logical state |0L⟩. However,
the local-unitary graph state associated with this quantum circuit, as illustrated in
Fig. 5.5(b) is different.

For a general color code, the above recipe to construct the logical state of all logical
qubits in |0L⟩ is analogous. A set of control qubits is chosen such that each product
of faces is controlled by a control qubit that belongs to it. The creation of GHZ-type
entanglement in each face is guaranteed as long as the sets of control and target qubits
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Figure 5.6: Graph-based method: Creation of a link without local comple-
mentation (LC). (a) In order to create a link between two given qubits a and b, a path
of adjacent faces, constituted of faces 1, 2, and 3 is chosen, so that the given qubits are
contained by the composite larger face constituted of the faces from the path. (b) The
next step of constructing the graph corresponding to the local unitary connected graph
state would require creating the star graph with the qubits on the larger face, using qubit
a (yellow circle) as control, and qubit b as one of the targets (turquoise circles). This
method creates a link (red link) between a and b.

do not overlap.

One can use products of faces to obtain a local-unitary graph state where a pair of
qubits {a, b} of interest are linked in the underlying graph. This is important in the
graph-based method discussed in Sec. 5.4.2, where one has to ensure the creation of a
link between two given qubits to construct a valid local witness. The presence of the
link {a, b} in the graph can be ensured by choosing a set F of adjacent faces forming
a path between the two qubits such that both qubits are contained in the product of
faces f̃ defined from F as in Eq. (5.69). Then, by choosing one of the qubits as the
control qubit that controls f̃ and the other as a target qubit, one ensures that the
link {a, b} is present in the graph underlying the LUE graph state. See Fig. 5.6 for an
illustration.

The success of the geometric method depends explicitly on the correct choice of
a set of control qubits, and the determination of the sets of target qubits that are
controlled by the control qubits. While this is possible irrespective of the size of the
code, the choice of a correct set of control qubits may prove difficult in the case of larger
codes. This leads to an algebraic approach for creating the graph, exploiting the binary
picture of the code. We introduce the algebraic method for a general stabiliser state.
The geometric recipe for the color code proposed above is inherent in the algebraic
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5. LOCAL ENTANGLEMENT WITNESSES

approach for determining the adjacency matrix of the graph from the stabiliser structure
of the color code, which becomes clear in the subsequent discussion.

5.6.2 Algebraic approach

In this section we describe an algebraic approach to obtain a LUE graph state. It is
based on the proof that stabiliser and graph states are LUE given in Ref. [174]. The
algebraic approach consists in using the binary representation [177] of the stabiliser
state (as described in Sec. 2.3) as an input and then perform algebraic operations on
it that lead to the binary representation of a graph state. This approach solves the
difficulty of selecting the sets of control and target qubits arising in the geometric
approach described in Sec. 5.6.1 by studying the linear dependence of the rows in the
binary matrix representing the stabiliser state. The algorithm described here can be
found in the Python package StabGraph [5] that we developed. The algorithm takes
as an input a generator set S that defines a stabiliser state of interest, and provides the
adjacency matrix representing the graph state, the local unitary that transforms the
stabiliser state into the graph state, and the required recombination of the stabilisers
in the input generator set. We use the notation and definitions presented in Sec. 2.3.

A generator set S ′ obtained by an invertible recombination R of the stabilisers in
S is represented by S′ = SR. Then, assuming that the rank of X in Eq. (2.46) is x,
one can perform Gaussian elimination on the columns of S by means of the invertible
recombination R(1) to obtain the representation

S′ = SR(1) =

(
Zl Zr
Xl 0

)
. (5.70)

Here the “left” blocks Zl and Xl contain x columns, while the “right” block Zr contains
n− x. Note that Xl is an n× x matrix of full rank. In the case of a CSS code [13], Zl

can be considered to be 0, ensuring that the left block of columns in S′ represents only
X-type stabilisers, while the right block of columns represents only Z-type stabilisers.

Since the matrix Xl has rank x, the same number of linearly independent rows can
be chosen from it, which forms an x× x invertible matrix Xl,c. These rows correspond
to the |c| = x control qubits in the set c. The rest of the rows in Xl stand for the set t

of target qubits. Rows are labelled as q = 1, 2, · · · , x, x+1, · · · , n from the top, the first
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5.6 Graphs from stabiliser states

x rows correspond to the control qubits, while the remaining n− x rows correspond to
target qubits. Therefore the matrix S′ takes the form

S′ = SR(1) =


Zl,c Zr,c
Zl,t Zr,t
Xl,c 0
Xl,t 0

 . (5.71)

The approach towards extracting the adjacency matrix Γ underlying a local unitary
connected graph state from a generator set represented by S can be summarised via
the following equation:

ULUES′R(2) =

(
Γ

1n

)
, (5.72)

where R(2) is an invertible binary matrix, and ULUE = USHt is constituted of local
unitary operations US representing a phase gate on a subset of the control qubits that
is specified later, and Ht representing Hadamard operations on the set of target qubits
t. In the subsequent discussion, we explicitly calculate the l.h.s. of Eq. (5.72), and
demonstrate the extraction of Γ.

The first step is to apply Hadamard operations on all target qubits, which, in the
binary picture, implies the exchange of the elements above and below the horizontal
line in Eq. (5.70), i.e.,

HtS
′ =


Zl,c Zr,c
Xl,t 0

Xl,c 0
Zl,t Zr,t

 . (5.73)

The next step is to multiply HtS′ by R(2) from the right. In order to produce the n×n

identity matrix 1n in Eq. (5.72) we choose R(2) to be the inverse of the lower block of
HtS′. Since the lower block of HtS′ is in a lower-triangular form R(2) can be written as

R(2) =

(
X−1
l,c 0

Z−1
r,tZl,tX

−1
l,c Z−1

r,t

)
. (5.74)

The binary matrix R(2) is invertible if Zr,t is invertible (see App. A.11 for a proof of
the invertibility of Zr,t). Therefore, the lower block of HtS′, when multiplied by R(2)
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from the right, becomes the identity, while the upper block becomes(
Zl,cX

−1
l,c + Zr,cZ

−1
r,tZl,tX

−1
l,c Zr,cZ

−1
r,t

Xl,tX
−1
l,c 0

)
. (5.75)

We now show that the upper block of HtS′R is symmetric, for which we exploit the
fact that every stabiliser state, say, S′, due to the commutativity between all pairs of
stabilisers, has to satisfy S′TDS′ = 0, where D is a 2n× 2n binary matrix with zeros in
the two n×n diagonal blocks, and n×n identity matrices in the off-diagonal blocks [177]
as described in Sec. 2.3. This leads to

XT
l,cZl,c + XT

l,tZl,t = ZT
l,cXl,c + ZT

l,tXl,t, (5.76)

XT
l,cZr,c = XT

l,tZr,t. (5.77)

By multiplying Eq. (5.77) from the left hand side by
(
XT
l,c

)−1
, and from the right hand

side by Z−1
r,t , one obtains

Zr,cZ
−1
r,t =

[
Xl,tX

−1
l,c

]T
. (5.78)

Next, by multiplying Eq. (5.76) from the left by
(
XT
l,c

)−1
and from the right by X−1

l,c

one obtains that[
Zl,c +

(
XT
l,c

)−1
XT
l,tZl,t

]
X−1
l,c =

(
XT
l,c

)−1
[
ZT
l,c + ZT

l,tXl,tX
−1
l,c

]
. (5.79)

The use of Eq. (5.78) leads to the modified form of the upper block of HtS′R(2) as

Γ̃ =

(
C BT

B 0

)
, (5.80)

where

B = Xl,tX
−1
l,c , (5.81)

C =
[
Zl,c +

(
XT
l,c

)−1
XT
l,tZl,t

]
X−1
l,c , (5.82)

with C being symmetric given Eq. (5.79). For the above matrix Γ̃ to be the adjacency
matrix Γ of a graph, the diagonal elements of C must vanish, which is achieved by
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5.6 Graphs from stabiliser states

multiplying HtS′R(2) by US from the left, given by

US =

 1n
diag(C) 0

0 0

0 1n

 , (5.83)

where US represents phase gates applied on the qubit subset z formed by those control

qubits q ∈ c for which Cqq = 1. This leads to the adjacency matrix Γ of the form

Γ =

(
C + diag(C) BT

B 0

)
. (5.84)

Based on the above discussion, one can develop an algorithm for obtaining the

adjacency matrix Γ representing the graph underlying a graph state that is LUE to the

stabiliser state by utilising the stabiliser structure of the state only. The pseudocode

of this algorithm is:

Graph local-unitary equivalent (LUE) to a stabiliser state.
input: generator set S of a stabiliser state.

1. obtain the binary representation S of the generator set S as in Eq. (2.46).

2. obtain S′ via Gauss elimination on the columns of S and obtain the invertible matrix
R(1) that performs the Gauss elimination.

3. reorder the rows to determine Xl,c in the bottom block, the set of control qubits c, as
well as the set of target qubits t.

4. apply same reordering in top block to get S′ in Eq. (5.71).

5. identify Xl,c, Xl,t, Zl,c, Zl,t from S′.

6. determine B and C as in Eqs. (5.81) and (5.82), and determine R(2) as in Eq. (5.74).

7. calculate Γ as in Eq. (5.84), compute R = R(1)R(2), and obtain the set z of qubits q
for which Cqq = 1.

output Γ, R, c, t, and z.

We developed this algorithm in the form of a Python open-source package called

StabGraph [5], which yields a graph state that is LUE to a stabiliser state of interest.

The package provides the adjacency matrix Γ corresponding to the graph underlying

the graph state, the recombination R performed on the stabilisers in the generator set

S, the set of control qubits c, the set of target qubits t where a Hadamard gate has to be
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applied, and the set of qubits z where a phase gate has to be applied. The most time-
consuming routine in the package is the Gaussian elimination, which runtime scales as
O(n3) with the system size n. I developed the Python script that performs the Gauss
elimination modulo 2.

Note here that in the case of CSS codes [13], Zl,c and Zl,t in S′ can be set to zero
by stabiliser recombination, implying C = 0:

Γ =

(
0 BT

B 0

)
. (5.85)

This also implies that links between a pair of control qubits and a pair of target qubits
are prohibited, thereby ensuring that the resulting graph is bicolourable. Besides, given
that C = 0, the transformation of the stabiliser state to the graph state does not require
the application of the local unitary operation US .

5.6.3 Local complementation (LC) to put a link between any two
qubits

Here we describe the sequence of LC unitary operators that transforms a graph state
where two qubits of interest are not linked into a LUE graph state where the two qubits
are linked. This is fundamental to construct local witnesses for two qubits using the
graph-based method described in Sec. 5.4.2. In essence, this graph state transformation
consists in sequentially applying LC operators with respect to the qubits that belong to
a path that connects the two qubits of interest. The sufficient condition (though maybe
not necessary) on this path is that it does not contain any shorter path. Under this
condition we show how the sequence of LC operators creates a link between the two
qubits. The algorithm introduced here can be implemented via the Python Package
ALCPack [6] that we developed.

Let us denote a path with length ℓ between two nodes q = {a, b} of interest that
conform the subsystem q by an ordered list of nodes c⃗ = (q1, q2, . . . , qℓ−1). We have
deliberately excluded qubits a and b from the ordered list c⃗. Then, c⃗ is a valid path to
put a link between a and b if the sequence of LC operations

U c⃗
LC = U

(qℓ−1)
LC · · ·U (q2)

LC U
(q1)
LC , (5.86)
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1 2

3
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5

a b

Figure 5.7: Examples of valid and non-valid paths. A simple, connected, and
undirected graph of seven nodes. For illustration, we consider the path c⃗ = (1, 3, 2) between
a and b, which is a non-valid path due to the existence of a shorter path c⃗′ = (1, 2) between
a and b that belongs to it: c⃗′ ⊂ c⃗. On the other hand, the shortest path c⃗′ = (1, 2) and
the path c⃗′′ = (4, 3, 5) between a and b are valid paths. That is, if a sequence of local
complementation (LC) unitary operations is applied with respect to the qubits in c⃗′ or in
c⃗′′, the resulting local-unitary equivalent (LUE) graph state has a and b connected in the
underlying graph. One can check that the path c⃗ does not produce a graph where a and b
are connected.

when applied on the graph state |G ⟩ with underlying graph G(N ,L), results in a graph
state |G c⃗⟩ = U c⃗

LC |G ⟩ defined on an underlying graph G(N ,Lc⃗) where the nodes a, b
are connected.

The paths that are valid for this task are those paths c⃗ (of length ℓ) that do not
contain a shorter path, i.e., there is no path c⃗′ between a and b of length ℓ′ < ℓ such
that c⃗′ ⊊ c⃗ (see Fig. 5.7 for examples and counterexamples of valid paths). For ordered
lists q⃗, q⃗′ the relation q⃗′ ⊊ q⃗ means that q ∈ q⃗ for all q ∈ q⃗′ irrespective of the order of
the elements, and that q⃗′ ̸= q⃗. Note that shortest paths do not contain shorter paths,
so all shortest paths are valid paths.

In order to prove that this sequence of LC unitary operators connects qubits a and
b let us consider a valid path c⃗, between the nodes a and b in a simple, connected, and
undirected graph G(N ,L). Given that c⃗ does not contain shorter paths, no node in c⃗

except a and q2 belongs to the neighbourhood nq1 . The LC operation w.r.t. the node
q1 creates the link {a, q2} thereby introducing a in the neighbourhood nq2 of q2, while
keeping the neighbourhoods of the rest of nodes q3, q4, . . . , qℓ−1 ∈ c⃗ and b unchanged.
Besides, the LC operation does not affect the links {qi, qi+1} ∈ L for i = 2, 3, . . . , ℓ− 1.
Therefore, in the LC graph G(N ,L(q1)), there exists a simple path between a and b of
length ℓ(q1) = ℓ− 1, given by c⃗(q1) = (q2, q3, · · · , qℓ−1). Note that the new path satisfies
that c⃗(q1) ⊂ c⃗. This, together with the preservation of the neighbourhoods and links
mentioned, implies that c⃗(q1) does not contain shorter paths in G(N ,L(q1)). Thus, it
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is a valid path to apply the next LC operation. One can continue performing a total
of ℓ− 1 LC operations successively on the nodes q2, q3, · · · , qℓ−1 ∈ c⃗ in the same order
as they are in the sequence c⃗, where, during each individual LC operation on the node
qi ∈ c⃗, the above arguments apply and a link is created between the node a and the
node qi+1. The last LC operation on the node qℓ−1 creates a link between the nodes a
and b. Hence the proof.

As mentioned previously, all shortest paths are valid paths to apply the sequence
of LC operations. However, there is no intuitive reason behind using a shortest path
to create the link, since the value of the local witness computed via the graph-based
method depends explicitly on the structure of links among the nodes in q ∪ ∂q, and
these links change during the LC sequence in an unoptimised way. In a graph with high
connectivity, there may exist other paths having length larger than the shortest length
which may provide a better local witness compared to the local witness obtained from
the shortest path (we elaborate more on this in Sec. 5.7).

A word on the run-time required to apply a sequence of LC operations on a graph
with n nodes is in order here. Since the LC operations in the sequence take into account
the transformed graphs at each step, it is difficult to determine an exact dependence
of the run-time with n. However, one can determine an estimate based on a worst-case
scenario. It is easy to see that the maximum size of the neighbourhood nq of a node q
can be n− 1, and it can host at most

(
n−1
2

)
links. Therefore, the maximum number of

links that can be created or deleted during a LC operation on a single node is
(
n−1
2

)
.

Since there can be at most n− 1 nodes on a path between a and b, the total number of
link operations during the LC sequence can be (n− 1)

(
n−1
2

)
∼ O(n3), which indicates

a polynomial scaling with system size. Our numerical study presented in Sec. 5.7.2
confirms the polynomial scaling.

5.7 Entanglement vs distance

Localisable entanglement has been used in conceptualizing the correlation length in cer-
tain quantum many-body systems [182–186], and in protocols including measurement-
based quantum computation [50, 174, 177] or entanglement percolation in quantum net-
works [190]. However, as we explained previously, computing LE is resource-demanding
in general. In contrast, local witnesses, which can be evaluated efficiently and provide a
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lower bound of LE, are a very handy tool for this task. Here we test the performance of
local witnesses and the tools that we developed in Refs. [3, 4, 7] to obtain the behaviour
of LE as a function of the qubit distance. The state chosen to perform this test is a
large color code (with hundreds of qubits) defined on a hexagonal lattice, and affected
by depolarising and phase-flip noise. We consider the qubit distance as the length of
the shortest path composed of lattice edges between two qubits.

In Sec. 5.7.1, we use the stabiliser-based method to construct local witnesses for two
qubits in the hexagonal color code and study the dependence of their expectation value
as a function of the distance between the qubits. This provides an analytical expression
of a lower bound of LE with respect to distance. Then, in Sec. 5.7.2 we show how the
construction of multiple local witnesses using the graph-based method can also serve
to study the behaviour of entanglement with distance. Unlike the stabiliser-based
method, the graph-based method does not employ any particular intuition to construct
local witnesses. Instead, we construct many local witnesses and then select the ones
that provide a tighter lower bound of LE.

5.7.1 Analytical bounds with the stabiliser-based method

Here we use the stabiliser-based method described in Sec. 5.4.1 to construct local wit-
nesses for a color code defined on a hexagonal lattice and obtain their expectation value
as a function of the distance between two qubits of interest, which serves us to provide
an analytical expression for the lower bound of LE. Due to Prop. 1 and, equivalently,
to Theorem 1, the construction of local witnesses for two qubits involves two stabilisers
defined on a path of faces that connects the two qubits. If the distance increases the ex-
pectation value of a local witness also increases (thus, the lower bound of LE decreases
as can be seen from Eq. 5.23) due to the increase in weight of the stabilisers involved
in the local witness. We provide the relation between the weights and the distance for
two qubits sitting on a particular path of lattice edges in the lattice of the color code.
From this relation one finally obtains the analytical expression for the lower bound of
LE.

The state where local witness are evaluated is the color code|S ⟩ affected by a noise
channel ε as ρ = ε(|S ⟩) with noise rate p. We consider the noisy state ρDP produced
by depolarising channel, and the state ρPF produced by phase flip noise. These noise
models are described in Sec. 2.5.
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We explicitly compute the expectation value of a local witness operator Wq of the
form given in Eq. (5.8) constructed for a subsystem q = {a, b} composed of two qubits
a and b. Due to Theorem 1, such a local witness can be constructed from a subset
Wq = {sX , sZ} of two stabilisers, one X- and one Z-type that anti-commute qubit-
wise on the qubits a, b and commute qubit-wise on the rest of qubits. From the form of
a local witness for a two-qubit subsystem one can check that the expectation value of
such local witness evaluated on the color code depends on the weights wX = |supp(sX)|
and wZ = |supp(sZ)| of the stabilisers as:

⟨W{a,b}⟩ρDP
=

1

4

(
1− (1− 2p)w

X − (1− 2p)w
Z − (1− 2p)w

X+wZ−2
)

(5.87)

for depolarising noise. For phase-flip noise only the weight of the stabiliser sX matters:

⟨W{a,b}⟩ρPF
= −1

2
(1− 2p)w

X
. (5.88)

These stabilisers are constituted of a product of stabilisers sσf defined on a set
Fσ = {f ,f ′, . . .} of faces that forms a path between the two qubits. In order to
minimise the expectation value of the local witnesses, the weights wX and wZ of the
two stabilisers must be minimised. This motivates the selection of the shortest path
FX of adjacent faces such that the stabiliser sX =

∏
f∈FX sXf has support on a and

b. The stabiliser sZ must have support on a and b as well, but not on any other qubit
where sX has support. Under these conditions we choose sZ to be defined on a set of
faces FZ that are adjacent to the faces in FX , and that, again, form a path of adjacent
faces between the qubits a and b. See Fig. 5.8 for an example of this construction.

This construction can be applied to any pair of qubits {a, b} at a distance d. In the
color code there is no particular definition of distance between qubits. Thus, we define
the distance between two qubits as the length of the shortest path constituted of lattice
edges. For the examples in Fig. 5.8, the distance is (a) d = 4 and (b) d = 12. The
aim now is to find an analytical relation between the distance and the weights of the
stabilisers. For the hexagonal lattice, the weights wσ depend on the number of faces
|Fσ| in the selected path of faces as

wσ = 2|Fσ|+ 4. (5.89)
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a ba b

Figure 5.8: Construction of local witness operators for a subsystem of two
qubits. Local witness operators for two-qubit subsystems {a, b} (in black circles) accord-
ing to Theorem 1 can be constructed from two stabiliser operators W{a,b} = {sX , sZ}.
Here, stabilisers sX and sZ are obtained by multiplying, respectively, the Z- and X-type
stabilisers sXi and sZj corresponding to the faces on two adjacent paths FX and FZ of faces
(pink and orange, respectively) connecting the two qubits a and b. The support of sX is
given by the purple and black circles, while the support of sZ is given by the brown and
black dots. The distance, given by the length of the shortest path constituted of lattice
edges marked in white, between qubits a and b is (a) d = 4, and (b) d = 12. Along paths
of this form, the weight of stabilisers sX and sZ is wX = 4+2⌊d/2⌋ and wZ = 6+2⌈d/2⌉,
respectively. The purple and brown qubits stand for the boundary set ∂q (see Sec. 5.3.1).
The two different colours, turquoise and yellow on a qubit q ∈ ∂q represent the single-
qubit measurements mq = X and mq = Z, respectively, in M∂q. The significance of this
particular construction and the path between the two qubits is further discussed in Sec. 5.7.

In general, |Fσ| grows linearly with the distance d, but the exact relation depends on

the relative position of the nodes a, b along the path marked in white in Fig. 5.8. For

this path, |FX | and |FZ | depend on whether the distance is even or odd:

|FX | =

⌊
d

2

⌋
, (5.90)

|FZ | = 1 +

⌈
d

2

⌉
. (5.91)

Thus, the weights of the stabilisers depend on the distance as:

wX = 4 + 2 ⌊d/2⌋ , (5.92)

wZ = 6 + 2 ⌈d/2⌉ , (5.93)

From these results one can obtain the expectation value of the local witness, which

from Eq. (5.23) provides an analytical lower bound of LE. For the pure state affected
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by depolarising noise:

Eq(ρDP) ≥ max
{
1

2

(
(1− 2p)4+2⌊d/2⌋ + (1− 2p)6+2⌈d/2⌉ + (1− 2p)8+2d − 1

)
, 0

}
(5.94)

while for the phase flip noise:

Eq(ρPF) ≥ max
{
(1− 2p)6+2⌊ d−1

2 ⌋ , 0
}
. (5.95)

Both results show a slow exponential decay of the bound of LE as the distance increases
as illustrated in Fig. 5.9.

5.7.2 Bounds from the graph-based method

Here we employ the graph-based method in Sec. 5.4.2 to obtain multiple local witnesses
for multiple qubit pairs {a, b} in the color code and plot the lower bound of LE provided
by these witnesses against the distance between the two qubit in each pair. We also
numerically study the run-time of the ALCPack [6] algorithm used to connect qubit
pairs in a graph state by means of LC sequences as explained in Sec. 5.6.3. We consider
hexagonal color codes with code distance D and a qubit number n (scaling as n ∼ D2).
The lattice is embedded in a two-dimensional surface delimited by four boundaries as
in Fig. 5.10(a), where the code distance D coincides with the length of the boundaries.
Qubits are selected from the lattice bulk, which we define as the set of qubits at
a distance D/4 or greater from a boundary qubit. This selection reduces possible
boundary effects due to the different connectivity of qubits in the boundary and close
to it. Again, we consider depolarising and phase-flip noise. Recall that here the distance
d between two qubits is the number of edges in the shortest path formed by edges in
the color code lattice that connects qubits a and b.

Before moving to the analysis of the numerical results, a word on the notion of the
existence of local and non-local links in the graph, and the relation with the topological
properties of the system is in order here. In the color code lattice, the edges are
all local because they only connect qubits belonging to same face. In contrast, the
graph underlying a graph state that is LUE to the color code may contain a number
of non-local links connecting qubits belonging to two different and distant faces (see
Fig. 5.10(d) for an example). For this reason we call the LUE graph state of the color
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.9: Entanglement and boundary size dependence with qubit distance
d. From the local witnesses constructed for multiple subsystems of two qubits q = {a, b}
at various distances d in a color code with code distance D = 20, we obtain a lower bound
of LE and plot it against d in (a) and (b). Moreover, (c) and (d) show the size of the
boundary ∂q as defined in Sec. 5.3.1 that anti-commutes with the noise. We consider two
noise channels: the depolarising noise ρDP in (a) and (c), and the phase-flip noise ρPF in
(b) and (d). The orange lines correspond to the analytical expectation obtained with the
stabiliser-based method: (a) corresponds to Eqs. (5.94), (b) corresponds to Eq. (5.95), (c)
plots wZ+wX−4, and (d) plots wX−2, where wX and wZ are presented in Eqs. (5.92) and
(5.93), respectively. Circles correspond to local witnesses constructed with the graph-based
method: Purple circles correspond to witnesses constructed using approach (1), consisting
in applying LC sequences to connect qubits a and b, while blue circles are obtained with
approach (2), consisting in the direct generation of a LUE graph state where qubits a and
b are linked. Finally, the green points correspond to the witnesses constructed for multiple
qubit pairs in the local graph. As we explain in the main text, the local graph is defined
from the edges of the color code lattice, so it only has links between qubits that belong to
the same face. Each circle corresponds to the tightest lower bound LE for each value of
the distance.

code a non-local graph. It has been shown that small and simple codes diminish the

effect of these non-local links, and a critical size is to be achieved to observe the effect
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Figure 5.10: Local and non-local graphs. (a) A color code of code distance D = 4
defined on a square hexagonal lattice with n = 18 qubits, and f = 8 faces, containing
k = n − 2f = 2 logical qubits. (b) The bulk qubits (yellow circles) are obtained by
removing D/4 qubits in the direction from the boundary to the centre on all sides of the
square hexagonal lattice. (c) A local graph, which is composed of local links only, which are
those links connecting qubits belonging to the same faces. (d) A non-local graph underlying
a graph state that is local-unitary equivalent (LUE) to the square hexagonal color code of
distance D = 4, where many links (those in black) are non-local links. The chosen control
and target qubits in the construction of the LUE graph state (see Sec. 5.6) are represented
by white and black circles, respectively.

of the topological properties in terms of the existence of the non-local links in the
graph [222]. However, one can also take a different perspective, and ask whether a
differentiation can be made in terms of entanglement. The graph-based algorithms are
appropriate for such investigations.

We aim to study the effect of non-local links on the entanglement decay. For that
purpose, we compare the non-local graph with a fully local graph where the links are in
one-to-one correspondence with the local edges in the color code lattice (see Fig. 5.10(c)
for an example). We compare the entanglement decay in both graphs to see if the
presence of non-local links may be related to the existence of long-range entanglement.
We choose to construct the local graph from the lattice edges to have a graph state
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Figure 5.11: Average runtime ⟨t⟩ of the ALCPack scripts [6] to link two qubits
in a graph state. The average time taken by the algorithm to create a link between
two chosen qubits sitting at a specific distance d from each other in the bulk of (a) a
local graph mimicking the square hexagonal lattice hosting a color code of code distance
D as in Fig. 5.10(c), and (b) a non-local graph as in Fig. 5.10(d) obtained by the method
discussed in Sec. 5.6, as a function of the system size n. The value of ⟨t⟩ increases with
increasing d for a fixed system size. The unit of the ⟨t⟩ axis is in seconds, and the n axis
is dimensionless. The codes are run on a standard desktop computer.

that is comparable in number and and distribution of qubits with the non-local graph.
Nevertheless, note that the local graph is not LUE to the color code, but rather just a
tool used for comparison that has no other relevant relation with the color code.

Before showing the results for LE, we test how the ALCPack algorithm scales with
the system size by looking at the average time ⟨t⟩ required to create a link between
two qubits a and b of interest. Four code distances D = 12, 16, 20, 24 corresponding
to system sizes n = 194, 354, 562, 818, respectively, are considered. In Fig. 5.11, we
present the variation of ⟨t⟩ as a function of n for qubit pairs situated at different
distances d = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, where the average value ⟨t⟩ is determined over a sample of
104 paths between a and b for each value of d. From that figure, it is evident that ⟨t⟩
increases with n for a fixed d, and increases with d for a fixed n when the graph is local,
which is in contrast with the variation of ⟨t⟩ with n in the case of a non-local graph
obtained from the square hexagonal code. In the latter case, ⟨t⟩ increases only negligibly
with d for a fixed value of n. This can be understood from the fact that there exists a
number of non-local links in the non-local graph, which results in comparable lengths of
the paths connecting the chosen qubits in the graph, irrespective of the actual distance
d between the qubits. This leads to a similar number of required LC operations, which
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Figure 5.12: Average number of local complementation (LC) operations re-
quired to create a link between two given qubits a and b in the bulk, as a function
of the distance d between the two qubits in the case of a local (green) and a non-local (pur-
ple) graph corresponding to the square hexagonal code with D = 20. The average value of
NLC is calculated over a sample of 104 graphs. The range 0 ≤ ⟨NLC⟩ ≤ 5 is enlarged.

results in slowly increasing values of ⟨t⟩ with d for a fixed n. On the other hand, in the
local graph, the typical length of a path connecting a and b increases with increasing
distance d between qubits a and b, subsequently increasing the required number of LC
operations, and consequently, the average value of ⟨t⟩ also increases. Also, the variation
of ⟨t⟩ with increasing n for a fixed d validates the polynomial scaling of the ALCPack
algorithm predicted in Sec. 5.6.3.

Given the above discussion, it is interesting to investigate whether the average
number of LC operations, ⟨NLC⟩, required to create a link between two chosen qubits
in the bulk varies with the distance between the qubits when the system-size is fixed.
Figure 5.12 depicts the variation of ⟨NLC⟩ with d in the case of the local and non-local
graphs corresponding to a code distance D = 20, where the average value has been
taken from a sample size of 104 paths for each value of d. In the case of the local graph,
⟨NLC⟩ rapidly increases with increasing d, while for the non-local graph, the increasing
trend slows down considerably when d increases. These results are in agreement with
the variations of ⟨t⟩ against d for a fixed value of n.

The lower bound of LE given in Eq. 5.23 is plotted in Figs. 5.9(a) (for depolarising
noise) and (c) (for the phase-flip noise) against qubit distance. For this plot multiple
local witnesses W{a,b} have been constructed with the graph-based method in two dif-
ferent ways: (1) From the color code we obtain one LUE graph state and select multiple
qubit pairs, for each pair {a, b} we select multiple valid paths between a and b as de-
scribed in Sec. 5.6.3, apply a LC sequence on each path to link a and b, and finally, for
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each LC sequence we construct a local witness. (2) We select multiple qubit pairs in the
color code, for each pair we obtain a LUE graph states using the geometric construction
provided in Sec. 5.6.1 integrated in the algebraic recipe described in Sec. 5.6.2 ensuring
that the pair is connected, and then construct a local witness for that pair in that LUE
graph state without performing any LC sequence. We also consider the local graph and
apply LC sequences as in (1) to link multiple qubit pairs and construct local witnesses
for each LC sequence. Finally, for each qubit distance we consider only the qubit pair
and the local witness that provides the tightest lower bound of LE. The noise rate is
chosen to be p = 10−2.

As mentioned previously, the expectation value of local witnesses depends on the
size of the boundary ∂q that anti-commutes qubit-wise with the noise. This size, which
we plot in Fig. 5.9, depends on the support of the stabilisers that conform it. For
depolarising noise the size is given by |supp(si) ∪ supp(sj)| − 2. Note that these
stabilisers, in general, are not entirely composed of the Pauli X, or entirely composed
of the Pauli Z. Thus, under phase-flip noise, the size of the anti-commuting boundary
is given by |suppXY (si) ∪ suppXY (sj)| − 2. Here suppXY (si) and suppXY (si) are
the parts of the supports that anti-commute qubit-wise with the Pauli Z. That is:
suppXY (si) = {q ∈ supp(si) : σqi ∈ {X,Y }} for si and for sj . In Figs. 5.9(c) and (d),
the minimum values of the anti-commuting boundary size is plotted as a function of
the distance d, where the minimisation is achieved over a sample size of 104 paths for
each value of d. In both cases of the local and the non-local graphs, the size increases
monotonically with d.

Figures 5.9(a) and (b) show a slow exponential decay of LE with distance as pre-
dicted by the analytical analysis in the previous section. Both local and non-local
graphs present this decay but the non-local graph (blue and purple circles, and orange
line) presents lower LE than the local graph (green circles) which is in correspondence
with the increase of the anti-commuting boundary shown in Figs. 5.9(c) and (d). This
might be due to the presence of non-local links in the non-local graphs that increase
qubit connectivity with respect to the local graph, increasing the neighbourhood size
that determines the witness expectation value. A further observation is that the ap-
proach (2) performs better than the approach (1), which is natural given that the
approach (2) is partially optimised as described in Sec. 5.6.1. Note also that approach
(2) almost coincides with the analytical expressions derived in Sec. 5.7.1, which provide
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the tightest bound of LE achieved in this work. The superposition of the analytical
analysis and approach (2) is expected since both consider the shortest path of faces
between qubits a and b. The partial optimisation performed in (2) might not be easy
for general stabiliser states; in contrast with the color code, where stabilisers have a
regular and symmetric construction.

The numerical results presented in this section are demonstrations of the applica-
bility of the algorithms developed and discussed in previous sections for determining
non-trivial lower bounds of the LE over bulk qubit-pairs in the case of color codes.
The lower bounds decrease exponentially with increasing d. However, in order to infer
the exact dependence of the bound on d, one has to consider the optimality of the
algorithms for obtaining the maximum value of the lower bound. This issue needs to
be thoroughly investigated, which is beyond the scope of the present work.

5.8 Summary

In this chapter we have presented our work on entanglement witnesses [3, 4, 7]. In
Sec. 5.2 we have presented the concept of entanglement witness as observables that
can detect entanglement using incomplete information of the state. The witnesses
presented in Sec. 5.2.2 detect genuine entanglement on stabiliser states. In Sec. 5.3 we
have introduced the main concept of this chapter: local entanglement witnesses. These
observables serve to detect and estimate LE. Localisable entanglement quantifies the
maximum amount of entanglement that can be accumulated in a subsystem of qubits.
In general, the resources required to evaluate it scale exponentially with the size of
the state, but local witnesses for stabiliser states can be evaluated with a number
of measurement settings that does not depend on the system size. Genuine and local
entanglement witnesses for stabiliser states can be modified to require less measurement
settings as we have shown in Sec. 5.2.2 for genuine entanglement witnesses and in
Sec. 5.3.4 for local witnesses. However, when modified, witnesses become less tolerant
to the noise in the state as we have shown in Sec. 5.3.5.

In Sec. 5.4 we have proposed two methods to construct local witnesses for stabiliser
states: the stabiliser-based method in Sec. 5.4.1 provides necessary and sufficient cri-
teria for the construction, while the graph-based method in Sec. 5.4.2 is based in the
local-unitary equivalence of stabiliser and graph states, for which the construction of
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local witnesses is simple. In Sec. 5.5, we have tested local witnesses and their construc-
tion on an experimental realisation of the seven-qubit color code. The evaluation of
multiple local witnesses provides meaningful insight into the entanglement structure of
this stabiliser state.

The graph-based method to construct local witnesses requires two tools: the trans-
formation of a stabiliser state into a local-unitary graph state, and algorithm to link
any two qubits in a graph state by means of LC operations. In Sec. 5.6.1 we have shown
a geometric approach to the transformation, while in Sec. 5.6.2 we have introduced an
algebraic approach. For the second tool, we have proven in Sec. 5.6.3 that there is a
sequence of LC unitary operators that transforms a graph state where two qubits are
not linked into a local-unitary graph state where they are linked.

Finally, in Sec. 5.7 we have put in practice all the tools developed to study the
decay of entanglement with the distance of two qubits in a large noisy stabiliser state.
In Sec. 5.7.1 we have provided analytical expressions for this decay by constructing
local witnesses with the stabiliser-based method, while Sec. 5.7.2 has presented the
results obtained from the construction of multiple local witnesses using the graph-based
method.

The tools developed in this work can be efficiently applied in the existing experi-
mentally realised multi-partite states. The results show that local witnesses perform
well in large noisy states as well as in complex states like the seven-qubit color code.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Outlook

Quantum information science is living a moment where the surprising achievements
at the theoretical and experimental level are starting to condensate on small quantum
processors and quantum algorithms that can be tested with current technology, showing
opportunities for the near and long term. Proofs of that are the number of start-ups
devoted to quantum information engineering that are emerging or the vast investments
that governments, companies and investors are devoting to quantum technologies [223].

With respect to the near term, well controlled small quantum processors with gate
fidelities above 99% and 50-100 qubits known as Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum
(NISQ) devices [11] are being developed. These devices are encouraging the quantum
information community to run small quantum algorithms like the sampling of random
quantum circuits [19] in order to test the power of these devices, and possibly show
any quantum advantage over classical processing, a desired computation paradigm in
the road towards a functional quantum computer. In line of this, recently Google
claimed the achievement of quantum supremacy with their superconductor Sycamore
processor[20]. Furthermore, some of these NISQ devices are accessible online for the
public [224–226], which has generated the appearance of multiple quantum algorithms
adapted to the reduced size and imperfections in NISQ devices. In particular, hybrid
algorithms, which combine the use of a quantum circuit with variational parameters
with a classical computer that optimises the parameters, are becoming ubiquitous [36].
One reason is that the quantum circuits for these algorithms can be designed before-
hand attending to the specifications of the NISQ device where they are meant to be
run. The other is that the optimisation performed classically is fast thanks to the ex-
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tensive development of optimisation algorithms like gradient descent [227], and allows
the learning of the experimental imperfections in the device, which helps to minimise
the effect of noise.

In regard to the medium term, high gate fidelities are putting fault-tolerant quantum
computation at the reach of current technology. Superconducting qubits and trapped
ions, as two of the leading experimental platforms, show gates with error rates of the
order of 0.1% [29, 30]. This error rate is comparable with the fault-tolerant thresholds
of, for instance, surface codes [54–56] and color codes [57–59]. These two topological
quantum error correction (QEC) codes have fault-tolerant designs that allow, in prin-
ciple, to reduce the presence of errors arbitrarily if the experimental error rate is below
threshold. However, fault-tolerance requires scaling up the size of the codes by adding
more qubits and performing longer computations [43]. Currently, the closest milestone
on the route towards fault-tolerant quantum computing is the implementation of small
fault-tolerant codes encoding a logical qubit that presents longer lifetimes than a phys-
ical qubit. Experimentally, various QEC proofs of principles have been shown, for
example, the initialisation of the seven-qubit color code with trapped ions [76], QEC
with the repetition code in trapped ions [228] and with superconducting qubits [79],
the fault-tolerant error detection in a weight-four stabiliser code checks with trapped
ions [77], or the fault-tolerant preparation of a five-qubit code with superconducting
qubits [229]. The next step is the implementation of a fault-tolerant QEC code that
provides logical qubits with a longer lifetime than single-physical qubits. Theoretical
proposals towards the design of small fault-tolerant instance of these codes include
the 17 superconducting qubit surface code [81], or flagged-syndrome readout in the
seven-qubit color code [82–84, 221].

In the longer term, experimental architectures should allow to increase the size
of quantum codes to exploit the fault-tolerant threshold theorem. Superconducting
qubits are naturally designed to be scaled up thanks to their modular architecture
and two-dimensional arrays, but difficulties like the implementation of non-local gates
between distant qubits or the reproducibility of Josephson junctions need to be ad-
dressed [30, 80]. Trapped ions in linear Paul traps with fast entangling gates are
limited to a a few dozens of qubits [230] due to the increase of the time required to
implement entangling gates as the ion number increases. Besides, the distance between
ions decreases when more ions are in the trap, making the individual addressing of
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ions harder and, consequently, producing cross-talk errors [23]. New traps that can
split ions into smaller chains to reduce these undesired effects are being designed and
tested [29]. They are also able to shuttle ions towards interaction areas where only the
ions of interest interact. On the theoretical side, efforts focus on the reduction of re-
sources required for fault-tolerant quantum computation by designing QEC codes with
a universal set of transversal gates [85, 86], or magic state distillation [200] protocols
like lattice surgery [201] or code switching [202].

The research presented in this thesis contributes towards the existing challenges in
quantum information science. The color code, as a leading candidate for fault-tolerant
quantum computation must be able to correct not only for the traditionally considered
computational errors, but also for qubit loss, an error source usually overlooked in the
literature. A qubit is lost when the information encoded in it can no longer be accessed
due to noise processes like leakage out the qubit computational space, or the actual loss
of a particle like a photon. This process damages the encoded information when it is
not corrected. Thus, in Chap. 4 we have proposed a fully local and sequential protocol
to correct the presence of qubit loss in the color code that does not require a decoder.
We have shown that under our protocol the color code can tolerate the average loss of
46(1)% of qubits. This is directly relevant for the performance of color codes in practice
since the protocol does not require any decoder algorithm that is computationally hard
to run and shows the high tolerance to qubit loss. Interestingly, in this chapter we have
shown that the tolerance is related to a novel bond-percolation threshold in coupled
lattices. This new connection between quantum information and classical statistical
physics, more concretely between QEC and percolation theory, can motivate the study
of further fruitful cross-connections between these fields.

Moreover, the rapid development of well-controlled quantum processors requires new
tools to study their quantum properties. Entanglement, for example, is believed to be
essential for these processors to show any quantum advantage over classical processors.
An argument supporting this is that unentangled quantum systems can be efficiently
simulated by classical means. Furthermore, entanglement is used as a resource in most
quantum algorithms for quantum computation, in protocols for quantum communica-
tions and quantum sensing, as well as in measurement-based quantum computation
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or in QEC codes, where the logical information is encoded in large multi-partite en-
tangled states. Therefore, quantum processors must show entanglement. The use
of tomographic techniques becomes impossible for current NISQ devices with 50-100
qubits, so more efficient methods need to be used. In Chap. 5 we ave proposed and
studied local entanglement witnesses for stabiliser states as platform-agnostic entangle-
ment detectors in experiments. The number of measurements required to evaluate them
does not depend on the system size, so they can be efficiently evaluated in arbitrarily
large quantum states. As we have shown, local witnesses provide a lower bound of lo-
calisable entanglement (LE) that contrast with the computationally hard to calculate
LE in practice. Localisable entanglement, which is the entanglement present among
qubit subsystems of the entire state, provides useful information about the entangle-
ment structure of quantum states: which and how intensely qubits are entangled, how
does the interaction of a qubit subsystem with other qubits affect the entanglement
inside the subsystem, which entanglement length do topological QEC codes or other
quantum many-body systems [182, 183, 185, 186]. Therefore, local witnesses, which can
be implemented with current technology, can be used to determine the entanglement
structure of NISQ devices to reveal local experimental imperfections or benchmark their
“quantum resources”.

Regarding future improvements of the results presented in this thesis, some of our
techniques can be extended to account for more general situations or studied under
more realistic circumstances. With respect to our protocol to correct for qubit losses,
more realistic noise models combine the presence of qubit loss and computational errors.
Our protocol removes qubits from the lattice, so the code distance reduces in general,
making the code more vulnerable against computational errors as qubits are lost. One
question in this direction is how does the code distance decrease with the number of
lost qubits and numerically study the performance of the code under both noise sources
at different noise rates. Besides, a decoder that accounts for both error sources should
be able to distinguish stabiliser excitations coming from computational errors form the
correlated excitations arising in our protocol to correct qubit losses. Moreover, in this
thesis we considered the code-capacity model where losses can be perfectly detected
and happen only on the data qubits. A more phenomenological noise model would
include the possibility that the detection of lost qubits is not perfect, and even more
realistically, we could consider a circuit-based model where losses can happen also on
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the ancillary qubits employed for the stabiliser measurement. Furthermore, we can
consider the use quantum circuits for qubit loss detection and for the implementation
of our protocol that are fault-tolerant against computational errors.

For local witnesses, one could think about extending the design to non-stabiliser
states in order to increase their accuracy to estimate LE in these states. This is im-
portant given that non-stabiliser states are necessarily realised in quantum processors
that cannot be efficiently simulated by classical means due to the Gottesman-Knill
theorem [171]. Besides, the local witnesses constructed detect genuine entanglement
in qubit subsets, local witnesses that detect other types of entanglement different from
genuine entanglement [113], like bipartite entanglement, on qubit subsystems, could,
potentially, reveal additional aspects of the entanglement properties of experimen-
tal states. In the context of quantum communication, but also in condensed matter
systems, local witnesses could be used to investigate the entanglement length, a key
property of quantum networks [231] and spin systems [232]. In quantum cryptography
protocols [89, 90], where entanglement is used a resource, estimating the entanglement
structure in a measurement-device-independent (MDI) way is critical to guarantee the
security of the quantum channel [132–135], so MDI versions of local witness might also
be useful in quantum networks.

Numerical simulations have been performed on the Swansea SUNBIRD system. The
Swansea SUNBIRD system is part of the Supercomputing Wales project, which is part-
funded by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) via Welsh Government.
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Appendix A

Appendices

A.1 Proof of Eq. (4.24)

In this appendix we prove that the energy Ei of a loss instance i can be expressed in

terms of the average number of edges Rj as expressed in Eq. (4.24).

Let us rewrite Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24) by using a delta function that equals 1 if j ⊂ ℓ

and zero otherwise:

Rj =
∑

k∈I Ekδk⊂j , (A.1)

Ei = (−1)|i|
∑

j∈I(−1)|j|Rjδj⊂i. (A.2)

Here I is the set of all loss instances. Substituting the first equation into the second

one yields:

Ei = (−1)|i|
∑
k∈I

Ek

∑
j∈I

(−1)|j|δk⊂jδj⊂i. (A.3)

Instead of summing over j we sum over the set difference t = j \ k, which contains

all the subsets of i \ k. Then, one has that:

∑
j∈I

(−1)|j|δk⊂jδj⊂i = δk⊂i

∑
t⊂i\k

(−1)|t|+|k|, (A.4)

where δk⊂i indicates that all the terms vanish if k ̸⊂ i. The sum over t equals zero

unless |t| = 0, thus the number of elements of the sets k and i needs to be equal, i.e.
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|k| = |i|: ∑
t⊂i\k

(−1)|t|+|k| = (−1)|k|δ|k|=|i|. (A.5)

Then, the sum over j is reduced to a sign and two deltas:

Ei = (−1)|i|
∑
k∈I

Ek(−1)|k|δk⊂iδ|k|=|i|. (A.6)

The condition imposed by the two deltas is satisfied if the sets k and i are equal so the
only term surviving in the sum over k is k = i. Hence the proof of Eq. (4.24).

A.2 Proof of Eq. (4.26)

In this appendix we prove that the ℓ-th coefficient αℓ in the expansion of the average
fraction of edges erased r(p) in powers of p is given by the sum of energies Ei of loss
instances i that contain ℓ losses.

By substituting the number of edges erased Ri in Eq. (4.25) by its expression in
terms of energies in Eq. (4.23) one gets that the average fraction of edges erased is:

r(p) = e−1
∑
i∈I

p|i|(1− p)n−|i|
∑
j⊂i

Ej . (A.7)

The condition in the second sum can be dropped by introducing a delta function δj⊂i

that equals 1 if j ⊂ i and 0 otherwise:

r(p) = e−1
∑
j∈I

Ej

∑
i∈I

p|i|(1− p)n−|i|δj⊂i. (A.8)

For a fixed j the instances i for which the delta does not vanish are of the form i = j∪k

where k is a subset of the rest of qubits k ⊂ N \ j. Here N is the set of all qubits.
Then |i| = |j|+ |k| and the sum on i can be substituted by a sum over k:

r(p) = e−1
∑
j∈I

Ejp
|j|

∑
k∈N\j

p|k|(1− p)(n−|j|)−|k|. (A.9)

The second sum equals one because it is a sum of the probabilities of every loss instance
constrained to the qubits in N \ j. This finalises the proof of Eq. (4.26).
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A.3 Separable instances have zero energy

In this appendix we prove that the energy for a separable instance i the energy Ei

vanishes. If two disjoint parts i(A), i(B) of an instance i = i(A) ∪ i(B) are far enough

apart from each other, the number of edges erased is the sum of the edges erased by

the two parts: Ri = Ri(A) +Ri(B) . This is defined as a separable instance.

In this situation, every loss in i(A) is far apart from every loss in i(B), so every

subset j ⊂ i that contains some losses from i(A) and some losses from i(B):

j ∩ i(A) ̸= ∅ , j ∩ i(B) ̸= ∅ (A.10)

is also a separable instance:

Rj = Rj∩i(A) +Rj∩i(B) . (A.11)

In particular, for the subsets {j1, j2} with just two losses, R{j1,j2} = R{j1} +R{j2}.

So from Eq. (4.24) one gets that the energy of these subsets vanishes E{j1,j2} = 0.

For separable subsets {j1, j2, j3} containing three losses R{j1,j2,j3} = R{j1}+R{j2,j3}.

These subsets contain two subsets, {j1, j2}, {j1, j3} whose energy vanishes. Then, using

Eq. (4.24) and cancelling the vanishing energies at both two sides one has that the left

and the right side of the previous equation are

R{j1,j2,j3} = E{j1,j2,j3} + E{j2,j3} + E{j1} + E{j2} + E{j3}, (A.12)

R{j1} +R{j2,j3} = E{j1} + E{j2,j3} + E{j2} + E{j3}, (A.13)

respectively. This results in a vanishing energy E{j1,j2,j3} = 0.

Applying this derivation iteratively from subsets j ⊂ i of a separable instance i

one obtains that all energies Ej = 0 vanish. In particular, for the last iteration, when

j = i, the energy of i vanishes Ei = 0, proving the initial statement.
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A.4 Solution of the recursive sequence in Eq. (4.37)

In this appendix we solve by induction the recursive sequence of Eq. (4.37) with the
mean-field factor of Eq. (4.41):

ϱℓ+1 = ϱℓ +
n− 2ϱℓ
n− ℓ

R1, (A.14)

which can be rewritten as:

ηℓ+1 = ηℓ
n− ℓ− 2R1

n− ℓ
, (A.15)

where ηℓ = n− 2ϱℓ.

For ℓ = 0, ϱ0 = ε0 = 0, and η0 = n trivially. Then, the first elements of the sequence
are:

η0 = n, (A.16)

η1 = n
n− 2R1

n
, (A.17)

η2 = n
(n− 2R1)(n− 2R1 − 1)

n(n− 1)
, (A.18)

η3 = n
(n− 2R1)(n− 2R1 − 1)(n− 2R1 − 2)

n(n− 1)(n− 2)
. (A.19)

By induction, one obtains that for the ℓ-th element:

ηℓ = n
Γ (1 + n− 2R1)

Γ (1 + n− 2R1 − ℓ)

Γ (1 + n− ℓ)

Γ (1 + n)
, (A.20)

where Γ (1 + x) = x(x − 1)(x − 2) · · · (x − ⌊x⌋) is the Gamma function generalised to
non-integer values x (⌊x⌋ being the closest integer to x that is smaller than x). Using
the relation with the binomial coefficient Γ (1+ x)/Γ (1+ y) =

(
x
y

)
Γ (1+ x− y) one can

express ηℓ as:

ηℓ =

(
n

ℓ

)−1(n− 2R1

ℓ

)
. (A.21)

Finally, one obtains the result presented in Eq. (4.42):

ϱℓ =
n

2

[
1−

(
n

ℓ

)−1(n− 2R1

ℓ

)]
. (A.22)
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A.5 Solution of the sum in Eq. (4.38)

In this appendix we obtain the mean-field approximation of the average number of
edges erased r(p) by inserting the expression for ϱℓ of Eq. (4.42) in Eq. (4.38):

r(p) ≃ 2

n

n∑
ℓ=0

(
n

ℓ

)
pℓ(1− p)n−ℓ

n

2

[
1−

(
n

ℓ

)−1(n− 2R1

ℓ

)]
. (A.23)

Using that the sum of probabilities
∑n

ℓ=0

(
n
ℓ

)
pℓ(1− p)n−ℓ equals one, one can simplify

the above expression to:

r(p) ≃ 1−
n∑
ℓ=0

pℓ(1− p)n−ℓ
(
n− 2R1

ℓ

)
. (A.24)

By extracting (1− p)2R1 from (1− p)n−ℓ one obtains that:

r(p) ≃ 1− (1− p)2R1

n∑
ℓ=0

pℓ(1− p)n−2R1−ℓ
(
n− 2R1

ℓ

)
. (A.25)

From the generalised binomial theorem, one obtains that the sum reduces to [p+ (1−
p)]n−2R1 = 1, obtaining the final result presented in Eq. (4.16)

r(p) ≃ 1− (1− p)2R1 . (A.26)

A.6 Maximal Schmidt coefficient for stabiliser states

In this appendix we prove that the maximal Schmidt coefficient of non-separable sta-
biliser states is β = 1/

√
2. We prove it for graph states, given that every stabiliser state

is local-unitary equivalent (LUE) to a graph state and local unitary operators preserve
the Schmidt coefficients.

Given a bipartition A|B of the qubits (assume |A| ≤ |B|) in a state |ψ⟩, there is an
orthonormal set of states {|ψA1 ⟩ , . . . , |ψAr ⟩} with support on the subsystem A and an
orthonormal set of states {|ψB1 ⟩ , . . . , |ψBr ⟩} with support on B such that the Schmidt
decomposition of |ψ⟩ can be written as:

|ψ⟩ =
r∑

x=1

βx |ψAx ⟩ |ψBx ⟩ , (A.27)
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where r is the Schmidt rank, x is an index running from 1 to r, and the coefficients βx
are the Schmidt coefficients corresponding to the bipartition A|B of |ψ⟩.

Here, we obtain the Schmidt coefficients of a graph state |G ⟩ defined on an under-
lying graph with adjacency matrix Γ. For that, we need to write a graph state |G ⟩ of
n qubits in the computational basis |x⟩, where x is a binary string of length n. Graph
states can be constructed by applying a control-phase (CZ) gate UCZ

{i,j} for every pair of
linked qubits i, j (for which Γij = 1) on the product state |+⟩⊗n. On the computational
basis the CZ gates acts as:

UCZ
{i,j} |x⟩ = (−1)xixj |x⟩ , (A.28)

where xq is the q-th element of x, corresponding to the qubit q. Then, when all CZ
gates for which Γij = 1 are applied to |+⟩⊗n one obtains the expression of the graph
state in the computational basis:

|G ⟩ = 1

2n/2

∑
x

(−1)x
TΓx |x⟩ . (A.29)

Here we used the upper triangular part Γ of Γ, i.e., Γij = Γij for all elements for which
i ≤ j and 0 for the rest. All operations between binary matrices and vectors in this
appendix are performed modulo 2.

For the bipartition A|B we assume without loss of generality that i ≤ j for every
i ∈ A and j ∈ B. Then, Γ can be written in blocks:

Γ =

(
ΓA ΓAB
0 ΓB

)
, (A.30)

where ΓA and ΓB have also an upper triangular form, ΓA represents the links between
qubits in A, ΓB represents the links between qubits in B, and ΓAB represents the links
between qubits in A and qubits in B. Analogously, the binary string x can be split in
two parts xA and xB for the qubits in the parts A and B, respectively. Then, the graph
state can be represented with respect to the bipartition A|B as:

|G ⟩ = 1

2|A|/2

∑
xA

(−1)x
T
AΓAxA |xA⟩ |ψBxA⟩ , (A.31)

where the states |xA⟩ with support on A are orthonormal, and the states |ψBxA⟩ with
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support on B are normalised:

|ψBxA⟩ =
1

2|B|/2

∑
xB

(−1)x
T
AΓABxB (−1)x

T
BΓBxB |xB⟩ . (A.32)

However, not all the 2|A| states |ψBxA⟩ are orthogonal to the rest.

Here we show that one can select rank(ΓT
AB) many of these states such that they

are orthogonal to each other. Thus, the Schmidt rank is the rank modulo 2 of ΓAB:
r = 2rank(ΓT

AB). For that we compute the dot product

⟨ψBxA |ψ
B
yA⟩ =

1

2|B|

∑
xB

(−1)(xA+yA)TΓABxB =

{
1 if xA + yA ∈ kernel(ΓT

AB)

0 otherwise
, (A.33)

where kernel(ΓT
AB) contains all binary vectors zA of length |A| such that ΓT

ABzA = 0.
The number of elements in the kernel is 2|A|−rank(ΓT

AB).

Thus, the set of all binary vectors of length |A| can be split into 2rank(ΓT
AB) disjoint

subsets Vx (with x = 1, . . . , 2rank(ΓT
AB)) for which the product xT

AΓAB is equal:

Vx =
{
xA : xT

AΓAB = vx
}
, (A.34)

where vx is a binary vector of length |B|, and all vx are different. Each subset contains
2|A|−rank(ΓT

AB). Then, any two states are orthogonal only if their corresponding binary
vector corresponds to different subsets;

⟨ψBxA |ψ
B
yA⟩ =

{
1 if xBA , yBA ∈ Vx for anyx

0 if xBA ∈ Vx, yBA ∈ Vx′ for anyx ̸= x′
. (A.35)

Let us take a representative state |ψBx ⟩ = |ψBxA⟩ with xA ∈ Vx for every subset Vx.

In view of this, we can group all xA ∈ Vx in Eq. (A.31):

|G ⟩ = 1

2|A|/2

2rank(ΓAB)∑
x=1

 ∑
xA∈Vx

(−1)x
T
AΓAxA |xA⟩

 |ψBx ⟩ , (A.36)

which can be written in the form of a Schmidt decomposition

|G ⟩ =
2rank(ΓAB)∑

x=1

1

2rank(ΓAB)
|ψAx ⟩ |ψBx ⟩ , (A.37)
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where the orthonormal states with support on A are:

|ψAx ⟩ =
1

2|A|/2

∑
xA∈Vx

(−1)x
T
AΓAxA |xA⟩ . (A.38)

From the Schmidt decomposition one can safely identify the Schmidt rank as r =

2rank(ΓAB) and the Schmidt coefficients as βx = 2−rank(ΓAB), which do not depend on
the index x.

We are interested in the maximum Schmidt coefficient among all bipartitions A|B.
The highest Schmidt coefficient is then given by the bipartition with the minimum
rank(ΓAB). Recall that ΓAB represents the links between the qubits in A and the qubits
in B. Thus, if A and B are two sets of qubits that are not connected, rank(ΓAB) =

0. However, we are interested in non-separable graph states, so this situation is not
possible. The next smallest rank is given when one of the bipartitions includes only one
qubit. In that case rank(ΓAB) = 1 because this qubit must be connected to another
qubit to have a non-separable graph state. Finally, the maximum Schmidt coefficient of
a graph state, and consequently of any non-separable stabiliser state is βmax = 1/

√
2.

Hence the proof.

A.7 Optimising the lower bound of localisable entangle-
ment (LE) provided by local witnesses

As discussed in Section 5.3.2, one needs to determine the minimum value of negativity
that is consistent with an experimentally determined expectation value ω of a genuine
witness operator. We only focus on the witness operator W|G ⟩ defined for a graph state
|G ⟩, and the optimisation problem aims to find the solution of

E(ρAB) = inf ∥ρTAAB∥1 − 1,

subject to Tr
(
ρABW|G ⟩

)
= ω,

ρAB ≥ 0,

Tr (ρAB) = 1, (A.39)

where the optimisation is done over all possible states ρAB. Due to the preservation of
the entanglement measures under local-unitary operators and the local-unitary equiv-
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alence between graph and stabiliser states, the result of the problem above is the same

for a witness prepared for any stabiliser state. Here, we have considered a specific

bipartition of the state into the subparts A and B, and E(ρAB) is the quantity to

be computed. Using the variational characterisation of trace-norm, and following the

procedure described in Ref. [129], one arrives at

E(ρAB) ≥ E lb(ω) = inf Tr
[
DρTAAB

]
− 1,

subject to Tr[ρABW|G ⟩] = ω,

ρAB ≥ 0,

Tr[ρAB] = 1, (A.40)

where D is any operator such that ∥D∥∞ = 1, and the right-hand-side of the inequality

in Eq. (A.40) provides a lower bound E lb(ω) of negativity. Considering D to be of the

form D = −f
(
W|G ⟩

)TA+hI involving the partial transpose of the local witness operator

that has been measured, where the coefficients f and h are such that ∥D∥∞ = 1, one

arrives at a simple form of the lower bound, given by

E lb(ω) = max
f,h

(−fw + h− 1) subject to ∥D∥∞ = 1. (A.41)

Note that the form chosen for D allows one to avoid the minimisation involved in

(A.40). Note also that any set of values of f, h subject to ∥D∥∞ = 1 provides a value

of the lower bound.

However, we would like to find the best possible value by performing the optimi-

sation in Eq. (A.41). In order to do so, note that
(
W|G ⟩

)TA = 1/2 I − |G ⟩ ⟨G |TA , and

since |G ⟩ ⟨G |TA is diagonal in the graph state basis, so is D. In the case of an entangled

graph state of size two |G ⟩ = 2−1/2(|0+⟩+ |1−⟩), A and B denote single qubits, and

|G ⟩ ⟨G |TA =
1

2

[
|G ⟩ ⟨G |+ Z1 |G ⟩ ⟨G |Z1 + Z2 |G ⟩ ⟨G |Z2 − Z1Z2 |G ⟩ ⟨G |Z1Z2

]
. (A.42)

In the case of q constituted of three qubits, say, 1, 2, and 3, one can consider three

possible bipartitions of q, which are equivalent under qubit permutations. For the
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bipartition 1|23 of the fully-connected three qubit graph state, one obtains

|G ⟩ ⟨G |TA =
1

2

[
|G ⟩ ⟨G |+ Z1 |G ⟩ ⟨G |Z1 + Z2Z3 |G ⟩ ⟨G |Z2Z3 − Z1Z2Z3 |G ⟩ ⟨G |Z1Z2Z3

]
.

(A.43)

The singular values of D are {|h|, |h − f |} and {|h|, |h − f |, |h − f/2|} for regions of
size two and three, respectively. Since ∥D∥∞ = 1, the maximum singular value among
them must be 1, which implies max{|h|, |h− f |} = 1, because the third singular value
is smaller than or equal than the first or the second for any pair h, f . This can be
satisfied with four sets of solutions of f and h, given by (i) (h = 1, 0 ≤ f ≤ 2), (ii)
(h = −1,−2 ≤ f ≤ 0), (iii) (h = 1+ f , −2 ≤ f ≤ 0), and (iv) (h = −1− f , 0 ≤ f ≤ 2).
As mentioned earlier, although any of the four pairs of values of f and h provides a
valid lower bound for E(ρAB), we choose the best of them. In the case when ω < 0, the
optimal pair is (h = 1, f = 2) from (i), and for ω ≥ 0, the optimal values are (h = 1

and f = 0) from (i) and (iii), which leads to

E lb(ω) =

{
−2ω for ω < 0,

0 for ω ≥ 0,
. (A.44)

A.8 Invertible recombinations of stabilisers preserve the
rank of the pseudo-incidence matrix

Here we prove that the rank of the pseudo-incidence matrix of a generator set of sta-
bilisers does not change when the stabilisers are recombined. The idea of the proof
consists in writing the generator set S in the binary representation and prove that
an invertible recombination of S results in an invertible recombination of the rows of
M̃ (S). We are interested in the case where S is a generator set that completely defines
a stabiliser state, but the proof applies to any subset of stabilisers.

Given the binary representation S shown in Eq. (2.46) of the generator set S, the
elements of the pseudo-incidence matrix of S can be written as:

M̃ (S)q{i,j} = ZqiXqj + ZqjXqi =
(
uT
q | 0

)
S
(
viv

T
j + vjv

T
i

)
ST
(
0

uq

)
, (A.45)

where the column index l = {i, j} runs over all pairs of stabilisers in si, sj ∈ S. Here the
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auxiliary binary column vectors uq, vi of size n have one 1 in the position q = 1, . . . , n

and i = 1, . . . , n, respectively, and zeros elsewhere.

For simplicity, let us expand M̃ (S) to have one column for each of the N2 possible

pairs (i, j), including those with equal indices (i, i), and both orderings (i, j) and with

(j, i). Note that this expanded pseudo-incidence matrix has the same rank because the

new columns (i, i) are defined as zero columns and the new columns (j, i) coincide with

the existing columns (i, j). Thus, in the following, the pair of indices (i, j) run over all

N2 possibilities and hence, the pseudo-incidence matrix is an N ×N2 matrix.

Moreover, a generator set S ′ obtained by an invertible recombination R of S is

represented by SR, where R is a non-singular N ×N binary matrix. Then:

M̃
(
S ′)

q(i,j)
=
(
uT
q | 0

)
SR
(
viv

T
j + vjv

T
i

)
RTST

(
0

uq

)
. (A.46)

One can check that the intermediate terms can be rewritten:

R
(
viv

T
j + vjv

T
i

)
RT =

N∑
a,b=1

(
vav

T
b + vbv

T
a

)
RaiRbj , (A.47)

where we have used that R =
∑N

a,b=1 RabvavT
b and that vT

b vi = δbi.

The products RaiRbj are the matrix elements R̃(a,b)(i,j) of an N2 × N2 matrix

R̃ = R × R, which is non-singular because R is non-singular. This matrix performs

a recombination of columns on the modified pseudo-incidence matrix:

M̃
(
S ′)

q(i,j)
=
∑
a,b

(
uT
q | 0

)
S
(
vav

T
b + vbv

T
a

)
ST
(
0

uq

)
R̃(a,b)(i,j)

=
∑
a,b

M̃ (S)q(a,b) R̃(a,b)(i,j).
(A.48)

Given that R̃ is non-singular, the rank of the pseudo-incidence matrix is preserved.

Hence the proof.
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A.9 Example of a valid local witness that cannot be found
with the graph-based method

Here we show an example of a local witness that can be found with the stabiliser-based
method, but not with the graph-based method. This proves that the graph-based
method cannot find all local witnesses found with the stabiliser-based method.

Both methods find stabiliser subsets Wq that satisfy property (A) in Proposition 1.
The graph-based method uses the local unitary operations ULUE that transform the
stabiliser state into a graph state ULUE |S ⟩ = |G ⟩. These ULUE guarantee the existence
of Wq because WG

q exists:

ULUE |S ⟩ = |G ⟩ ⇒ ULUEWqU
†
LUE = WG

q . (A.49)

On the other hand every stabiliser subset Wq found with the stabiliser-based method
is directly built to satisfy property (A) in Proposition 1, i.e., there exists a local unitary
VLUE that transforms Wq into some WG

q (up to some recombination). But this does
not imply that VLUE transforms the stabiliser state |S ⟩ into a graph state |G ⟩:

VLUE |S ⟩ = |G ⟩ ⇍ VLUEWqV
†

LUE = WG
q . (A.50)

For instance, the subset W{2,3,4} in Fig. 5.1(a) is transformed into a generator subset
WG

q with the local unitary VLUE = H3H5H6H7:

sZR = Z1Z2Z3Z4 7→ g3 = Z1Z2X3Z4,

sXB = X2X3X5X6 7→ g2 = X2Z3Z5Z6,

sXG = X3X4X6X7 7→ g4 = Z3X4Z6Z7,

(A.51)

but VLUE |S ⟩ is not a graph state because the rest of generators in the basis S in
Eq. (5.3) do not convert to graph state generators under any recombination:

sXR = X1X2X3X4 7→ X1X2Z3X4,

sZB = Z2Z3Z5Z6 7→ Z2X3X5X6,

sZG = Z3Z4Z6Z7 7→ X3Z4X6X7,

sXL = X1X2X3X4X5X6X7 7→ X1X2Z3X4Z5Z6Z7.

(A.52)
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graph-based method

What we prove in this appendix is that W{2,3,4} is an example of a stabiliser subset
for which there is no local unitary VLUE that transforms it into a subset of graph state
generators WG

{2,3,4} and also transforms the stabiliser state |S ⟩ into a graph state |G ⟩.
In the binary picture it becomes clear that VLUE is partially fixed because it trans-
forms W{2,3,4} into some WG

q . The condition that VLUE transforms W{2,3,4} into some
WG

{2,3,4} is enough to forbid the existence of any non-singular matrix R that recombines
the generator set S of |S ⟩ to obtain a generator set G under the action of VLUE.

First, let us show that the binary form of a stabiliser subset Wq that satisfies
Proposition 1, or equivalently, which satisfies Theorem 1, is the 2n× |q| binary matrix
Wq:

Wq =


Zq

ΛZΣq̄

Xq

ΛXΣq̄

 . (A.53)

The rows have been reordered to represent the qubits in q with the |q| × |q| binary
block matrices Zq,Xq, and the qubits in q̄ with the product of the (n−|q|)×|q| matrix
Σq̄ and the (n− |q|)× (n− |q|) diagonal matrices ΛZ , ΛX .

To satisfy property (A), the rank modulo 2 of this matrix must be |q|. To satisfy
property (C), the rank modulo 2 of the following matrix, which represents the set of
reduced Pauli operators Wq|q, must be |q| as well:Zq

Xq

 . (A.54)

The form of the blocks ΛZΣq̄ and ΛXΣq̄ that represent the single-qubit Pauli op-
erators in the qubits of q̄ guarantees that the stabilisers commute qubit-wise on each
qubit in q̄, which constitutes property (B). To see this note that the matrices ΛZ , ΛX

are diagonal, so they just make zero certain rows of Σq̄. For a qubit q ∈ q̄ the rows q
and n+ q of Wq can be of any of these four types:Σq̄,ν

Σq̄,ν

 ,

Σq̄,ν

0

 ,

 0

Σq̄,ν

 ,

0

0

 (A.55)
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depending on the four combinations of 1 and 0 that ΛZ , ΛX have in the diagonal

position corresponding to the qubit q. Here Σq̄,ν is the ν-th row of Σq̄, with ν = q−|q|.

With respect to the first possibility, for every stabiliser si ∈ Wq, the single-qubit

Pauli operator σqi is I or Y , in the second possibility it is either I or Z, in the third

I or X depending if Σq̄,νi = 0 or 1, respectively, and in the fourth possibility σqi = I.

Consequently, every stabiliser si ∈ Wq commutes on every qubit q ∈ q̄ by construction,

as demanded by property (B).

Now we focus on the particular stabiliser subset W{2,3,4}. It contains |q| = 3

independent stabilisers so it can be part of a generator set S represented by S of the

stabiliser state. Without loss of generality, one can write the binary representation

W{2,3,4} in the first three columns of S and write the rest of generators in the other four

columns:

S =


Zq Z̃q

ΛZΣq̄ Z̃q̄

Xq X̃q

ΛXΣq̄ X̃q̄

 =



1 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1



. (A.56)

Note that we have reordered the rows to identify easily the blocks. From the first

to the last row, the order of the qubits that they represent is: 2, 3, 4, 1, 5, 6, 7, so the

first three rows represent the qubits in q = {2, 3, 4} and the last four rows the rest

of qubits. From the left column to the right column, the order of the stabilisers that

they represent is: sZR , sXB , sXG , sZB , sZG , sXR , sXL , so the first three columns represent
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the stabilisers in W{2,3,4}. Thus, the following blocks can be identified:

ΛZΣq̄ =


1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 , ΛXΣq̄ =


0 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 1
0 0 1

 ,

Z̃q̄ =


0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0

 , X̃q̄ =


0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1

 .

(A.57)

From the blocks ΛZΣq̄, Λ
XΣq̄ one can read ΛZ , ΛX , Σq̄:

Σq̄ =


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 1
0 0 1

 , ΛZ = diag(1000), ΛX = diag(0111). (A.58)

The diagonal matrices ΛZ and ΛX fix partially the part VLUE|q̄ of the local Clifford

unitary VLUE = VLUE|q ⊗ VLUE|q̄ acting on the qubits in q̄. This part must transform

all the single-qubit Pauli operators in q̄ into I or Z because the generator subsets WG
q

have only I or Z on each qubit of q̄. To do so, the part VLUE|q̄ must be represented

by:

VLUE|q̄ =

(
A B

ΛX ΛZ

)
, (A.59)

where A,B are some (n− |q|)× (n− |q|) binary diagonal matrices that satisfy AΛZ +

BΛX = 1q̄. It transforms all the single-qubit Pauli operators in q̄ into I or Z of the

stabilisers in Wq:

VLUE|q̄

ΛZΣq̄

ΛXΣq̄

 =

Σq̄

0

 . (A.60)

But how does it affect the rest of stabilisers? One can see that the effect on the

corresponding blocks is:

VLUE|q̄

Z̃q̄

X̃q̄

 =

 AZ̃q̄ +BX̃q̄

ΛX Z̃q̄ + ΛZX̃q̄

 . (A.61)
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Therefore, the modified block is fixed by ΛX , ΛZ as:

X̃′
q̄ ≡ ΛX Z̃q̄ + ΛZX̃q̄ =


0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0

 , (A.62)

which importantly, is not an invertible matrix.
We are trying to show that there is no local unitary VLUE represented by some VLUE

that transforms the generator set S into graph state generators and also transforms Wq

into graph state generators. That means that VLUESR does not represent the generator
set G of a graph state for any R. The binary representation of a graph state can be
written respecting the block structure

Γq Γqq̄

ΓT
qq̄ Γq̄

1q 0
0 1q̄

 . (A.63)

One can write by blocks a completely general non-singular matrix R

R =

(
Rq Rqq̄

Rq̄q Rq̄

)
, (A.64)

where Rq, Rq̄ are any |q| × |q| and (n − |q|) × (n − |q|) binary matrices, respectively,
and Rqq̄, Rq̄q are any |q|× (n−|q|) and (n−|q|)×n binary matrices, respectively, such
that R is non-singular.

Then, the lower blocks in Eq. (A.56) change in this way:

VLUE|q̄
(
ΛXΣq̄ Xq̄

)
R =

(
0 X̃′

q̄

)
R =

(
X̃′
q̄Rq̄q X̃′

q̄Rq̄

)
. (A.65)

The key is that the new block X̃′
q̄Rq̄ in the right should be 1q̄ to represent the

generator set of a graph state.
However, given that X̃′

q̄ is not invertible, there is no matrix Rq̄q such that:

X̃′
q̄Rq̄q = 1q̄. (A.66)

This proves that there is no local unitary VLUE that satisfies Proposition 1 for the
stabiliser subset W{2,3,4} of Fig. 5.1 and transforms the stabiliser state |S ⟩ into a graph
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state. Therefore, W{2,3,4} is an example of a local witness that can be found with the
stabiliser-based method but not with the graph-based method.

A.10 Variance of the witnesses

Here we obtain the variance of the witnesses expectation values from the the expectation
values of the stabilisers computed experimentally.

The expectation value of a stabiliser operator is the mean value of the outcomes
+1 and −1 when the operator is measured M times. We treat the experimental value
of a stabiliser operator as a binomially distributed random variable with two possible
values: +1 and −1 with probabilities pi and 1− pi, so the expectation value is:

⟨si⟩ = 2pi − 1. (A.67)

The binomial distribution gives the probability of obtaining Mi times in a sample
of M repetitions the result +1, which is the one obtained with probability pi. The
variance of binomial distributions is given by:

σ2(Mi) =Mpi(1− pi). (A.68)

The binomial variable ⟨si⟩ is related to Mi by:

⟨si⟩ =
2Mi

M
− 1. (A.69)

The variance of a function f depending of Mi is related to σ2(Mi):

σ2(f(Mi)) =

[
df(Mi)

dMi

]2∣∣∣∣∣
Mpi

σ2(Mi). (A.70)

Using simple algebra one obtains the variance of the stabiliser operator:

σ2 (⟨si⟩) =
1

M

(
1− ⟨si⟩2

)
. (A.71)

Since the variance of a sum of independent random variables is given by the sum of
the variances of each variable, one can finally compute the variance of witness operators
with just the experimental value ⟨si⟩ of the stabilisers involved in the witness and the
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number of times M that the measurement was repeated:

σ2
(
W|S ⟩

)
=

1

M

2N−1∑
i=1

1− ⟨si⟩2

22N
, (A.72)

σ2
(
W a

|S ⟩

)
=

1

2M

N∑
i=1

(
1− ⟨si⟩2

)
, (A.73)

σ2
(
W 2m

|S ⟩

)
=

1

M

∑
sXi ∈S

1− ⟨sXi ⟩
2

(|S X |+ 1)2
,

+
1

M

∑
sZi ∈S

1− ⟨sZi ⟩
2

(|S Z |+ 1)2
,

(A.74)

where S X are the X-type stabilisers sXi ∈ S in the stabiliser group S , and S Z are
the Z-type stabilisers sZi ∈ S .

The variances of local witnesses constructed from the stabiliser subset Wq:

σ2 (Wq) =
1

M

∑
si∈⟨Wq⟩

1− ⟨si⟩2

22n
, (A.75)

σ2 (Wq,a) =
1

2M

∑
si∈Wq

(
1− ⟨si⟩2

)
, (A.76)

σ2 (Wq,2m) =
1

M

∑
sXi ∈⟨Wq⟩

1− ⟨sXi ⟩
2(∣∣∣⟨Wq⟩X

∣∣∣+ 1
)2 ,

+
1

M

∑
sZi ∈⟨Wq⟩

1− ⟨sZi ⟩
2(∣∣∣⟨Wq⟩Z

∣∣∣+ 1
)2 ,

(A.77)

where ⟨Wq⟩X , ⟨Wq⟩Z are the X-type and Z-type stabilisers sXi , sZi in the spanned
subgroup ⟨Wq⟩, respectively, and the cardinality of these sets is

∣∣∣⟨Wq⟩X
∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣⟨Wq⟩Z

∣∣∣,
respectively.

A.11 Obtaining the inverse matrix R(2)

Here we prove that the lower block of HtS′ is invertible, and determine its inverse, which
is designated by R(2). We take a different approach than the one used in Ref. [174].
We apply a Clifford operation represented by U that makes the upper block vanish
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and leaves the lower block unchanged to HtS′. The unitary that we construct for the
purpose of the proof is represented by

U =

 1
C BT

B 0

0 1

 , (A.78)

where B, C are defined in Eqs. (5.81) and (5.82), respectively. The matrix UHtS′ is
given by 

Zl,c + CXl,c + BTZl,t Zr,c + BTZr,t
Xl,t + BXl,c 0

Xl,c 0
Zl,t Zr,t

 . (A.79)

From the form of the matrix C in Eq. (5.81), the non-zero diagonal terms of the upper
block vanish, while the off-diagonal terms vanish due to Eq. (5.77). Hence the proof of
the invertibility of the lower block of HtS′. Note that Clifford operations are represented
by full-rank matrices, and therefore U preserves the rank n of HtS′. Consequently, the
matrix UHtS′, which contains only the lower block, is of full rank, and therefore, the
lower block is invertible.

In order to determine R(2), note that the lower block of HtS′ has the form of a lower
triangular matrix, and the diagonal terms Xl,c and Zr,t of the lower block of HtS′ are
also invertible due to the invertibility of the lower block of HtS′. Therefore, R(2) is
another lower triangular matrix by blocks having the form

R(2) =

(
X−1
l,c 0

E Z−1
r,t

)
, (A.80)

where E must satisfy that Zl,tX
−1
l,c + Zr,tE = 0, leading to E = Z−1

r,tZl,tX
−1
l,c . Hence, one

arrives at the form of R(2) in Eq. (5.74).

A.12 StabGraph code

We developed the StabGraph [5] code as a Python code consisting of a function
that inputs a generator set S of a stabiliser state |S ⟩ and outputs the local unitary
ULUE that transforms the stabiliser state into a graph state |G ⟩ = ULUE |S ⟩, and the
adjacency matrix Γ defining the graph underlying |G ⟩. The function outputs all the
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elements described in Section 5.6: a set c of control qubits, a set t of target qubits, a
subset z ⊂ c of qubits where Z-rotations are applied, and a recombination matrix R.

The function gives the possibility to preselect some control and target qubits. This
is useful, for instance, to make sure that the resulting graph has two qubits of interest
connected as described in Section 5.6.1. Given an input stabiliser state, not all the
sets of control and target qubits are valid, so the function raises a warning and stops
the program when these sets are not properly selected at the input. It also allows one
to select randomly the sets of control and target qubits, allowing the production of
multiple random graphs that are LUE to the stabiliser state.

The function calls a subroutine called gaus_binary.py that performs Gauss elimi-
nation on linear systems with binary variables.
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